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Introduction

Introduction

Welcome
Welcome to On the CREST: Gmwing Through Effective Choices.

This book is designed to help you read, journal, and growin the
direction of making more effective choices.

On the CREST is intended to help you:

(1) as a member of an ON-THE-CREST GROUP,

(2) as an individual seeking to achieve self-growth on your
own, or

(3) as a counselee using these pages as guided tasks at the
suggestion of your counselor.

Besides the obvious meaning of On the CRESTriding on the
high point of the wave, or reaching a mountain top experience, the
letters in CREST form an acronym that infers two meanings. One
meaning we will explore in the first two pages of the core of this
book

A second meaning su;gests the purpose of On the CREST: Choice,
Responsibility, ar.d Effective Skills Training. On the CREST will help
you to gain a sense of the ever-present opportunities for choice you
have available; it will help you to see better how you might take
responsibility for making your choices; and it offers opportunities for
effective skills training that will teach you ways in which you might
make more effective choices.

Journal Entries
Regardless of whether you are using On the CREST on your

own, at the request of a counselor, or in an ON-THE-CREST GROUP,
we encourage you to obtain a notebook and to make journal entries
frequently and m depth according to the instructions at the end of
each chapter. We suggest that you date all your entries (e.g., 3/ 30/
9.) so you will know what your thinking was at that time. And we
encourage you to reread the chapters and make further entries as
you explore different dimensions of the same information. Through
your journal entries, you can see how your thoughts change over
time. To make that convenient, leave a space after each entry
perhaps starting a new page each timeto allow for additional
entries.

7



On the CREST

Key Words
Notice the key words printed at the end of each chapter. Use

them over time to help you to make journal entries that are relevant
for you. If, in the first reading, you focus on what the chapter recalls
to mind, you may wish, in a subsequent reading, to focus on a
different idea from the chapter, or reflect on the feelings generated in
youas you think about your relationship with a friend and its
evolution over time. In a third reading, you might consider how
freeing an idea is for you, and so on.

The emphasis in On the CREST is on helping you to develop an
increasingly more positive self-view. As a consequence, most of the
key words refer either to positive or neutral dimensions. Take that as
a guideline for your entries. Whenever possible, make the choice to
reflect objectively or psitively, rather than negatively, on yourself
and your life. In that way you are using On the CREST to strengthen
you rather than to tear you down.

Recall. This key word suggests that you use the entry to tell
what the chapter calls to mind for you. If it helps you to
recall an event or series of events, state what actually
happened in as objective terms as possible. Insight can
result from recall aloneminus interpretation.

Interpretation. Go beyond recall and indicate your interpreta-
tion of the chapter or the event. Label your effort interpre-
tation. Consider alternative interpretations that are pos-
sible.

+1- Feelings. Explore your positive and negative feelings based
on the chapter or the event you are thinking about. Be sure
to look for the mixture of feelings that is often present when
something generates strong emotions in you.

Freeing. Focus on ways in which the chapter or the event helps
you to feel freer about yourself, about what you can do, and
about what kind of person you can become.

Self. Consider the implications of the chapter or the event for
you personally and for your choices.

Relationships. Explore the implications of the chapter or the
event in your relationship with someone who is important
to you, and for the choices you each make with one another.

8 Richard C. Nelson



Introduction

Implications. Consider the implications of the chapter or the
event for humankind, peace, work settings, and so forth.

Agree/Disagree. Focus on an idea with which you agree or
disagree. Explore why you agree or disagree. Consider also
in what way someone might take the opposite position.

Other. Finally, choose your own ideasyour own strategies--
for responding to the chapter or the event.

On the CREST in Self-Help
If you are using On the CREST as a self help process: Avoid the

temptation to breeze through the pages, nodding or shaking your
head from time to time. Pause and reflect on what you have read,
make your journal entries, and consider how you might implement
the ideas in some way in your life. Little growth is likel; to occur
from a superficial reading of the content. Use the ideas, and you may
be helped significantly.

On the CREST in Counseling
If you are using On the CREST in a counseling process: Follow

the suggestions you are given and really immerse yourself in the
opportunity for journaling. You should be able to make more effec-

tive and more rapid progress in counseling if you use this source to
help you to explore how you make your choices, and consider how
you might make them more effectively. Check wi',11 your counselor
about going ahead in a limited way on your ov, nnot breezing
through the content, but taking one idea a day, for example, and
journaling about it. Within the context of counseling, use the journal
as a basis for sharing the insights you are gaining, and for discussing
the progress you are making as a result of your mutual efforts.

ON-THE-CREST GROUPS
"I'm feeling bored."

"I don't have enough really close relationships."

"I'm burned out."

"Life is passing me by."

"I'm feeling a lot of stress."

1 1
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On the CREST

These statements describe how life looks from time to time to
people like you who join ON-THE-CREST GROUPS.

You may feel "just bored" or highly stressed, or you may not feel
"connected" to other people. An ON-THE-CREST GROUP will pro-
mote your self-growth, provide support when you need it, and
every now and again give you a nudge in a more positive direction.
Those are three objectives of ON-ME-CREST GROUPS and you
can use such a group. Almost anybody can.

Chances are that you do not take enough time for yourself. As a
result, you probably do too little to meet your own needs and then
you cannot effectively meet the needs of others. It is important for
you to take time out to meet your needsboth for your own benefit
and for the benefit of those around you. An ON-THE-CREST GROUP
provides you with opporttmities to meet your needs for reinforce-
ment, for personal growth, and for developing more effective choice-
making skills.

The immediate stimulus for ON-THE-CREST GROUPS came
from Bernard Siegel, the author of Love, Medicine, and Miracles, in a
session at the American Association for Counseling and Develop-
ment Convention in Boston in 1989. Siegel suggested that people
should not have to become alcoholics so that they can join groups
that can help them grow in personal ways and progress toward their
goals. That idea, plus the work I have been doing for several years
on Choice Awareness, led me to the idea of creating ON-ME-CREST
GROUPS for everyday, healthy, normal peoplepeople like you.

Guidelines for Organizing
ON-THE-CREST GROUPS

Note that ON-THE-CREST GROUPS take a variety of forms
since they are self-directed.

The overall focus of ON-THE-CREST GROUPS is on help-
ing people to grow and to gain in positive ways. The accent
is on helping one another to achieve greater positive growth.

To avoid the distractions or schisms that might result, the
group should retain a focus on personal growth, and
though positive ethical and religious principles should
guide the efforts of the group, it should not become a social
action or religious forum per se. At the same time, a church

10 1-2- Richard C. Nelson
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might well encourage the forming of ON-THE-CREST
GROUPS to increase the sense of fellowship within the
congregation and to attract people.

Groups may be organized within or outside structured
situations, but to the greatest extent possible, groupsshould
strive for diversity and inclusiveness, rather than unifor-
mity and exclusiveness.

Most groups will find it advantageous to keep the member-
ship open, allowing members to feel comfortable joining or
leaving at any time. The effectiveness of the group itself
should serve as its drawing card.

Groups may range broadly in numbers andmakeup. Eight
to twenty-five members may work well, depending on the
length, the frequency, and the structure of the meetings.

Groups may wish to mee for as little as an hour every other
week or for as much as three hours once a month, or as often

as every week. For larger groups, meetings might best be
scheduled fol two-and-a-half hours or longer so that all
who wish may have the opportunity to become directly
involved.
Groups may wish to designate the leader two sessions
ahead of time. Every member should have opportunities to
lead the groupor to decline. When you are the leader,
your job is to foster open discussion; to help the group to
keep moving; to see that the group explon.3 the chapters,

personal action plans, and spa activities; and to encourage
group members to listen deeply, to help one another talk,
and to share thoughts and feelings.
The role of members in the group is extremely important.
When you are a group member, you are encouraged to
share your own goals, gains, ideas, and observations.
When others are speaking, you are encouraged to listen
deeply and to help others talk. Try reflecting feelings and
clarifying when you want to help others. "You seem to be
feeling...." "I can tell that was frustrating for you." "I'm not
sure what you mean; could you say that another way?"
Most of the time it is best if you limit your advice-giving. It
is often more useful to help others explore and discover
ways to resolve their issues on their own.

13 11
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The ON-THE-CREST GROUP Process
Input. The first part of any ON-THE-CREST GROUP meet-
ing is devoted to input. The leader or eay other group
member may request that all group members take the time
to read the next section of On the CREST and make journal
entries. In groups meeting for 90 minutes or less, the
request maybe made at the end of the previous meeting. In
groups meeting for more than 90 minutes, the request may
be made during the meetingthen completed immedi-
ately. When journal entries have been completed by most
of the group members, discussion is invited. The person
who suggested the reading maybegin by telling why it was
selected, share a sentence or two from his or her jornal
entry, and invite feedback. Others may then share.

Input discussion should be basically positive. It may in-
clude: observations based on the reading, an idea in the
reading that appeals to me, how I might implement an
idea, what works for me, in what way one of the ideas
reminds me of myself, a member of my family, or another
member of the group. After the first meeting, a relevant
topic would be: Something I have tried, based on previous
reading/ discussion. And whenever possible, support
should be given for members' gains and efforts.

Brief readings from sources other than On the CREST may
be duplicated, distributed, journaled about, and dis-
cussedso long as they are helpful and positive in nature.
The designated leader for the session or any member may
provide these materials.

Personal action plans. The second part of any ONTHE-
CREST GROUP meeting is devoted to developing or re-
porting on persona action plans. Each person present who
wishes to do so is invited to make a brief statement which
may take the form of mentioning "how I am progressing on
my plan," or of mentioning a difficulty the person has had
in using an idea the group has explored, or of seeking help
from group members in implementing or revising a plan.
After initial statements are made, one or more of the initial
statements is explored in greater depth. Also, discussion
may return to a concern mentioned in Input time if it relates
to someone's personal action plan.

12
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Two cautions concerning personal action plans:

First, both the leader and the group members should be
alert to the "why-don't-you-yes-but game" and make an
effort to stop it. The question, "What is your personal
action plan for now?" should be raised when that game
surfaces, and the personal action plan should be reinforced
whenever possible.

Second, group members should encourage the individual
to seek outside assistance if the scope of the difficulty is
beyond the capacity of the group to handleand at the
same time retain its positive focus. Anyone may state:
"Your concern seems to go beyond the scope of this group."
Anyone may suggest a resource. The group should focus
primarily on sharing the person's progress and reinforcing
his or her gains.

Spa activ ities. The final part of an ON-THE-CREST GROUP
meeting is devoted to spa activities, their discussion, and
followup. Any individual may suggest that the group
members complete a spa activity from Chapter 31 of On the
CREST. Spa activity suggestions are made during the meet-
ing and journal entries are written immediately after the
activity has been completed. After completing spa journal
entries, individuals share their observations, tell how they
plan to use the ideas that have occurred to them, nnd
receive support from other group members. Followup
discussion ensues.

To add to the spa activities offered in Chapter 31, a variety
of related activities may be suggested by the group mem-
bers. When appropriate (and legal), they may be typed or
duplicated in advance and distributed to the group mem-
bers. Spa activities suggested by the group members should
be both helpful and positive in nature.

Closing
For church groups, and for others at their option, a closing word

or brief prayer of the sort that follows may be used:

"I know that if I am to love my neighbor as myself, I must first
love myself. I know also tha', if I am to feel love for myself, I must act
in ways that show love to my neighbor. I am grateful for this oppor-
tunity to grow in love both for my neighbor and for myself."

1 3
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Additional Thoughts Concerning the Group
The group should be prepared to recyde through content when

it is relevant to new members. Those who have been through most
of the sections should look at recycling as an opporturity to explore
at another level, directing their journal writing in ways that differ
from their earlier exploration. At the same time, attention should be
given to the question whether it might be appropriate for a spin-off
group to be formed when a group has had considerable history, and
when new members are available in sufficient numbers to create
another group. New ON-THE-CREST GROUPS may be formed
around the nucleus of two or three existing group members, acting
not as leaders, but as mentors and members.

At some time early in the history of the group, those involved
should address a basic question: Do we want to function with other
members of the group as partners, in the sense that Alcoholics Anony-
mous members are partners? That is, do we want to state that we
will commit ourselves to be available to others at any time of the day
or night to give support and encouragement, and pave the way for
referral when that is appropriate?

Why do we raise this question? The truth of the matter is that
all people need support from time to time, and in this day of scat-
tered families, too few individuals have a ready source they can call
upon. A pledge of availability should not be seen as mandatory for
ON-THE-CREST GROUP members, but if it is freely given, the
nature of the group itself may well be more positive and more
dynamic.

A ChallengeYour Choice
Accept this as a challenge: You can help to organize an ON-THE-

CREST GROUP. Such a group can offer you and others unique
opportunities for self-growth, for supporting one another, and for
encouraging one another to make positive plans for action.

The choice is up to you.

16
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Introductim

A Note to Counselors
The companion book to On the CREST is: Nelson, R. C. (1990).

Choice Awareness: A Systematic, Eclectic Counseling Theory. Minneapo-
lis: Educational Media Corporation. Although On the CREST may be
used alone, as its title suggests, the related theory book makes ex-
plicit how Choice Awareness functions as a systematic, eclectic coun-
seling theozy Thus, to make the most effective use of the ideas
presented herein counseling with individuals or in leading
groupsit would be most appropriate to have that source at hand.

JournalingOn the CREST
Use the journaling suggestions throughout this book to help you

think about, and record your ideas for future reference, in your
journal. After you make progress in anything, e.g., riding a bicycle,
reading, playing bridge, you tend to undervalue your accomplish-
ment because you move on to other matters. Six months from now,
and again a year from now, if you make extensive entries in a journal
and date themand keep working at improving your patterns of
choicesyou may be surprised at how much personal progress you
have made.

The more complete your journal entries, the more complete will
be the picture you have of what you have accomplished. The more
certain you are that you have grown in choice-making, the more
you will reward yourself. The more you reward yourself, the more
likely you will continue to work at making better choices. You will
benefit and others around you will benefit too.

15
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Sample Journal Entry
After you have completed the reading that is relevant for you in

this introduction, as a sample entry in your journal, take some time
to think about and then to jot down your reactions to what you have
read. Use the key wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/- Feelings, Freeing,
Self, Relationships, Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues. For
example, explore what your positive and negative feelings are at this
early point as you begin to use this source on your own, or as a
supplement to counseling, or as a member of an ON-THE-CREST
GROUP.

Next, or in place of the above suggestion, jot down four or five
key factors or events that have influenced the patterns of the choices
you have learned to make in your relationships with others. Con-
sider how those events have influenced you to make your choices in
the way you do.

Need further help? if not, skip the journal example below. If you
do need help, the following example may be of use:

Among the factors and the events that Todd listed as influences in his
life were the divorce of his parents when he was nine and the subsequent
wrenching poverty he and his five siblings experienced following that event.
"I guess I make a lot of my choices from a base of mistrust. I'm kind of a
closed ptyson, and I have reason to be. But maybe I have some other choices,
too," he wrote as his closing observation.

Take time to make a journal entry now. Record the date and this
page number. Leave space following for additional entries.

18
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The Meaning of CREST

CREST stands for the five basic choices we have available

to us as human beings. Caring choices are our responses to

need% Ruling choices involve leadership. Enjoying choices

are our expressions of positive feelings. Sorrowing choices

are our expressions of negative feelings. We make think-
ing/working choices when we put our minds or bodies to

work on everyday tasks. We make each of our CREST
choices for ourselves or for others, verbally or non-ver-
bally, and in what we call OK or OD ways, when OD
means overdone, an overdose, or overdrawn. Here we use
the word choice to mean anybehavior over which we have

a reasonable degree of control.

If you think about it at all, do you often wonder at the end of the

day what you have accomplished? Do you sometimes have the

sense that life is passing you by? Is there too little in your life that

thrills you? Does the grass appear to be greener on the other side of

the fence? If any of those complaints fits you, On the CRESTa
read/journal approach to personal growthcan help you.

--111-13



On the CREST

On the CREST, which is based on the theory called Choice
Awareness, works with the skills and the vocabulary you have.
Before you finish the first few pages of this book, you will be intro-
duced to all eight of the key terms in the system, including CREST.

CREST Defined
CREST. That is what we call our system. Think of the crest of a

wave or the crest of a mountaineven think of toothpaste if it helps
your recall. We want to help you spend more time On itte CREST, at
the peak of your existence, on top of things in your life.

The letters in CREST represent the five basic choices we have
available to us as human beings living in the world: Caring, Ruling,
Enjoying, Sorrowing, and Thinking/Working. These five terms, all
familiar, are five of the terms you need to master. Each of them is
used more broadly than you have thought about until now, but there
are no big surprises in store.

1. CARING CHOICES. Whenever you use words and/or
actions to meet a need or to be helpful, you are making
caring choices. The question: "How are you today?" and
taking flowers to a friend in the hospital suggest the range
of caring choices. We will explore each of the choices in
depth as we go on, but the important thing to tie to the
concept of caring for now is the four-letter word need.
Whenever your actions or words are designed to meet a
need, you are probably making a caring choice. There is
another side to caring choices; those that are inappropriate
or overdone are seen by others as smothering.

2. RULING CHOICES. Ruling choices are those things you
do and say through which you show leadership. Whenever
you lead you are making what we call a ruling choice. When
you ask a friend to come over for dessert you are showing
leadership. It you shout at someone: "Don't you ever do
that again!" you are also leading. People like being led
where they want to gobut they dislike being dominated.
Ruling choices that are seen by others as overdone are
viewed as dominating.

At first we planned to call this choice Leading. But frankly,
CLEST is not as memorable as CREST. And there is another
advantage to the use of the term ruling: it can serve as a

U
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1 The Meaning of CREST

warning that the overuse of leadership choices does not
suit others very well; people do not like to be dominated.

3. ENJOYING CHOICES. Enjoying choices include all the
things you uo and say to express positive feelings. A hug, or

a statement such as, "You did a good job on that," are at one
e.z id of the range of enjoying choices; teasing and otherwise
enjoying oneself at the expense of someone else are at the
other end of the range.

4. SORROWING CHOICES. Sorrowing choices include all
the things you do and say to express negative feelings. It is
inevitable, if you are living in this world, that youwill have
negative feelings; when you act on them you make sorrow-
ing choices. You can express sorrowing choices in three
main ways. First, through clear statements of what is
troubling you: "It's hard for me to concentrate today; my
favorite uncle is in the hospital." Second, through keeping
your feelings inside, feeling sorry for yourself, and saying
such things to yourself as: "Oh, woe isme." Third, through
taking your negative feelings out on others: yelling, table-
pounding, name-calling, even stealing. The first of the
three options is far better than the other two.

5. THINKING/WORKING CHOICES. Thinking/working
choices include the things you do and say that involve
thought and workwhether you do the work in your
head, on paper, with machines, or with people. Since all
choices involve the brain and some effort, in a genuine
sense thinking/working is a part of all choices. We use the
label thinking/working for choices that do not emphasize
meeting needs, exercising leadership, or expressing posi-
tive or negative feelings. Still, on most any day of your life

you make more choices that are primarily thinking/work-
ing than any of the other choicesoften more than all
others combinedas you think ahead, recall, labor over
tasks, ask or answer questions that call for information, or
even as you procrastinate.
There is a great deal more to be said about these choices. In these

pages we will clarify them and show you how to use them. Suffice it

to say at this point that CREST choices are the heart of the Choice
Awareness system. They can be used as guides to better choices in

your life.

19



On the CREST

Choice Defined
One of the words we have already used a great deal is the word

CHOICE, the seventh of the key words in On the CREST and the
Choice Awareness system. CHOICE is a word you learned so early
in your life that you probably have not thought about what it really
rn0ans. Here, choice is used to mean any behavior over wi ich you have

a reasonable degree of control. The words you say and the things you do
are within your control. Nobody pulls a string in your back to make
your mouth move or to cause you to behave in particular ways. Your
words and actions are choices. Even some of your thoughts and
feelings are choices.

You are choosing all the timemoment by moment throughout
your day. You choose your way through life.

That is the biggest idea in this whole system we call Choice
Awarenessthe idea that you choose your way through life. If you
are like most people, exploration of On the CREST and Choice
Awareness will give you a greater sense of freedom while helping
you make choices that feel more positive to you. And at the same
time it will help you make more responsible choices.

A tall order. But one that we can fulfilltogether.

The OK-OD Continuum
CREST and the five CREST choices include six of the eight key

terms explored in On the CREST. The seventh term is CHOICE. One
more term will complete the picture. It is a parallel term to one you
know well. The term you already know is OK Its counterpart in the
Choice Awareness system is OD.

Think of each choice you make as falling somewhere on an
CKOD continuum. Choices at one end of the continuum are OK
choices; choices at the other end of the continuum are OD. When
you make an OK choice you do something that is acceptable for
yourself and anybcdy else who is involved. But all OK choices are
not equal; neither are OD choices.

OK choices can be major or minor. If you hug someone you have
not seen for a long time, you are doing something special to make up
for the omission of all the little, ordinary choices you have not made
on a daily basis. If the other person feels really good about your
choice, you have made a major OK choice. If you hand someone a
paper he or she dropped, that is Oh tooa minor OK choice.
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1 The Meaning of CREST

When you make an OD choice, you do something that is not
fully acceptable for yourself or for any other person who is involved.
OD choices can also be major or minor. For example, shouting at
someone and criticizing him or her severely are likely to be seen as
major OD choices. If you forget to call someone about a rather
insignificant matter, that is OD tooa minor OD choice.

The term OD is borrowed from three sources: First, cooking. A
choice that is OD is like food that is overdone; it loses its taste or it
may be totally indigestibleand some of our choices, too, may be
seen as "tasteless" or "indigestible." The second source is drug or
alcohol abuse. A choice that is OD is like a drug or alcohol over-
dosethe term is used here to include moderate overdoses, head-
aches or hangovers, as well as those that are fatal. Some person-to-
person choices create hangovers that last a lot longer than those
caused by drugs or alcohol; they may even destroy relationships.
The third source is banking. An OD choice is like a withdrawal from
a bank accountit creates or increases a deficit; more may be drawn
from an account than it contains. OD choices reduce a balance or
increase a deficit that is already present in a relationship.

The Purpose of On the CREST
On the CREST is designed to help you to make your CREST

choices in OK rather than OD waysboth for you and for those who
are important in your life. You have taken one step on the road to
progress if you see that you may be overemphasizing one kind of
choice and underemphasizing another, in just one of your significant
relationships. You have taken the second step if you see that you
have unlimited opportunities to make more effective choices. We
will help you to see how you can use your opportunities to achieve
more time On the CRESTthrough making more effective choices.
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Journaling On the CREST
Now that you have read this chapter, make a juurnal entry,

using the key wordsRecall, Interpretation, +1-Feelings, Freeing, Self,
Relationships, Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues. Next, or in
place of the above suggestion, jot down notes about a relationship
you value that is not going as well as you like. Based on this very
brief introduction to the five CREST choicesCaring, Ruling, Enjoy-
ing, Sorrowing, and Thinking/Workingsee if you can figure out
which of the five choices you make too often with that person, and
which choice you do not make often enough. To the extent you are
able to at this time, discuss how you use each of the five choices with
that person, Reflect on your findings: what do they mean to you?

An example may be of some use with this entry.

Marie thought about the poor relationship she had with her 13-year-old
son, Paul. It was easy for her to figure out that she was not making enough
enjoying choices. "I miss the easy dialogue and the fun I used to have with
Paul," she wrote, When Marie tried to figure out which choice she made too
often, the decision was harder. She could readily see that she was too bossy
with Paul: make too many ruling choicesbut I make a lot of thinking
choices, too, and I make tons of sorrowing choices," she wrote, She finally
settled on sorrowing as the choice she made that bothered her most.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number,

044
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2
The Ripple Effect

of Choices
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Choices are like stones tossed in a pond. Their effects
ripple outward, and on and on they go. If your life is
sbgnant, you can toss in enjoying choices to change the
mix. If it is too agitated, you can calm it by making gentle
self- or other-caring choices.

Toss a stone in a still body of water and the ripples extend
outward in widening circles. Think of the five CREST choices we
have introduced you toCaring, Ruling, Enjoying,Sorrowing, Think-
ing/Workingas stones you can toss here and there into your own
quiet pond. The circles you create grow outward, on and on, they
touch, they interact, and they continue moving in new patterns, until
the surface of the entire pond shimmers with movement. In your
relationships, as in nature, the movement gradually subsides and
eventually the pond is still again, unless the wind whips the surface,

or you, standing on the shore, toss more stones into the water.

.111
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The Ripples You Cause
Suppose now that "your pond" has not been quiet, that you

have been busily agitating its surface by plunking stones in one after
another as far as you can reach. Its surface may look busy, even
frantic, in comparison to still waters.

Your life may be like a placid pond, it may be like a rushing
stream, or it may fluctuate. If you are satisfied with your life, if your
rela tionships are basically positive, and if you feel good about your-
self, you may need only to explore the balance you have achieved,
decide what you do that keeps the surface ripples moving to your
satisfaction, and maintain your patterns of choices.

All of us need quiet times and active times, few of us need to be
engaged in a constant swirl of activity, and few of us want to live our
lives without any ripples. Think about "your pond" as you explore
your choices. Would you like it to be different? In what way? You can
stir up the waters or create a more peaceful place for yourself by
changing the mix of your choices. Is your life stagnant just now? Toss
in a few enjoying choices, Is your life heaving with action? Quiet,
internal, self-caring choices, or some caring choices sent another
person's way, may gradually restore calm.

The Ripples Caused by Others
Are you thinking, it is other people who keep the waters quiet or

get them churning?

Others do make choices, but it is the stones you pick up, toss, or
leave on the ground that you can make choices about. You cannot
make others' choices. You can do unto others as you want them to do
to you. You can ask others to change what they do. But others remain
free to choose on their own. It is your choices you can do something
about. And that is no small matter.

Making Your Choices
Much of the time, instead of making random actions that plunk

here and there on the surface of a pond, you make your choices in
clusters. One good or bad turn, one OK or OD choice, leads to
another. A friend pays you a compliment, you return the favor; a co-
worker makes a snide remark, you try to top it; and the next choice
tends to go in the same direction. OK and OD choices may be more
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2 The Ripple Effect of Choices

like winds across a pond than like stones tossed in. You can stir up
the wind and get your becalmed sailboat moving with OK choices.
OR, when the waters are churning and the sails are at fullest billow,
you can add to the problem by making OD choices, which, like
winds from a new direction, risk swamping your boat or snapping
your mainsail.

Something to Think About
Think about the kinds of choices you make when your pond is

becalmed or churning. Then think about the kinds of choices you
could make if you do not like the scene before you.

JournalingOn the CREST
After you have completed reading this chapter, make a journal

entry using the key wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing,

Self, Relationships, Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues. You
may then continue your notes about the relationship that is not
going as well as you like. What are the ripple effects of yourchoices
in that relationship? What choices can you make to stir up the waters
if the relationship is becalmed? What choices can you make that
might calm the waters if the relationship is too agitated?

Need help? Here is an example:

Marie used her journal to explore the ripple effects of some of the

choices she made with her son Paul: "I keep warning him about one rf his
friends," she wrote, "and now he doesn't share with me like he used to. To
calm the waters, I need to let him know I appreciate him. I need to say
things like: 'You look nice, Thanks for your good work on the chores. You've

certainly got a lot on the ball..." Marie continued to reflect at length on her

findings.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.

11..
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3

Your Accounts

The analogy of "bank accounts" in relationships is useful
in making more effective choices. OK choices add to, while
OD choices subtract from, accounts with others.

The idea of OK and OD choices can be used to expand the
analogy we used when we suggested that the term OD can mean
overdrawnas in banking. Think of each of your important rela-
tionships as being like a joint bank account that you each add to and
subtract from.
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3 Your Accounts

Adding to Your Account
Let us say you have a friend named Fred. You say "hello" to him

and that puts a small deposit in the account. He says, "I missed you
at the get-together at Pat's. I needed someone interesting to talk
with." His deposit has caused the account to grow perceptibly.

We can put some figures to that. If the most superlative choice

you could possibly imagine with any other person is assigned a
value of +10, what is your hello worth? It is rather ordinary so we
might assign it a value of 1. If it was enthusiastically delivered, make
it 2. If we assign it a 1, then what is Fred's warm response worth? 5?
Let us assume a prior value for your account with your friend Fred
of +78, since it is in pretty fair shape. Your account has now grown to

a value of 84.

Value of the account 78

Your hello +1

Fred's warm response

NEW PRESENT VALUE 84

Subtracting from Your Account
Suppose you continue by saying, "I can't figure out what you

see in Pat's friends. They're losers. That's why I told them I was
busy." Fred then replies, "Well, you never want to do anything. It's
better than sitting around watching TV like you do." If the most
negative choice you could possibly imagine with any other person is
assigned a value of -10, what is your comment worth? Let's assign it

a negative 3. And what about Fred's reply? Let's give it the same
score. After two comments, your account has decreased to a value of

78.

Value of the account 84

Your critical comment about Fred's judgment -3

Fred's response -:2

NEW PRESENT VALUE 78

You have had four interactions and the balance in your account
is back where it started. Not bad. Still, it is unfortunate to waste a
good beOning and settle for a no-gain outcome. And the last bit of
dialogue will tend to set up what comes next. After Fred's comment
about you sitting mound watching TV it is possible for you to make
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a really positive, warm response. More likely, though, you will feel
compelled to say something negative. For example, "There you go
again, dragging out the same old complaint"and the net value is
now down three more points. Fred may then get defensive, or go on
the offensive, and the balance stutters downward.

Positive Accounts
One thing about the figures for you and Fred: Whether the

account is at a present value of 84 or 78, the balance is positive. And
there is no limit to the potential value of the account. You two can add
endlessly, and the balance in the account will continue to grow.
Practically speaking, one or both of you may begin to take the
relationship for granted and slip into a pattern of making more +1
and +2 responses and fewer +3s and +4s, and your occasional nega-
five responses will have fewer positives to counterbalance them. It
does not have to be that way, however.

Any relationship with a reasonable balance can handle a few
negatives. Even the bickering you and Fred do over your TV watch-
ing or his friends does not have to cause a genuine rift, if you each
contribute more OK than OD choices to the relationship.

Negative Accounts
A similar thing occurs in accounts that are already "in the red"

the negative balance tends to increase. And what is worse, just as a
real bank applies service charges or penalties when an account is
overdrawn, each of youas a kind of banker for the other person's
choicesassesses penalties or service charges when the account is in
the red, and the balance falls even lower.

Suppose you have a poor relationship with a relative (-102), and
you see "Cousin Maude" over a holiday or vacation. She asks you if
you have come to your senses over the issue that divided you last
time. You snap, "Don't dig up that old stuff again. As far as I'm
concerned it's dead and buried." The figures might look like this:

Value of the account -102

Cousin Maude's challenge - 6

Your snappish response

NEW PRESENT VALUE -112
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Now suppose that you decide not to fall into the trap Cousin
Maude sets for you. You are aware of her tendency to pick at old
sores, so you get yourself ready to speak first when you see her, You
notice what she is wearing and say, "Why, Maude, it's good to see
you. That color really becomes you." Maude replies, "What's that?
Oh, this thing's so old it hardly has any color left." Still, you notice
her smile, and you decide she did the best she could at receiving a
compliment. The scorecard might show:

Value of the account -102

Your compliment + 5
Aunt Maude's response and smile ii
NEW PRESENT VALUE - 95
The difference between the interaction in which Maude speaks

first (with scores of -6, -4) and the one in which you take the controls
(with scores of +5, +2) is seventeen points. In the first instance the
account goes down and will probably continue in that direction; in
the second, the movement is upward and it is easier to choose to
make it continue in that direction.

There is no limit to the positive or negative value of the account.
You can subtract endlessly, and the balance in the account will con-
tinue to decrease,

The Effects of OK and OD Choices
OK and OD choices do a lot for your mental healthbut in

opposite directions. It is up to you to control your part of the interac-
tion. You can affect the direction it is taking. On the CREST does not
suggest to you that you never make another OD choice for the rest of
your natural life. However, it does suggest that you keep as many of
your accounts as possible "in the black"through making more OK
than OD choices.
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JournalingOn the CREST
Complete your reading and make a journal entry using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues. Use your entry to help
you think about some of your strongest and some of your weakest
relationships with people. Jot down the names or invent a code for
these people and put some kind of numerical value on your relation-
ships with them. The actual numbers do not matter, it is the relative
strength of each that is important. Write your observations about the
typical choices you make in those strong and weak relationships and
whether or not they are OK oOD.

Example:

Gregory thought about his weakest relationshipswith his wife and
his boss. He assigned a value of -200, to each. On the other hand he valued
his relationship with his friend Dale at almo: t that level on the positive side,
and he figured that by comparison his relationship with two of his closest
co-workers, Anson and Shirley, were pretty goodabout +75 each. He
realized that with Dale and to some extent with his colleagues he made
many enjoying choices and showed some real caring for them. He could
think of many reasons for his poor relationshipsall of them were the fault
of his wife and Mr. Lawson. Gradually he realized that he seldom made
enjoying or caring choices with either of them. That gave him much to think

abou t.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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4
Initiating and

Responding

Children learn to be responders rather than initiators. Like
many people, you may have carried the habit of being a
responder in many circumstances into adulthood. Being
an initiator at least part of the time isessential for effective
choosing. You can modify your pattern of initiating and
responding. It is up to you.

Learning from Childhood Experiences
When you were a child you may have heard adults say, "Chil-

dren should be seen and not heard," and, "Speak when you're
spoken to." If so, you learned to wait for adults to take action or to
open up issues, and then respond. A great many of us did. In all
likelihood these messages did not ruin your psyche, and you made
the gradual transition to being a reasonably articulate grown-up.

3 .1
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You were fortunate if the adults in your life had a fine instinct for
encouraging you to achieve gradual independence, and you experi-
enced their trust and lived up to it well. If you were among the
fortunate few, you grew gradually, suitably, and painlessly into a
secure adult who can initiate and respond well.

Perhaps you were not so blessed. Parenting involves many diffi-
cult and subtle skills, and if you were not brought along carefully
and effectively, yv-u may have endured a longer period of acquies-
cence than is desirable, or you may have experienced a period of
adolescent rebellion that left you with a mix of feelings ranging from
powerfulness to guilt. If you were a rebellious adolescent, part of
what you did was to assert yourself, act on your own, and let the
grown-ups around you know that you had ideas of your own.

Emerging into Adulthood
Ideally speaking, over thne, you have become very much your

own person, unaffected by parental injunctionsbe seen and not
heard, speak when spoken to. You walk into a room of strangers
feeling very comfortable. You do hot feel under pressure to initiate
dialogue or to wait until others make the first move toward you. If
so, that is just great. If not, welcome to the majority.

If you are like most people you have either carried over these
childhood messages to some degreeso you wait for others to take
action first, or you feel an internal pressure that says, "I'm an adult
now and I must establish myself. I must initiate interaction."

Responder or Initiator?
Most people most of the time see themselves as responders rather

than as initiators. If you had a Cousin Maude you expected would
bring up some old issue when you met her for the first time in a year,
what would you do? Would you steel yourself for whatever she
might say and dread the agitation she would cause in you? Would
you take the initiative and try to direct the discussion toward an-
other topic? Do your answers suggest that you are a responder, an
initiator, or both?

Does it matter whether you are an initiator or a responder? Yes.
It matters a great deal.
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4 Initiating and Responding

Consider your interaction with your Cousin Maudeor who-
ever takes control in your life in ways you do not like. If you play the
responder role, you fall victim to whatever she offers. You give her
the controls to start the dialogue in the direction she chooses. You
hand over that power to her, knowing full well that she will prob-
ably use the opportunity in a negative way.

Do you have any genuine alternative?

A Personal Example
Let me personalize my response t.) that question. My oldest

sister, Rustie, is a person I have come to enjoy more and more in
recent years. A few years ago it became logical for me to stay in her
home when I went to see my family in Massachusetts. Rustie is a
very strong person, and I saw the scenario as one in which she
manipulated me into the younger brother roleI was told what to
do and advised on various issues. Needless to say, I did not look
forward to my first visit under the new circumstances.

Since I had been working on the elements of Choice Awareness,
it occurred to me that, just possibly, a small per cent of my problem
with Rustie might be my own behavior. I planned a strategy for my
visitan altered set of behaviors. I decided to make my feelings and
wants known, to offer opinions of my own, to suggest things we
might do together and separately, and to function at least some of
the time as an initiator.

The visit was a huge success!

I learned that when I played the younger brother role, Rustie
was perfectly willing to play the role of the older sister. She learned
how to do that wellas the oldest female in a family with five
younger siblings. In addition she has two daughters, a pair of sons-
in-law, and grandchildren. If anyone was willing to play the part of
the younger person, she was glad to take control. But when I played
the role of the mature adult who had ideas, suggestions, wants, and
needs, Rustle treated me as an equal. Marvelous!

The alternative to playing the part of a responder, I learned, is to
take myself in hand and become an initiator, at least some of the
time, with at least some of the people with whom I am in contact.
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Assessing Your Place on the Continuum
Where do you fall on the responder-initiator continuum? Think

about your behavior in an elevator, a doctor's office, or a room full of
strangers. That can help you assess your place on the continuum.

1. You are an initiator first classif you walk into most such
circumstances with an open attitude, if you are usually the
one to speak first, if you expect to be received by others in
positive ways, and if it does not bother you unduly if the
other person does not respond positivelyregardless of
that individual's age, sex, or physical appearance.

2. You are an initiator second classif you sometimes make the
first move, if you sometimes wait and hope the other
person will make the first move, and if the appearance, the
age, and/ or the sex of the other person has a genuine af fect
on whether or not you initiate.

3. You are a responder second classif you usually wait a little
while, then occasionally give yourself permission to sp eak
after you have determined that the situation is quite safe
and the other person is even less of an initiator than you are.

4. You are a responder first classif you hope the other person
takes the initiative and you seldom do so, if you are unlikely
to initiate except with children or other people who present
little or no threat, and if you rationalize the silence by
thinking, "He or she wants it that way."

If you are a first-class responder, you can change. If you are an
initiator all the time, you can change. Think of it this way: If you
want a good relationship with another person, ideally each of you
should be the initiator somewhere near half of the time. A 60-40 split
is probably reasonable and acceptable. A 75-25 or 90-10 split prob-
ably means that one person is overly dominantto the detriment of
the relationshipand the other person in the pair may feel down-
trodden, or will eventually come to feel that way.

Chances are you are an initiator with some people in your life
and a responder with others. There may be some people in your life,
young people perhaps, with whom you feel you must make all the
moves, and from whom you may get precious little dialogue with-
out feeling like you are "pulling teeth." If there are people with
whom you must make all the moves, you probably feel a burden
because you always have to initiate. It may not be a comfortable role
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4 Initiating and RespondingEwwww
for you. There may be others in your life, parents perhaps, or super-
visors, who do not seem to allow you the room to initiate, or for
whom you wait to take charge If there are, you probably feel some
resentment because you are not being treatedor you are not treat-
ing yourselflike a mature person. In either case your habits may
well be a major part of the problem.

As I found with my sister, if you change your pattern of actions,

you may find that the other person will shift his or he A word of
caution: If you are going to make a change in your pattern of behav-
ior, you might want to share your plan with the person involved.
You might tell your 15-year-old son that you think it is important for
him to learn to take more initiative with adults and that you plan to
make fewer first moves in the hope that he will take advantage of the
opportunity. You might tell your aunt that you are frustrated with
yourself because you always wait for her to take the lead, but from
now on you plan to show more initiative in the relationship between

you.

Changing Choices
On the CREST suggests that if you have relationships in which

you seldom initiate, or in which you are overly dominant, you can
changeand you will change gradually if you are wise. The pat-
terns you have developed have emerged over time, so they may be
difficult to change. Keep your expectations of yourself reasonable,
and take pleasure in the evidence of small changes over time. A long
march begins with one step, as the saying goes, and continues a step
at a time. You cannot suddenly change your interpersonal relation-
ships. You have to be persistent and put forth effort if you want to
change patterns, but you can change thembecause they involve
choices.
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JournalingOn the CREST
Complete your reading and make a journal entry using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues. Then if you wish, use
your entry to explore three of your relationshipsone with a super-
visor or parent, a second with a friend or other equal, and a third
with a child or someone you supervise. Discuss the extent to which
you are an initiator and a responder in each of these relationships.
Put a ratio on each"I'm 30 per cent initiator and 70 per cent
responder with my boss; with my friend Ger e it's more like 40-60;
with my younger brother the ratio is about 80-20." If you like what
you see, resolve not to change a thing, but make note of the kinds of
choices that help you keep that relationship in good condition. If you
are unduly dominant or submissive in any of your three relation-
ships, consider the CREST choice you might make more often and
the one you might make less often.

Example:

Gregoryreferred to in the last chapterconsidered three of his sig-
nificant relationships. He seldom spoke a word to his wife unless she talked
first; that left him on the responder end of the relationshipa 20-80 ratio.
With his friend Dale, initiation was nearly equal-45-55, he figured. When
Anson came on the job Gregory had been asked to show hin 'he ropes. They
were really equals now, but Gregory calculated that he still did 70 per cent
of the initiating. Anson was more than willing to leave the power in his
hands, but, Gregory noted, "I don't like it that way anymore."

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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The Right Choice
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In everyday interactions, either/or thinking can be a prob-
lem. We have numerous choices available to us most of
the time, and many of them may be equally suitable. We
often make our choices by using branching; we collect
information as we go along, and we let each piece of
information influence our eventual choice. How we make
our choices is often as important as which choice we make.

How often in your life do you have two and only two choices
available to you, one absolutely right and the other absolutely wrong?
In point of fact it happens seldom, even though life would be much
simpler if situations like that were the rule rather than the exception,
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Only One Choice?
Many conservative religious thinkers suggest that there is one

and only one right choice in any circumstance. Major United States
corporations hitchhike on that idea in their advertising. "The right
choice" is AT&T, according to their ads. Both groups suggest that we
are free to do what is right or to err, but that we had better follow the
straight and narrow path.

Such thinking is comforting, and in a few issues it may be
essential. A case can be made that in our society we have strayed too
far from basic values and that a return to right versus wrong think-
ing can help us to deal w!th the realities of life and to reduce our
schizophrenic ways.

Questions we should ask about any action ought to include: Is
what I am about to do or say right or wrong? Is there truly a right
choice? A wrong choice? When the answers are clear, we are still free
to act as we wish, but good sense, morality, and sound judgment
dictate that we should follow the path we see as right.

Such thinking is fine as far as it goes, but it does not go far
enough in helping us to contend with most of the mundane and
significant issues we face. In most circumstances there are dozens of
good, bad, or indifferent choices we might make.

An Example of Multiple Choices
Suppose that you (now, or at some other point in your life) have

a sixteen-year-old daughter we will call Maura who asks your per-
mission to attend a party on Friday night at her friend's house. What
are some choices you might make?

Tell her yes, since you know and trust her and her friend. Tell
her yes on a conditional basisif she has her chores and homework
done. Tell her yes and remind her of the time she will have to be
home. Ask questions about those who will be in attendance, and
deny her permission because one of the people who will be there has
a questionable reputation. Ask the same questions, but encourage
her to attend because you know that Maura will help her friend
maintain the kind of atmosphere that should prevail at the party. Tell
her to ask your spouse. Suggest she check with you later since you
are busy at present. Tell her no because you believe that sixteen-year-
olds should not be partying with members of the opposite sex. Tell
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5 The Right Choice

her no because there is something else she ought to be doing that
evening. Hug her and tell her you hope she will have a wonderful

time.

Clearly there are parents who would make any of the choices

listed above and believe they have made suitable responses. So
which choice is absolutely right? Absolutely wrong?

The Danger of Absolutes
A case can be made that none of these choices is absolutely right

or wrong. In fact each choice might be rationalized as a good one.

And unforeseen consequences might result from any of the above
choices that might make it seem in retrospect to be right or wrong.

If you conclude that some choices are absolutely right or wrong,

it does not follow that all choices are absolutely right or wrong. If

you conclude that some choices are relatively right or wrong, it does

not follow that all choices are relatively right or wrong.

In our society we have a passion to reduce matters to dichoto-

mies: either/or, black/white, with/ against, now /never, right/wrong.

We may believe we are doing ourselves and others a favor to carve

up all the realities into pairs of alternatives, but it is often unwise. If

you think in right/wrong, either/or terms, you have only to come

up with two possible actions and you are ready to chooseoften to
your own detriment and to the detriment of your relationships.

Responding to Others
A friend suggests a movie. If you think in either/or terms, you

consider whether or not the choice seems convenient or inter esting,

and you say your yes or no. Right? Probably not.

How often do you say the simple word yes or no in such a
drcumstance? If the truth be known, seldom. More often than not
you use several words to convey your conclusion. Here are some
possible ways you might say yes, no, or maybe to the movie sugges-

tion:

I'd love to. OK. I don't have anything better to do. All right. If you

really want to. Glad you asked. Why not? Great/ I've been wanting to see

that flickand with youthat'd be super. There are a hundred things I'd

rather do, but OK.
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Nope. Can't make it. Shucks, I just made another commitment, byt I'd
plther go with you. I'm stacked up tonight, but what about next week?
You've got to be kidding. Buzz off!

We'll see. I'll call you later. Maybe. I hope I can. If nothing else turns
up I'll call you.

Even when you have a choice that is apparently simple to make,
it becomes complex because of the numerous ways in which you can
make it. And clearly, the way you convey your choice may actually
be more important than the choice you make.

Imagine how your friend would feel at hearing: "There are a
hundred things I'd rather do, but OK." "You've got to be kidding."
Or, "If nothing else turns up I'll give you a call." By contrast, imagine
the pleasure he or she would feel if you said: "I'd love to." "Shucks, I
just made another commitment, but I'd rather go with you." "I'm
stacked up tonight, but what about next week?" Or, "If I can get my
work done in time I'd be delighted."

You respond to a great many situations with what computer
programers call branching. If Maura asks about attending the party
or your friend asks you to the movies you probably ask a brief series
of questions before you decide on an answer. (Read down the col-
umns)

"Vliw will be there?" "Which movie?"

"Will her parents be around?" "What's that one about?"

"What kinds of activities are planned?" "What is its rating?"

"Which boys will be there? " "Is it violent?"

At each point along the way, the questions you ask relate to your
value system, and the answers you receive lead you to your next
inquiry and shape your eventual response. Time after time you
follow one branch rather than another. What you learn leads you to
choose the next branch and the next, and eventually you are ready to
decide.

Life is like that. You do not dash into the pool area with blinders
on, run the length of the diving board, and launch out into space--
without at least checking if there is water in the pool or if someone is
swimming under the board toward you. In interaction with others,
too, you collect information on a serial basis, branching and branch-
ing, until you are ready to make your decision.

4 2
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Keep right versus wrong thinldng in perspective. Where it ap-
plies, use it to help you make your best decisions. But, do not try to
reduce every large or small choice to either/or terms.

When There are No Good Decisions
In some cases there are no good decisions. A teen-ager we know

followed her parents dictates and cut ties with a friend who was
always in troubledrugs, petty thievery, and truancy. Not long
afterward the boy committed suicide. In retrospect all of his actions
appeared to be calls for help. After a great deal of time spent in soul-
searching and counseling, the teen-ager has finally come to accept
the idea that, beyond what she didencourage the boy to seek
treatment and mention her concern to a counselor whom the boy
refused to seethere were no really good choices for her to make.
Had the boy survived he might have led the girl to her destruction.

Choosing the Road
In most situations you face, you could make one of a variety of

decisions and any of them might be "right." The other just becomes
a road not taken, to use Robert Frost's phrase.

Years ago I taught in a U. S. Army Dependents School in Japan. I
had been warned against going through a pardcular park in To-

kyo- -an anti-American cell was rumored to be centered there. I had
also heard that one of the most authentic and least expensive depart-
ment stores in the city was located nearby. One Sunday I yielded to
temptation and went to the department store, alone. Hands full of
purchases, I began my return through the park toward the subway
station. A young man caught up to me. When I walked faster he
walked faster, when I slowed he slowed. Finally he screwed up his
courage and announced that he had several friends in the park and
they would like me to come and talk English with them.

I joined the youp and we got together once a week for all the
time remaining to me in Japan. I recently went back and enjoyed the
company of four of the fellows I met as a result of that momentary
choice. I was teated like royalty by them and their families. Iwould
never have known what I missed if I had not made that first choice.
It could have been a poor decision, but it was not. Life is like that.

1.3
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How We Make Our Choice is Important

We make our best guesses, but the rightness or wrongness of
many of our decisions and choices can be determined only by the
outcomes. On the CREST helps us avoid the temptation to see choices
as simple either/ or matters. And it suggests that we need to be
aware that how we make our choices is every bit as important as
which choices we make.

Journaling On the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry using the key

wordsReaill, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues. Next, or in place of the
above suggestion, jot down notes about a recent interaction that did
not turn out as well as you had hoped with someone you care about.
Try to recapture the other person's and your own exact words and
the tones of voice used as much as possible and write about them.
Discuss the choices you made that moved matters along the path
you took; then discuss other choices you might have made.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.

4
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You cannot make anyone else's choicesonly your own.
In a problem relationship, you may alter the game by
initiating more positively and making more cooperative
responses. You influence the direction of the relationship
through your choices.

On the CREST places the stress on your choices. The fact of the

matter is that you only have control over your behaviors, your words,

your actionsand to some extent over your thoughts and feelings

(more on that later). You cannot make anyone else's choices, you can

only make your own. Clearly others' choices affect you, and you

may wish that they would change, but the only choices you can
really change are your own.

You may be thinking, "That's not fair. It's the other person's
behaviors that are the problem. What I want is a system that will
help me convince dad (mom, my spouse, junior, my friend, whom-

ever) to changenot one that produceschanges in me."
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An Analogy to Tennis
A beginning tennis analogy may help us sort this out. Suppose

you are skilled in tennis and a friend of yours asks you to teach him
the game. He has watched enough tennis on TV to know the basic
rules, so your responsibility is to help him in the playing process.

You could stand across the net from him, use your toughest
serve, and smash evety ball as hard as you are able, playing consis-
tently at the top of your game. If you do that, your partner is likely to
spend much of the time chasing the balls he has missed and hitting
them where you have to chase them. The outcome will probably be
discouragement for your partner and a quick end to his tennis ef-
fortsat least involving you. To avoid this outcome you could choose
to play with him in a cooperative way. You serve the ball gently and
place it S3 he can hit it. You encourage him when he makes a near-
successful shot, and you give him pointers along the way.

In making interactive choices with another person, especially
one with whom you want a better relationship, you have approxi-
mately half of the power to turn what may be a competitive, har d-
smashing "game" into a more cooperative interacdon. If "the ball"
comes straight to you in a line drive, your reflexes may tell you to
smash it right back or to feel bad if you cannot. But interpersonal
choice-making has a big advantage over tennis. You can "freeze
action"you can think for a momentand "the ball" hangs there in
place for brief period of time, until you make your move. If you want
to improve the relationship it may be time to send back a soft lob that
says: "Let's change the way we are playing this interaction game;
let's play it cooperatively."

Initiating Dialogue
You have even more control when you take the opportunity to

"serve the ball"when you initiate dialogue. When you choose to
initiate you can send the kind of choice that is likely to help move the
relationship in a more positive direction.

I have lost track about whom the story was told, but some
famous person was in a big city for a series of meetings over a period
of several weeks. Each day as he walked to the meeting site with a
colleague, he stopped at a news stand to buy a daily paper. Each day
he greeted the vendor cheerily and the news vendor responded
gruffly. Their exchanges went something like this:
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"Good morning. Nice day today."

Vendor: "TI,ere's nothing good about it."

"Hello, how are you today?"

Vendor: "What's it to you? You don't care."

"Hi there, looks like the weather is clearing."

Vendor: "Humph. The weather stinks."

Regardless of the response of the vendor, our man smiled, waved,
and went on his way. After many days his incredulous colleague
said, "Day in and day out you go on being friendly to that fellow.
How can you keep on doing that when he never says anything
positive to you?"

"It's simple," he said, "I've decided that I'm not going to let him

choose my behavior."

"Playing the Game" Cooperatively
The celebrity in our anecdote "played the game" in a coopera-

tive way regardless of the style of play of the news vendor. In terms
of the tennis analogy, he sent soft lobs as he initiated dialogue, and
instead of chasing the vendor's hard smash and serving back a
vicious stroke or lofting the ball over the fence in anger, he sent
another soft lob and went on his way, contented.

If you are like most people much of the time, you adapt your
style of "play" to your companion of the moment. That means you
let the other person pick the style of your choices for you. He or she
makes positive statements; you make positive statements. He or she
sends barbs; you send barbs. It does not have to be that way. You get

to make your choices.

It is not easy to change patterns that have become habits, and it
is not easy after a lifetime of tit for tat responses to send back soft
lobs when you are getting nothing but slams. But at least now and
then you could take a cue from Proverbs 15:1: "A soft answer turns
away wrath."

Speaking of soft answers, when someone was raising his or her

voice, did you ever respond in a near-whisper? It does not always
worknor will a soft answer always turn away wrathbut it accom-
plishes its objective often enough that you might give it a try now
and then. A soft response may be exactly what you need to use if you

want to play cooperatively.
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Quiet Assertiveness
Perhaps you are thinking at this point, "I don't need to answer

others more softly. I talk too softly as it is and I get trampled all the
time. I need some help in standing up for myself. I ought to 'play the
game' harder and tougher."

In a late,. chapter we will turn our attention to the topic of
assertiveness and deal with that issue directly. For now, let us point
out that many quiet, firm responses are assertive. One of the most
assertive and most positive choices involves initiating in a way that
allows you to direct the dialogue in a positive channel, e.g., "Why
Maude, it's good to see you. That color really becomes you." Falling
into a trap that another sets for you is less assertive and less positive.

The soft lobs you send act as deposits in the joint account be-
tween you and the other person. You may feel justified, even obli-
gated, to "yank out funds" when the other person does, but nowhere
is it written that you must do sonowhere in On the CREST, any-
way. And if the account is ever to grow, someone must stop making
withdrawals in the account first, and someone must start making
deposits first. How does the song go? "Let it begin with me."

Make Your Own Choices
On the CREST suggests that you can only control your own

choices. Much as you might like it if others changed their behaviors,
there is relatively little you can do about thatdirectly. But you can
choose how you play the game, you can put energy and value into
your accounts, you can stir up a too-placid relationship, and you can
avoid agitating a relationship that is too stormy for you. You can
send up soft lobs and alter the competitive nature of the game,
changing it to a more cooperative one. And you can make more
effective choices rather than reflecting the choices of the other per-
son, or continuing to follow a pattern of habits that serves you
poorly.

limma.
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JournalingOn the CREST
Rem:. this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +1-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues. Next, if you choose, write
your observations about someone in your life who plays the interac-
tive game in a way that troubles you. That person may play "hard
ball" all the time, or the two of you may seldom engage in anything
but soft, non-involving interaction. You can be dissatisfied on either
account. Describe your own and the other person's choices. Con-
sider to what extent you let your style of choosing be determined by
the choices that person sends to you, and vice versa. Consider what
better choices you could make if you "froze action" at times, and
then chose. Discuss in what ways you could take control as an
initiator and improve the relationship.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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You have personal and interpersonal goals. Your long range
goals are likely to be quite positive. If you take them out
and look at them, and then act on them, it may well im-
prove your relationships. You take some risks when you
change your choice patterns, but you take other risks if
you do not act on your long range goals.

Goals for Yourself and Others
You probably are not aware of it, but you have at least two kinds

of long range goals: goals for yourself and goals with others. Getting
ahead on your job is an example of a goal for yourselfa personal
goal. Getting along well with your friend is an example of a goal
with another personan interpersonal goal. Both kinds of goals are

important.
Consider your long range goals for yourself and with others,

and in all likelihood you will find that they are broad-based and
positive. You do yourself and others a great favor by thinking about
your goals and then making choices that help you achieve them.
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Hal Ralston's personal goal was immediately clear to him: to

accumulate enough wealth so that he might be able to take early
retirement and launch one of the business ventures that played at

the back of his mind. When he considered three important people in

his life, he immediately settled upon his wife, Darla, his teen-aged

son, Rick, and the executivevice president of the small company for

which he is sales manager, Seth Larkin. In two minutes he jotted
down the following long term goals for those relationships:

Person 1. Darlato keep up the nice, warm relationship we

have, or improve it.

Person 2. Rickto begin changim from a father-son relation-
ship to one that is more and more a reladonship between equals.

Person 3. Seth Larkinto gain a little greater sense of ease. We

get along well enough, but I'd like to knock down the wall he puts

up between himself and just about everyone else in his world.

Some Questions
Let us break the flow for a moment to ask a few questions: What

was your initial reaction to the idea that you have goals in your

relationships. Did you think: Wouldn't that lead to a manipulative,

"using" kind of interaction? Shouldn't life be more spontaneous,
unplanned? Isn't it best for me to take matters as they come, rather

than try to achieve purposes through my behavior?

Take a careful look at the goals you have for your relationships

with those people who are important to you. In all likelihood your
goals are positive and not at all manipulative, and chances are you

might be even more spontaneousand not as likely to let your
relationships become humdrumif you kept those goals in view.

The Two-Way Risks
You take a risk if you do not figure out what your goals areif

you do not make choices to help you achieve them. The risk is that

you may be moving the relationship in the opposite direction from

where you want it to go.

Take Hal's relationship withhis son, Rick, who is seventeen and

in the throes of choosing a college and a career. Hal hears in his own

reactions to Rick a tendency to treat him as he did when Rick was

much youngersuggesting, advising, demanding, criticizing. On
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one level he knows Rick's decisions have to be his own, especially
with regard to college and career choice. Still, he finds himself fol-
lowing his habit of controlling Rick just as he has for years. When he
specified his goal with Rickmovement toward a relationship be-
tween equalshe could see that many of his choices were moving
the relationship in the opposite direction, creating both dependency
and resentment. That led him to consider making choices more often
that would encourage Rick in his own process of self-exploration.

Long Term/Short Term Goals
It is often difficult, especially in relationships that are coming

apart at the seams, to move toward good, positive, long range goals.
Why? It is like missing the forest for the trees. You get so caught up
in short term goal: :hat you cannot keep the long range ones in view.

Suppose yesterday a friend of yours was supposed to call and
did not. Even though the explanation is totally plausible, when you
see your friend, you may read the riot act, use bffing humor, or sulk.
If your account with your friend is in really good shape your nega-
tivism will not help the relationship, but it will not destroy it either. It
definitely will not move you toward your goal, let us say, of main-
taining a good, close relationship. You can rationalize that your
reaction was justified, but you probably cannot say that your anger,
biting humor, or sulking helped you become closer. That is not likely
to happen unless you take the opportunity to talk out what is trou-
bling you, unless you share your honest disappointment.

Acting in negative ways on short term goals, e.g., getting back at
someone for a slight, a negative action, or an oversight, may seem
justified, but your actions do not move you toward your long range
goals.

Acting in positive ways on long term goals may mean taking
one kind of riskthat the person involved will try to exploit your
softheartedness, for example. But acting in negative ways on short
term goals means taking another kind of riskthat the difficulty will
escalate and the relationship will suffer. If you do not sulk or scold
after your friend disappoints you, you risk the possibility that the
behavior will be repeated. If you do sulk or scold you risk the
possibility of hurting the relationship even more.
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Gains Require Investment
"Great gain toward goals can't be expected from minimal in-

vestments" (Nelson, 1977, p. 55). Imagine saying to your friend in
these words, or others that are more comfortable for you, "I don't
want to badger you or cause you to feel worse about not calling, but

I want you to know you're important to me and that I was disap-
pointed that you didn't call." Would you be willing to take the risk
involved? Would yoti be willing to lay on the line something of your

feelings about the other person? If not, what kinds of risks are you

willing to take?

What value does a relationbhip have unless you are willing to

take some risks for it?

Investments and risks are not associated just with responses to

negative events. If your goal is really positive with someone, are you

willing to take the risks of making what we call major 01< choices:

giving a hug, sending a thoughtful gift or note, making a really
positive 'xnment? If not, what kinds of positive risks do you take?

Long Range Goals are Important
If your long range goals are positive they are worth taking

positive action to achieve.

On the CRLST and the Choice Awareness system suggest that

long range self-goals--and goals with othersare important. It may
be easy for you to get bogged down in the everyday, mundane
events of life and overlook your need to take action to achieve your
long &Inge goals. The act of specifying those goals can encourage
movement toward them. The next step is that of making the choices

that serve your goals.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Fewlings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,

Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Under a the heading, LONG RANGE GOAL, describe in a brief

paragraph a long range goal you have for yourself. As an example,

your goal may involve your work or some personal achievement.
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Now continue your entry under the headings PERSON 1, 2, and
3, and describe your long term goals with those people. Need help?
Who are the two or thret most important people in your life? Spouse?
Child? Friend? Parent? Enter the names of those persons, or use a
symbol or code if you prefer. Think for a moment, then in a few
words or a sentence or two, write the goal you have with each
person.

Next, jot down several CHOICES you believe would help you
move toward your goals for each relationship. Specify the words or
actions you might use. Think about the five CREST choices as you
do this, since that may help you list a wide range of choices. Your
entry should contain the following elements:

LONG RANGE GOAL

PERSON 1

GOAL

CHOICES

PERSON 2

GOAL

CHOICES

PERSON 3

GOAL

CHOICES

Example: In just a few moments, Hal listed his goals and two or more
choices he believed would help him with Darla, Rick, and Seth.

Darla. Hug her more often and let her know how much I appreciate the
many little things she does that grease the wheels for me. Say, "Thanks,
Darla, for the dozens of little things you do every day that make my life more
pleasant and easier."

Rick. I know he's got a lot on the ball when it comes to computers. I
have some burning questions that someone at the office could answer, but
I'll ask him tonight.

r
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IMMI=now
Seth Larkin, Share with him in small ways that might tear down the

wall he puts up with cners. I know he's hehith conscious; I'll give him the

issue I picked up of The Walking Magazine, andmake it a point to bring it

up later in our conversation,

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page

number.

Reference
Nelson, R. C. (1977), Choosing a better way to live, Lake Park, FL :

GuideLines Press.
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Responsibility depends on response-abilityhaving a
wide range of behaviors availabin to meet any contin-
gency. Developing choice-making skills and learning to
initiate are two important keys to acting responsibly.

The Development of Responsibility
For a while we went through a period in which do-your-own-

thing was the watchword, and people did not think much about
responsibility. The pendulum has swung the other way and respon-
sibility has come back into vogue, though people often act less
responsibly than they might.

You are responsible for your actions, for the words you say and
the things you do. Even if you deny responsibility for the things you
do and say, they are your choices. You are even responsible for many
of your thoughts and feelingsmore about that later.

t)
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If you are fortunate enough to have developed a clear and

consistent pattern of responsible actions, you probably had three
external factors and a very important internal factor going for you.

1. You grew up around people who acted in responsible

waysto a reasonable extent.

2. You received a reasonable amount of nurturance from

others.

3. You were encouraged and supported in gradual growth

toward responsibilitypeople did not expect either too
much or too little of you.

If any of those factors were lacking and you act responsibly,

you still had the most important factor working for you
an internal factor:

4. You chose to act responsiblyyou developed a pattern of

responsible choosing that you use in most circumstances.

If you grew up where some of these factors were absent or

where you received double messages from grown-ups around you--

you were told to act responsibly, but you did not have effective

modeis :or patterning your behaviorit may be somewhat difficult

for you to make responsible choices consistently. You may find it

even more difficult to act responsibly if you grew up around people

who provided an active example of irresponsible behavioran alco-
holic parent, for example, or one who demanded your cooperation
in an incestuous relationship or as an aide in criminal activityas an

assistant to a modern Fagin. No matter what your experiences were,

though, you are responsible for your choicesat least by the time

you are able to read what appears on this page.

Unconscious Motivation
Sigmund Freud attributed much behavior to unconscious moti-

vation; his theories have taken a taken a lot of heat over recent years

in large measure because of that idea, but what he said was most

helpful in the sequence of human events. Until Freud helped move

us away from blaming mental illness on demons and witches we

locked people away with no treatment, so they would do no harm to

others. Freud's historical contributions to humanity parallel the con-

tributions of Edison and Ford, We should give Freud credit for

helping us progress in the treatment of personal difficulties in the

5
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same way we credit Edison and Ford for helping us light our cities
and drive through them. But we should not excuse people for irre-
sponsible behavior, decades later, on the basis of one of Freud's
primary ideasthat the motivation for much behavior is uncon-
scious, therefore it may be presumed to be uncontrollableany
more than we should expect people to use the same old light bulbs
or drive only Model-T or Model-A Fords.

B does not neceissarily follow A. If you do something without
knowing why you do itbecause of some unconscious motiva-
tionthat does not mean your action was uncontrollable. Every day
people resist urges that seem uncontrollable. Every day people take
control of themselves and act nobly in the face of all manner of
difficulties.

They choose their actions.

You choose your actions.

Response-Ability
In our society we do little that genuinely promotes the idea that

we are responsible for what we say and do. We ought to do more.

I have a vision of schoolchildren, business executives, prison-
ersall peoplehaving the opportunity to take periodic refresher
courses in Choice Awareness throughout their lives. In these courses
they would review the basic structure of the CA system and have
two major ideas reinforced. First, that they are responsible. Second,
that responsibility depends on response-ability, and response-ability
is a product of having a wide variety of choices available to use in
almost any circumstance.

If you are like most people you are a creature of habit. You have
learned patterns of behaviors that serve you reasonably well and
you repeat those behaviors in a variety of circumstances. You have
available to you a broad range of behaviors, but you tend to make
particular choices in particular situations with particular people.

Somewhere along the line even the future murderer learned
some tender, caring behaviorexpressed to an animal, a stuffed toy,

younger child, a parenttoward someone or something. Some-
where along the line even the person who will later be immobilized
by severe depression felt joymade choices that resulted in joyful
feelings inside. At least until the murder has occurred or the indi-
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V:dual is in the throes of severe depression, it is possible for either
person to learn to use more effective skills in choice-makingto
become more responsible either to others or to him/herself or both.

Response-ability is the key to responsibility. You have the ability
to respond. You are responsible for what you do and say. What you
may need is to grow in your ability to respondto become more
response-ablethrough practicing more effective skills in a broader
range of circumstances.

Applying the Concept
Suppose for a moment your relationship with your father is not

a very good one. You tend to snap at one another if you are together
for very long, so you avoid contact with one another. If the usual
pattern prevails, as the younger person and the object of many of
Dad's previous directives, when you enter Dad's space you habitu-
ally wait for him to say something, he does, it is more often than not
negativesince we are supposing that the relationship between you
is less than positiveand you growl back at him or feel miserable

inside yourself.

Suppose by contrast you have strong, positive relationships with
your mother, a close friend, and a member of the opposite sex. In
your contacts with those individuals you smile, you ask about their
health, you compliment them, you touch them caringly, you do kind
and thoughtful things for them, and in general you respond to them
and initiate with them in positive ways.

Your long range goal with Dad is probably as positive as it is
with those other people. For example, you may want a caring and
respectful relationship. What you need to do in your relationship
with Dad is make more caring, respectful, and responsible choices.
You may rationalize that the problems between you result from
irresponsible behavior on his part; in all likelihood he sees the diffi-

culty in the same waybut you are "the heavy." You each feel the
hurts from yesterday, the day before, and on into the past, and you
each act on your short-range, rather than your long-range, goals.

Your basic choice is easy to state, though it may be difficult to
achieve: you can either maintain the cycle of hurtfulness or become

more powerful and responsiblemore response-ablein your in-
teractions with your Dad. The key may be for you tobecome more of
an initiator with your father, using some of the interactive skills you
display with your friends.
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If your efiort is to succeed you will need to karn to ignore Dad's
tendency to snap at you, reasoning that "He's like that with every-
one," or take some responsibility for having set up the pattern if he is
not like that with everyone.

The First Move
If you decide that you have to continue to be the responder in

the relationship, you may argue internally that, since Dad is the
initiator, it is up to him to make the first move. If you take that
stance, that is your choicelike it or notand not much improve-
ment is likely to occur in your relationship until your father decides
to take action. And, just maybe, Dad will not be able break through
his pattern of choices unless you help him do so. Dad may need you
to make the first move if he is to become more response-able and
responsible with you.

Plug in a different relationship that is not going well for you,
and the same ideas apply. To change a relationship, change your
pattern of choices, use your response-ability.

journalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Next, or in place of the above suggestion, jot down notes about
one of your relationships in which you habitually behave in a rather
narrow way, and another in which you allow yourself a broader
range of behaviors. Consider carefully what the other person's re-
sponses would likely be if you gradually broadened your range of
behaviors in the first relationship so that they became more like
those in the second relationship. Discuss the extent to which you
believe the change in your choices would benefit the relationship.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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For the most part we act on habit in response to what
others send our way, or we mirror the behaviors of those
around us. Instead, we need to initiate in ways that are
likely to move us toward our goals.

Initiating
Initiation is often the key to acting responsibly. When we wait

for something to react to, we riFk the likelihood that we will see and

hear the same kinds of choices that have characterized the relation-

ship in the past, and we are likely to react in the same old way. If we

want a relationship to improve we need to take action to make that
happen; we need to initiate. Someone wrote on a graffiti board after

a Human Relations Workshop, "If you always do what you've al-

ways done, you'll always get what you always got." The corollary to

that, of course, is: "If you don't want what happened in the past to
happen time and again, make a change in what you do."
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Mirroring
Sometimes the problem is that we cease being ourselves when

we are around other individuals. We behave in ways that mirror the
other person. That may be appropriate at times; often it is not.

I would like to use a personal relationship to make that point
specific.

I have a very serious, very bright colleague with whom I have
worked over a span of many years. Especially at first, as the junior
member of the pair, I always went to Prok,sor X's office when we
needed to get together. I blamed him for the dullness of the relation-
shipbecause of his thoroughly serious demeanorand eventually
I came to dread our contacts.

At one point after a Purdue University gaduate student, John
Bloom, and I had developed many of the concepts of Choice Aware-
ness (Nelson & Bloom, 1975), I needed to meet with Professor X. As I
thought about the contact to come it occurred to me that, just possi-
bly, I had some responsibility for the unpleasant feelings I had when-
ever I crossed his office threshold.

As the day approached, I prepared myself for our meeting.
When the time came, I started off by mentioning something amusing
I had heard, and I followed that up by inquiring about his wife. To
my joy and delight he chuckled at the story and he smiled as he
talked about his mate of many years. Immediately the burden I had
felt was lifted, and we subsequently had a businesslike, but thor-
oughly pleasant discussion.

When I returned to my office I thought long and hard about that
contact. I finally decided that the person I did not like in that rela-
tionship was mei I had been acting like a mirror to Professor X's
seriousness, and blaming him for that. When I broadened the range
of behaviors I was using in my interaction with him he responded
very positively. Since then I have had many opportunities to be with
Professor X, and I always find them pleasant. In fact, I seek them out
because they validate the notion that I can change a relationship if I
change my behaviors.
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Whose Choices Do You Mirror?
With whom do you mirror choicesin ways you do not like?

Think about your closest relationships as well as those that are more
distant. Consider especially those relationships in which you are in a
subordinate position. If you find that you hold up the other person's
behavior as a model for yourself, it may be time to modify your
pattern of choices.

The Choice Awareness system makes it dear that responsibility
depends on having a wide range of behaviors available to youit
depends on response-ability. You can improve many of your most
difficult relationships if you incorporate in them the skills that work
well with others with whom you have successful relationships. You
do not need a whole new system of skills to create a better life for
yourself. Instead, you need the courage to broaden the use of the
skills you have to achieve your goals for your relationships.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Next, if you choose, write your observations about the extent to
which you mirror the behaviors of those with whom you are in a
subordinate relationship, when you are in their presence. Discuss
initiations you might make that might modify those relationships
advantageouslyfor each of you.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number,

Reference
Nelson, R.C. and Bloom, J.W. (1975). Choice awareness: An innova-

tive guidance process. Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin.
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10
Choosing Your Feelings
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We are complex creatures. In situations that generate strong
feelings we often have many feelings. We serve our goals
best if we choose to act more often on our positive than on
our negative feelings.

Feelings and Choices
When we defined the word choice we indicated that some of our

thoughts and feelings are choices. It is not so much that we choose
which feelings we have as that we choose the feelings on which we
will act.

You are a complex creature. In nearly any circumstance in which
you must choose you have a great number of options open to you
if only in how you will express your choices. In the same way, you
have a variety of feelings open to you in many of the circumstances
you face. You choose which feelings you express and how you
express them.

An Illustration
An illustration may serve here. It is some time in the future and

you have recently taken a new position. You are coming to enjoy
your co-workers and are beginning to feel comfortable with your
assignment. You are surprised when your immediate superior asks
you to take on a major new responsibility in an area that does not

mow
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really fit your interests. You know that many of your colleagues have
been passed-over, and that some of them have much more interest in
the assignment than you. What are all the feelings you might have in

such a circumstance?

On one level you may feel complimented, excited, pleased, even
thrilled. CA another level you ma7 feel uncertain, hesitant, trapped,
negative, uninterested. On a third levelrelating to co-workers
you may feel concerned for those who have been by-passed, and
insecure about the effect your move will have on your relationships.
On a fourth levelif you do not have confidence '.n yourselfyou
may feel worried, scared, concerned for yourself.

As your supervisor stands before you, in a split second you
weigh many or all of these feelings and then you make an initial
response. You have numerous options for expressing whatever feel-
ing you choose to act upon. Let us say you decide to check "uncer-
tain" out of all the multiple-choice-type opbons available. You can
express that option in several ways:

I'm not sure that assignment fits me.

Please tell me more about the assignment.

Whoa. Are you sure you have the right person in mind?

Why me for an assignment like that?

Uh huh. (as encouragement for your supervisor to say more)

Can we schedule an appointment to talk about this? You've

really surprised me.

We-I-I-I.

If you decide to check the "negative" option, the "worried"
option, the "excited" option, or any other, there are several ways in
which you can express each of those choices as well.

Either-Or Thinking
More than likely, if you are accustomed to thinking in either-or,

yes-no, right-wrong terms, you tend to sort out your feelings superfi-
cially. You skim off the top one or two of your strongest feelings, you

ignore many of your other feelings, you make a selection, and you
react. It takes only a split second to dig a little deeper, consider the
variety of your feelings, choose one that may serve your long range
goals, and act on it in a way that might be more suitable for you.

wwwoSsamM....amsarmomeat4.4iewoom
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In some interpersonal situations that bring out strong feelings
for example, if you are taken to task publicly for an error you made
the feeling that seems strongest is anger, and anger needs to be
expressed at times. Often, though, the feeling that came before the
angerhurt or disappointment, perhapsis more relevant. Some-
how in our society we have come to accept the expression of anger
more readily than many other softer, gentler, feelings.

It takes trust to say, quietly, inviting discussion: "I felt bad when
you yelled at me yesterdayright there in front of those people." It
reduces trust if you say: "Don't you yell at me in front of anyone else
ever again!" If the relationship is important to you mid you want to
maintain or improve it, expressing the feeling that came before an-
gerfeeling hurt in this instancethen talking further, is likely to
contribute to that objective.

You can probably predict when you will encounter the person
spouse, friend, child, otherwith whom you had a problem yester-
day. You can prepare yourself to make the first move and act on your
long range goal, based on one of your more positive feelings. You do
not just feel angry or disappointed at the slight. Beneath the surface
you may feel respect, liking, or loving. You do not just feel the need
for revenge or retribution. You may also feel the need for reconcilia-
tion.

Choosing More Effectively
You choose from among your feelings in a great many of the

circumstances of life. You can make your choices serve your goals.
And those times when you have strong feelings offer you important
opportunities for serving your goals.

Once I came home from several days at a conference at the time I
had projectedapproximately 5:30 P.M. I expected my wife, Betty, to
arrive about a half hour later. I unpacked and busied myself with
preparations for dinner and as 6:00 approached I felt anticipation,
eagerness, excitement, and love. A half hour passed and my feelings
included disappointment, annoyance, and concern. More time passed
and I found an article I wanted to read; for a while I was only dimly
aware of the mix of feelingsbasically I felt interested in and ab-
sorbed in what I was reading. Another half hour and I felt both
angxy and fearfulsomething terrible could have happened, but if
fear had been my only feeling I probably would have begun calling
the hospitals or the police, When Betty drove up well after seven
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o'clock, put the car in the garage, and came to the front door smiling,

the most appropriate feeling for me to have, it seems to me now, was

one of relief. At the time, how did I spell relief?

A-N-G-E-R.

The truth of the matter is that I had available to me all of the

feelings I had had for over two hours, I could have expressed relief

or love, or shared my anticipation or disappointment in a variety of

ways.
A couple of weeks later, a person I had not met did not show up

for the appointment he had scheduled with me. After a few minutes
of finger-drumming I began to feel that I had been given a very
special giftan hour I did not expect to have to work on something I

needed to do. I did not feel anger at all. Actually, I felt pleasedand
that proved to me that my anger two weeks before was not some-

thing I had to express.

Expressing a Positive and a Negative
j the very least, if you face a circumstance like the one I faced

with betty, you can find a w y to express a posifive feeling along

with a negafive one. "I'm really relieved that you're here safe and

sound, but I'm annoyed that you didn't call me when you knew you

were going to be so late," That statement may confuse the other

person momentarily, but when you have strong negative feelings to

share with someone you care about, it may be your best option.

You are not a simple creature. While it may feel to you as if you

have one overriding emotion when something happens, more often

than not you have a mixture of feelings churning inside you. The

Choice Awareness system encourages you to take time to sort out

the variety of feelings you have, to consider your goals, and to take

action that serves you well, In many of the situations you face, an

extra second's thought may be all you need to make better choices.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +1-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,

Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues,

Next, if you choose, search back over recent days and select a

circumstance in which you had strong feelings. Describe the situa-

tion, indicating what you and others did and said, and what feeling
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you acted on first. Take some time to think carefully about the
people, the cirumstances, the words spoken, and the actions, and jot
down all the feelings that might have been present in you, leading
up to the event and during it. TO what you might have said or done,
and what might have resulted, if you had acted on one of the most
constructive feelings you had available to you.

An example may help. Paul, a high school junior, was in a
Personal Living class where he was given a similar assignment.
Here's what he wrote:

A. I was just cut from his basketball team to make room for a transfer
student after Jim K and his family moved into the school district.
Coach took a lot of time with me and tried to smooth over the
situation. But I'd looked forward to being on the team and had
worked toward that for so long that I just stood there, quiet and
sullen. I hardly looked at him, even when he said, "You have so
much character, Paul, I know you'll make the best of this."

B. The feelings in me are all negative. I'm disappointed and angry.
I feel lost. I'm frustrated, even humiliated.

What positive feelings can I possibly have? Those don' t come to
mind very easily.

Loyalty to the teamthe new player just might be the answer to
our prayerswe're almost good, maybe now we'll be good.
Affection for the guys and CoachI haven't just been dumped by
the fellows like I thought I might, they showed a lot of concern for
meand Coach tried to help me with my frustration. Strangely
enough, I feel some relief I need some time to get my grades up
if I'm going to get in the university I'm aiming for.

I guess if I hadn't turned him off, Coach might have suggesfrd I
help with the intramural basketball program, and for sure it
would have made it easier on him if I said I could use a few extra
hours of study each week. Maybe I'd understand my advanced
math better and that might help in other subjects, too.

C. It's probably not too late. I think I'll go talk to Coach after practice
and at least tell him I appreciated him taking so much time with
me, and that I can use the study timeit just took me awhile to
figure that out. I'll also ask him if he thinks I could help on the
intramural program.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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Choosing Your Feelings

About Yourself
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Positive self-feelings start with an appreciation of things

we can do. We need to build upon our strengths; our
weaknesses provide no foundation for growth.

Two of the most important things you can do for yourself are to

assess yourself realistically and appreciate your strengths.

An Activity
Stop right now, open your journal, write the date, this page

number, and the title: THINGS I CAN DO. In the next few minutes,

list a number of the simplest things you can do. Begin with the word

BREATHE, since that will clarify that your list may include some of

the most basic activities of humankind. As you list each item, think

about it"Yes, I can breathe," and savor it"I enjoy breathing, I'm
thankful that I'm able to breathe deeply and easily." Also include in

your list a few complex things you can do like DRIVE A CAR, if that

is within your range of activities. Begin your list now, and over the
next few days add more items to your list, taking time to savor the

additions you make. Spend some time thinking about the meaning

for you of being able to do the things you can dowhether you do
them really well or not. Go to it.
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If you need help, read the next paragraph.

Alicia's first few items were the following: Breathe. Walk. Do aerobics.
Smile. Make friends with others. Cook a few simple things well. Make a
mean souffle'. Talk. Listen. Drive a car. Type. Those first eleven items came
to her in seconds. Before she paused for the first time to savor her growing
list of strengths, she struggled briefly to find a twelfth item. After a moment
she added: Think. When she reflected on the meaning of the things she could
do she realized that she had a lot more going for her than she let herself
believe.

Perhaps you have breezed right past this journal suggestion.
Once more we encourage you to build your own list of THINGS I
CAN DOnow.

What Would You Trade?
Most of us spend too much time berating ourselves for the gains

we have not achieved or for not being as attractive as we wish we
were, for example. What items on your list of basics would you trade
if you could achieve some elusive goala promotion, being better
looking, whatever? Probably very few.

Alicia reviewed her list and came to the conclusion that she
might be willing to give up being able to make a great souffle' if she
could somehow, painlessly, trade that for a college degree. But with
the possible exception of typing she decided that she would not
trade any of the other things she could do either for the process of
gaining the degree (which, she was sure, would be painful), or for
the outcome handed to her on a silver platter. The experience rein-
forced her sense of herseif as a worthy person who is able to do most
of the things she values.

Appreciate Yourself
You have a right to appreciate yourself as you are. In fact, it is

essential that you choose to feel good about yourselfday in and
day out, preferably minute by minuteas you live your life. You can
choose to appreciate yourself just because you are you, since, as the
saying goes, "God don't make no junk." At another level you can
choose to appreciate the miracle you represent because of the things
you are able to dospeak, drive a car, follow a recipe, recall a
brilliant sunset, create a friendship_
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Why are we human beings so hesitant to appreciate and enjoy
our capabilities? There are probably two major reasons: first, we are
born incapable and we develop a habit of comparing ourselves to
those who are more capable than we are; and second, we learn to
value what we cannot achieve, and discount what we can.

We do not credit ourselves with the tremendous gains we have
made from the time we were helpless infants, and we value what we
cannot achieve. Along the line, most of us, particularly those who
master the skills and goals set before u.3, take on a value that involves
achievementlet us call it the next-step-up-the-ladder mentality.
Instead of savoring being successful fifth graders we point to the

next step on the ladder. Instead of relishing our accomplishment as
high school students we give real value to the post-high-school step
on the ladder ahead of us.

Reaching upward may be potentially good, bad, or neutral. For
those who can achieve the next level, striving presents opportunities
for advancement, and along with it, financial rewards and profes-
sional satisfaction. For those who cannot achieve the next level,
striving often results in discouragement for the individual and pain
for family members, friends, and others. At the same time, reaching
upward, even for those who are capable, often means hard work,
severe time demands, and challengeseach of which may lead to
lower levels of satisfaction.

You may be among those who ovellook today as you cast your
eyes continually toward yesterday or tomorrow. Yot, may spend a
great deal of time regretting lost opportunities or laying your plans
for your next move. If so, you may not be using your energy to live

each day to the fullest and you may not gain as much as you could
from what you are doing. The best preparation for taking the next
step up the ladder, and the best way to enjoy where you are at the
same time, involve living the day fully and gaining from what you

are doing.

Focus on Strengths
Choosing to have positive feelings about yourself requires that

you focus on things you can doyour strengths. What about things
you cannot doyour weaknesses? Should you ignore them?

Just as you should be realistic about your strengths, it is impor-

tant for you to be realistic about your weaknesses. Some weaknesses
you must accept. Some you can compensate for. Some you can
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overcome. If you have a profession or a task that requires much
organizational ability, and you have not developed that skill, you
either need to overcome that deficit or find some way to compensate
for it. If you are a one hundred ten pound female you probably need
to accept that you will never play in the Chicago Bears' offensive
front linebut then, I won't either.

What is important is that you not focus on your weaknesses and
let your strengths ebb away for lack of appreciation or use; instead,
choose to savor and build on your strengthsthey are a foundation
for growth.

A Positive Self-View
You have an overall sense of your own worththat is your self-

concept. If you see yourself in positive terms you can say such things
as: I'm a good person, I'm bright, I'm friendly, people like me, I'm
worth knowing. I make good decisions.. . If you can say such things
you have a positive self-concept. The challenge is to maintain it.

If your view of yourself is not very positive, or if it is downright
negative, you have a different challenge. Instead of focusing initially
on changing your overall sense of yourself, focus on things you do.
Complete a task well and tell yourself you did it well. Smile at
another person and let yourself know you are pleased that you
reached out to him. Listen to a friend and acknowledge to yourself
that you have helped her "let off steam." You can build your positive
feelings about yourself by focusing on the skills you have and the
things you do that entitle you to have a positive self-concept.

Alicia focused on her capabilities and found that she was gain-
ing a more positive feeling about herself. When she reflected on her
self-concept she realized that she often berated herself because she
never completed her undergraduate education. "I don't have to
keep doing that," she told herself. "After all I have my health, I have
a career I enjoy as a credit union teller, and I can do most of the
everyday things I really value." It pleased her when one of her co-
workers said to her, "I don't know what's come over you lately, but
whatever it is I wish it'd rub off on me."
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The feelings you have about yourself are among your most
important choices. The Choice Awareness system suggests that you

need to focus upon your skills and capabilities rather than upon

your deficiencies. The ON-THE-CREST approach to better living

suggests that you: keep expanding and savoring your list of THINGS I

CAN DO, and choose to feel positive about yourself.

JournalingOn the CREST
Look over the list of THINGS I CAN DO you have begun in

your journal. Spend some time reflecting on your list and its meaning

for you. You may then wish to use the key wordsRecall, Intopreta-
Hon, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships, Implications, Agree/Disagree,

Otheras cues to extend your entry. Be sure to date your entry and

note this page number.
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12
Caring Choices:

Caring for Others

We all need to be skilled in making caring choices for

othersbeyond the expectations we encounter because of

sex, age, or role. Caring involves learned behaviors; if we

have not learned well to demonstrate caring, we can still

develop that skill.

Here we take a deeper look at CREST choicesso that you can

implement them more effectively in your life, We begin with car-

ingfor others,
"How are you today?"

"I'm glad to see you looking better."

"I'll grab one end of this and give you a hand,"

"How can I help?"

"I can see you're really upset right now."

"Oh, you poor thing, what happened?"

Getting someone a glass of water or a cup of coffee.

Pitching in and helping with a task.

Sending a get-well or sympathy card.

Spending time or contributing goods or dollars to help others.

MIIMMINI
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When you make a caring choice such as one of the above you are
attempting to meet a need of another person through some kind of
helpful action or interaction. As the examples suggest, you can make
caring choices with or without words.

OK and OD Choices
Most caring choices you make are seen as OK unless you at-

tempt to meet a need that is not there, unless your choice does not
seem right for your relationship with the person, or unless you make
your choice in a way Ihat is overdoneOD. In most circumstances
the examples above would be OK, with the likely exception of "Oh,
you poor thing, what happened?" An even clearer example of an OD
choice would be saying, "There, there, you poor little thing," to
almost any person. Even small children appreciate being responded
to in a way that shows greater respect.

All people in the course of their lives experience disappoint-
ments, encounter frustrations, and meet situations which result in
negative (-dings. If you make caring responses at such times you
add tr your accounts with others and you can feel good about
yourself.

Your Pattern of Caring
Where do you fall on the continuum of effectiveness-to-ineffec-

tiveness in making caring choices with others? When you encounter
a friend who is upset or grieving, if you have learned how to re-
spond to others' needs well, you are able to find a few appropriate
words to say and you sense whether or not it is all right for you to
touch the other person. If you are adequate in responding to others'
needs you respond suitably at least some of the time. On the other
hand, when you encounter an upset or grieving person, if you ar e
among those who are inadequate in responding to others' needs,
you may cross the street because you cannot think of anything to
say; you may stumble badly and say what you see later as the wrong
thing; or you may realize after you have seen the person that you
neglected to address the problem in any way, and become concerned
that you now are seen by the other person as insensitive.

Responding effectively to people in need involves learned be-
haviors. You may or may not have had good models for making
caring choices. You may have been socialized to "be strong," to be
independent, and never to acknowledge your needssome females
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and many males have been raised in such waysand therefore you
may not have had much experience in receiving or giving care. You

may use a number of reasons to explain any inadequacy you feel in
making (and receiving) caring choices, but if it will contribute to
your relationshipsand it would do so in a great many instances
you can expand your caring skills.

The Keys to Change
Let us say you see yourself as ineffective in showing care to

others, you agree that you have one or more than one relationship

you believe would benefit if you made more caring choices, but you
feel inadequate in that realm. What are the keys to changing your
patterns of choices?

Be alert to others' needs. If you are like most people you some-
times get so caught up in the tasks of the day that when a person
stops by you give a quick nod or greeting to him or her and return to

your labors. Certainly that can be excused a great deal of the time,
but not alwaysespecially if you have the goal of becoming a mor e

caring person. Your relationships would benefit if you took a mo-
ment to review what you know about that person and see if there is
something you two might talk about.

The positive side of the ledger is important. Acknowledging the
person's birthday, musing over a pleasant get-together, or conveying

a greeting from a mutual acquaintance are among a great variety of
positive things you might do. You can do each of ihose things in a
few seconds, but in that brief time what you do or say may well
contribute significantly to the relationship. Alertness to negative
matters is also important. Illness, a family crisis, even the person's
favorite team losing a crucial game, can serve as opportunities to
make caring choices and bring the two of you closer together.

Chris shows up at your door. Think for a moment what has been
going on in Chris's life that may be a relevant point for you to raise.

If you recall that Chris's mother is seriously ill, that should help you
decide one thing you might mention. If Chris has encountered a
recent triumph or disaster, use that as your cue.

Give yourelf permission to respond. Another key in changing your
patterr; of choices, and a most crucial one, is to give yourself permis-
sion and encouragement to meet at least some of the needs of others.

When you know another person has had some kind of difficulty, or
when you encounter others who are evidently in need, your self-talk
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could well include permission and encouragement to respond in
some wayrather than waiting for the other person to bring up the
issue. If the way in which you respond is halting or inadequate it is
probably better than no response at all. You can watch for cues,
when appropriate you can tell yourself that Chris has a need, and
you can give yourself permission to be a caring human being and
respond to that need.

Acknowledge the other person's need. Find some way, halting or
otherwise, to tell the other person you are aware of the problem he or
she is facing. A statement like, "Sorry your team lost the big game,"
can help with a relatively minor concern. On the other hand, if it is a
matter of grief, words often seem inadequate. A hand on the person's
shoulder or a pat on the person's back may speak volumes. Telling
what is going on inside you may be helpful. For example, you might
comment, "I wish I knew what to say." Or, "I'd like to help. If there's
a way I can, please let me know."

Take action if there is something you can do. Send a card. Make an
offer of some kind of assistance. See if the person wants to be dis-
tractedbut it is not a good idea to plunge into a distracting action
before you check it out.

Perhaps in the situation with Chris you can think of a specific
action you might take. "I know you don't have time to cook a lot,
since you're maldng visits to the hospital constantly. How about
stopping by my place on the way there and I'll feed you something
fresh from the microwave." OR "You've got to eat. Let me buy you a
sandwich right after work so you're not starved when you start your
vi01 at the hospital." OR "If you want to talk, we'll talk; if you want
to clo something that's fun and get your mind off your troubles, let
me know and I'll see what I can come up with."

Listen, don't give advice, or spout platitudes. Listening is often the
most effective caring choice you can make. Even if you have talked
with the person at length and a treatment process genuinely seems
to have been overlooked, it may be best to leave advice-giving to
others. Telling a person who faces deep grief, "It's always darkest
before the dawn," is more likely to meet your needs than his or hers.
If the other person says that, fine. Encouraging Chris to talk, or being
willing to sit together silently may help more than any suggestion
you can make.
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Try mirroring what you see and hear. One way of demonstrating
that you are with the other person and that you are listening involves
mirroring. You are mirroring when you reflect back the person's
thoughts and feelings.

If Chris tells you, "My mother is worse than ever," you capture
the idea and the feelings if you say, "You're troubledyour mother
has taken a turn for the worse." Mirroring or reflecting feelings
effectively takes practice if it is to be done comfortably, mainly be-

cause it is not a behavior we all learned at our parents' knees;
nonetheless, it can be very helpful if the other person needs the
opportunity to talk about his or her concerns.

You can mirror even when no words are given you. If Chris is
staring out the window you can mirror what you see with such a
statement as, "You seem to be really distracted." Mirroring is often
more effective than questioning.

Be a bridge to the future. Sometimes the most effective caring
choice you can give to another person involves an offer for the
future. "Why don't you come over on Friday and if you want to talk,

we'll talk; if you want to have a distraction we'll run a video movie,
play bridge, have a group in to play silly gameswhatever you
think you'd like."

More than once my wife and I have not been able to be present
at funeral services that would have been appropriate for us to at-
tend. When the first of those events occurred we called and offered
our condolences and named a date when we would make a later
visit. At the beginning of that visit we apologized profusely that we
had not been able to make the trip earliei. We were told in so many
words, "It was wonderful to have something to look forward to
when we didn't have anything else that was positive to think about.
There was a big rush of attention for a while, now it's too quiet
around here. I'm glad you waited." Since then, whenever we are not
able lo be present tt, help meet the need of a close friend or relative,

we L to be a bridge to the future.

tiviu, your friend Chris you might want to suggest some future
action you could do together, such as: sharing a week next summer
in a condominium, travelling to a state park for a day a month hence,

or getting tickets together for a future series of musical programs.
Chris may be too distracted to respond effectively at present, but the
thoughtfulness of your suggestion is likely to be a beacon of hope for

the future. 0,
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Continue to reach out to persons who are grieving. A person who has
experienced the loss of an important relationship or the death of a
friend or family member, often feels isolated and plays strange mind
games. "Others won't want me nowwe were always part of that
group as a pair." "I'll only depress them." "They'll worry that I'm
out to be a home-wrecker now that my partner is gone." Grieving
persons need outreach from others. Many appear to be "strong" and
not to need others, but that may well be a facade to protect them
from being hurt.

Don't reason, "I'll receive a call when Chris is ready to talk."
That call may never come. If you value your relationship, remember
that you are the one who is feeling more secure now. Reach out. And
continue to do so.

Caring is One of Five Choices
The Choice Awareness system suggests that caring is one of only

five basic, interactive :thoicestherefore it is important for you not
to reduce your options to four. Others around you have needs. No
other choice is an effective substitute if someone you are close to
needs your caring choices.

Journaling--On the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Next, or in place of the above suggestion, use your journal to
reflect upon the needs of others who are important to you, and to
discuss your effectiveness in responding to their needs with caring
choices. What recent responses have you made to others' needs?
Were your responses effective? In what ways might you have re-
sponded better? What recent opportunities have you missed to show
caring to others? What future plan for caring choices with a particu-
lar person might be suitable for you?

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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Caring Choices:

Self-Caring
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We all need to be skilled in making caring choices for
ourselves. Caring involves learned behaviors; if we have
not learned well to demonstrate self-caring, we can still
develop that skill.

If you are among those who make suitable self-caring choices

you can say such things as the following:

I eat sensibly.

I exercise sufficiently.

I get enough sleep.

I drink in moderation or not at all.

I take care of my appearance by dressing and grooming myself well.

I have enough confidence in myself to build effective relation-

ships with others.

I think of myself in positive terms.

My self-talk includes more "I can's" than "I can' ts."

I have more personal strengths and desirable characteristics than

deficits.

I see myself as interesting and interested, not as boring or bored.

11111
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When something goes wrong I look at it realistically, neither excus-
ing myself too readily, nor heaping unnecessaty blame on myself.

So that I am able to love my neighbor, I love myself.

OK Self-Caring
Meeting the needs of others through making OK caring choices

is important; equally important is meeting your own needs through
making OK self-caring choices. Relatively few people indulge them-
selves by ODing on self-caring choices; more people make appropri-
ate self-caring choices and keep those choices in balance with others;
but chances are you are a member of the largest groupthose who
care for themselves inadequately at least at times. Is that the group to

which you belong?

What does it mean to make effective self-caring choices?

The lead statements above give many clues.

Making effective self-caring choices means that you take realis-
tic stock of your needs and you set about to meet most of them, in
the full knowledge that eveni itch does not need a scratch. If you
have not been eating suitably, or if you have been indulging yourself
unduly, you build a regimen for changing that patternbecause you
care about yourselfand you follow that regimen. If you have tended
to be unduly self-critical you build a regimen for changing that
pattern as wellalso because you care about yourselfand you
follow that regimen, too.

Making effective self-caring choices does not mean that you
indulge yourself or consider your needs always above the needs of
others. Those actions show no responsibility. It is undesirable to
consider only your own needs or those of others. Balance is the
watchword.

Societal Values
In our society we seem to value self-sacrificing people who give

their all for others, but we appreciate even more those individuals
who keep a balance between caring for others and caring for them-
selves. We see those people as healthier, we respect them more, and
we find it easier to like them or love them. They act in ways that tell
us they are worthy of respect and love, and because they are com-
fortable in themselves we are comfortable with them.
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"To those who have more shall be given so they shall have
abundance, but from those who have nothing even that will be taken

away" (Matthew, 25:29). That statement fits very well here. Try it this

way: To those who love themselves and care for themselves, realisti-

cally and appropriately, love and care shall be given so they shall

Hve them abundantly; but from those who do not love themselves

or care for themselves, love and care will be taken away.

The Learning Process
You learned your self-caring skills through trial and error, direct

modeling of the behaviors of others, and reinforcement and/or re-
jection of your behlviors. It is a good idea to take stock of your

patterns of self-caring to see if they are serving you well. If you find

it desirable to do so you can choose to alter your patterns, even

though they may be strongly ingrained.

Once again, balance is important. If you make good caring choices

for yourself and for others, you contribute to your own good self-

feelings. When you feel good about yourself it is easier to keep your

own mental health spiral moving in a positive direction.

The Keys to Change
The keys to changing your pattern of self-caring choices are

similar to those for changing your pattern of caring choices with

others. Briefly stated, they are:

Be alert to your own needs. Take a few moments from time to time

each day to review your thoughts and feelingsespecially when

you are tired, frustrated, or otherwise in a negative mind-set. Figure

out what your need is.

Give yourself permission to respond. Avoid indulging yourself, but

in the course of time, and not always later, work toward fulfilling

your need.
Acknowledge your need. State it directly to yourself and, where

appropriate, to another person.

Take action if there is something you can do. Don't just stand there,

do something, the saying goes. But be alert to the likelihood that at

times there is really nothing you can do.

Listen deeply to Ow feelings you have inside yourself. Listen to the

voice inside you. What are you feeling?
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Mirror your own feelings for your benefit and the benefit of others. If
you say, first internally, then externally, "I guess I'm still troubled
about what happened between my boss and me today," the other
person doesn't have to guess what is wrong or blame him or herself
inappropriately.

Make a plan for the future. If you decide you need to talk, set up
that opportunityask for it directly from a friend, or arrange for
counseling with a professional. If you decide you need a distraction,
arrange for it: "Ray, I need to get my mind off my worries. How
about a handball game tomorrow?" You are worth caring for.

Care for Yourself
You can develop skills in caring for others. Your sense of personal

worth and your success in life are likely to depend to a genuine
extent on your doing so. And it may well be an effective se/f-caring
choice for you to grow in skill in caring for otherssince the two
interact. The Choice Awareness system suggests that skill in making
effective self-caring choices is an essential for success in life. You
have needs. If you do little to meet your own needs, if you make
ineffective or insufficient self-caring choices, it is appropriate that
you change. To a genuine extent, your effectiveness as a human
being depends or, the self-caring choices you make,

journalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues,

Next, discuss in your journal the extent to which the statements
that head this section describe your self-caring choices. Add to the
discussion other evidences of your adequate, inadequate, or OD self-
caring. Consider such issues as workaholism, self-acceptance, main-
taining a good physical appearance, and self-loveas opposed to
self-indulgence. In Choice Awareness terms you can interpret self
love as maintaining a suitable balance of self-caring with the other
CREST choices. If you do not have an effective pattern of self-caring
choices, write a plan for yourself, build a schedule, and, in the future,
as you write in your journal, regularly consider the success you are
having with your plan.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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Caring Choices:

The Career Connection
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Some individuals more than others appreciate the oppor-
tunity to make caring choices. Some careers, more than

others, provide opportunities for making caring choices.
People who experience too great or too little demand for
their caring choices on the job may need avocational op-
portunities that counterbalance those demands.

Caring choices bear a relationship to careers. Every career role,

including that of homemaker, can be sited somewhere on a con-

tinuum of its demands for or expectations of caring choices, Further-

more, each person fits somewhere on a continuum of comfort in

making caring choices, The nurse, homemaker, and occupational
therapist, when they choose their careers, buy-in to making many

caring choices, On the other hand the chemist, the electrician, and

the forester in the firetower do not expect to make many direct,

interpersonal caring choices for others,

If you enter a field that calls for much caring, nursing for ex-

ample, and you are not comfortable in making that kind of choice

with great frequency, you may find yourself misplaced. A search

may turn up some kind of assignment, within industry for example,

in which you might use your training effectively, but not have to

6.3
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demonstrate caring quite so frequently. If you do not make such an
adaptation you may be a misfit in your profession. If you have a
need to care for others you may still be an excellent laboratory
chemist, but you will probably find it advantageous or essential to
create off-the-job opportunities through your family, or through vol-
unteer work, or both, to express your need to give care to others.

Many Careers Demand Caring Choices
Significant numbers of careers, including especially those that

require leadership, have hidden demands for caring. The outstand-
ing example is that of managerial or supervisory careers. If you
chose a managerial position and you considered it in Choice Aware-
ness terms you might assume that you would make many ruling
and thinking/working choices and few caring choices. But what you
are likely to find is that your supervisees often look to you for
reinforcement, support, and care. Many of them see you as a parent
figureregardless of your agewhose task is in part to help them
feel good about themselves. Effective managers learn to respond
appropriately and sensitively to the needs of their employees for
caring and concern.

Take stock of the roles you play at work and at home. Chances
are, either on or off the job, or in both circumstances, there are people
who want and need your care. It is probably impossible for you to be
effective as a friend, supervisor, parent, spouse, etc., if those around
you see you as a care-giver and you do not see yourself in that way.

journalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +1-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Next, explore in your journal the extent to which your voca-
tional and avocational (off-the-job) life allow you and require you to
make caring choices. Consider in some depth the extent to which
you are comfortable in making caring choicos. Discuss the kind of
match that exists between you and your career, and the extent to
which this exploration suggests that you need to grow in effective-
ness in making caring choices on the job. If necessary, build a plan
for growing in that skill.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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Ruling Choices:
Leading Others
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We all need to be skilled in making ruling choices, in
taking the lead, with others. Most people see themselves
as responders, thus a power vacuum exists in many rela-
tionships. Ruling involves learned behaviors; if we have
not learned well to take the lead when it is appropriate for
us to do so, we can develop that skill.

"Come here, you've got to see this!"

"Can you stop by for dessert tonight?"

"I've got two tickets for that performance, say the word and one

is yours."

"Listen up."
"If you'll clean up the dishes I'll go get ice cream. Or vice versa."

"They're supposed to be arranged this way."

"I said STOP!"

"Don't you ever do that again!"

Beckoning or pointing the way.

Finger to lips, meaning, "Be quiet."

S7
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Ruling Choices Involve Leadership
When you make a ruling choice, such as any of the above

examples, you are exercising leadership. Any leadership action,
whether it is welcome or not, is considered a ruling choice. And as
with all four of the other choices you can make ruling choices that
are verbal or non-verbal.

The term ruling may seem strong, but it serves as a warning that
leadership choices can be OD, as indeed many of them are. Your
ruling choice is likely to be OK if your relationship to the other
person seems to make your choice appropriate, if the choice you
make leads in a direction the other person might want to go, and if
you state it in a positive way. Your ruling choice may even contribute
significantly to the balance in your relationship and be welcomed as
a major OK choice.

Ruling Choices Can Be Welcome
A large majority of human beings see themselves as responders.

If that assertion is correct, in a great many relationshipsperhaps in
many of yourstwo responders face one another, neither is com-
fortable in leading, and there is a powei vacuum. When a power
vacuum exists, you or the other person may welcome an OK ruling
choice from the other.

Have you ever engaged in this kind of conversation?

"What would you like to do tonight?"

"Oh, I don't care. Anything's all right with me."

"That's how I feel too."

"So, what'll we do?"

"Whatever you want."

That conversation is an everyday example of a power vacuum.

If you are like the majority of people you hesitate to take the
leadership in some of your relationships because you are uncomfort-
able with leading and you rationalize that the other person may not
want to do what you want to do.

To what extent are you like thatwith most people? With your
spouse or best friend? With your father? With your immediate su-
pervisor?
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If y ou cannot think of a single relationship in which you hesitate
to take the lead, it is possible that you are seen by others as dominat-
ing. Perhaps you should consider holding back a bit so others can
feel some power in the relationship. On the other hand, if you hold
back in most of your relationships and exercise leadership in only a
few, you may be seen by others as contributing too little to the
interaction. Perhaps you should consider n 'king more OK ruling
choices, gradually, so you and others can Ix me comfortable with

the change.

The Learning Process
As with all five CREST choices you learned your ruling choice

behavior patterns through modeling, through trial and error, and
through reinforcement or rejection of your leadership actions. You

may have been strongly encouraged to "stand up for what you
believe," "stick up for your rights," "take charge"many males and
some females have been raised with these injunctionsor those
around you may have discouraged you from taking the lead.

It is not easy to alter a pattern of dominating or recessive behav-
ior, but since each leadership action is a choice, you can change your
pattern, and it may contribute positively to your own feelings about
yourself, and to the relationships you have with others, if you do so.

Sex Roles and Leadership
In general, males are raised with higher expectations than fe-

males for exercising leadership, though in truth both males and
females are given double messages. Boys are told: "You have to
grow up to be strong and take chargebut do what Mommy tells
you." Girls are told: "The male ego is fragile and you may have to let
them winbut always do the best you can."

Males have seen men in leadership roles in real life, in movies,
and on television, so when they enter into relationships with females
they may demand leadership of themselves. If they are uncomfort-
401e in taking leadership roles, those expectations may be difficult
for them. Many males achieve a certain level of corn' rt in leading
during the dating phase of their relationships with females, but
shortly after the wedding ceremony, some of them sigh an almost-
audible sigh of relief, tell themselves: "That's over," and slide back
into their more comfortable role as a responder. Many a female is
disappointed in her knight on a white chargerwho swept her off
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her feet in part by suggesting that they do all manner of interesting
thingswhen he begins to wait for her to suggest what they might
do for an evening's activity. She may be even more disappointed
when : sits in front of the television set and shows little interest in
doing anything. He changed his behavior to achieve a particular
goalconquest; the goal has been achieved, now he can return to his
usual behavior. She thought leadership was his usual behavior.

To a moderate extent the same pattern exists in many friend-
ships. Both individuals may demand of themselves more leadership
action in the relationship-development stage; either or both may
want to slide back into the more comfortable role of responder once
the relationship is past "the honeymoon stage."

The Keys tu Change
Let us assume that you can be described as basically a responder

in terins of your leadership actions with others. nd that you agree
that some of your relationships would benefit if you made more
tffective ruling choices. If those assumptions fit, what are the keys to
changing your patterns of choices?

Assess the situation carefully. Spend some time observing the other
person's choices and yours. You may find that each of you exercises
reasonable leadership and therefore you may resolve to maintain
your patterns of choices as they are. You may sense that the other
person resents or is bored with your inaction, and you can use that
as a spur to movement. OR: You may see that the other person feels
trodden down by your constant domination. Be as realistic as you
can in assessing your patterns of ruling choices and their effects on
the relationship.

Let us say you and Terry have had a good relationship for
several years. You dflect a bit and conclude that you have not been
pulling your own weight in terms of leadership. You leave riarly all
of the decisions and suggestions to Terry. Terry seems to be reason-
ably content with the situation, but you are notand you believe
that the relationship may need bolstering even from Terry's point of
view.

Seek confirmation. While it may not be appropriate in ell relation-
ships, in most it may help if you inquire how satisfied the other
person is with the balance in leadership between the two of you.
How you pose your question makes a difference.
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For example, you might say: "Terry, I've been thinking about
our friendship. The way I see it is, I tend to wait for suggestions from
you and then I respond. I feel like I've not been pulling my weight
and I think it might help if I told you more things I'd like us to do
together and took charge in other ways a little bit more. What do you
think?" OR: "Terry, I think I've been a little too dominating with you.
I make all the suggestions and take charge a lot. How would it be if I
held back a little and gave you some room to take the lead? Do you
think that would work all right for both of us?"

Watch for opportunities to lead, and create others. Take time to think
about the topics of conversation, games, puzzles, readings, and ac-
tivities you have enjoyed over the span of your life and adapt those

as suggestions for activities. Be alert to opportunities for you to talk
about things togetherafter reading the newspaper and listening to
the radio or watching television.

Think about the long drive you will be taking together and
figure out something you can suggest that mi.,ht make it more
pleasurable. How? That has to fit you and Terry. Maybe the rider
could read a news magazine or a series of short stories aloud. (My
wife and I have enjoyed Sherlock Holmes mysteries and other short
stories on several trips of over five hundred miles.) Maybe you could
play a gamelike competing to find the letters of the alphabet on
signs you pass, or Twenty Questions. Anyway, there is something
you can suggestif you make the effort to find it. And you can
encourage Terry to make suggestions of a similar variety.

Make haste slowly. Many good ideas are defeated because people
make resolutions they cannot keep, and because they try to do too
much at one time. Taking one more leadership action a week, or
even a month, may be better for your relationship than trying some
overwhelming change that you cannot sustain. For example, Terry
might agree to your resolution when you say, "I'll make all the
,lioices of things we do this week," but if it is out ofcharacter in your

relation :. hip, that kind of change may be uncomfortable for both of

you. If you become discouraged you are likely to give up on the idea
and borksli& againwhich will confirm for both of you that one of

you is the leader and the other is not. Gradual change is likely to be

more effective.

Keep a record of your actions. Teachers try new approaches with
children, they make some progress but do not keep a record of it,
and as a result they do not realize they have madegains, so they give
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up on what might be a promising new direction. For example, if
Johnny was out of his seat an average of fifteen times an hour, and
the first use of a new technique changes that to twelve times, the
teacher who has not kept a tally may sense no difference at all
because twelve times seems constant, may figure that the technique
does not work, and may discard the approach. In changing patterns
of choices with friends, relatives, and co-workers the same thing can
happen. If you resolve to take one leadership action a day or a week
with Terry, write down each choice you actually make, savor it, think
about its effects on you and on Terryand you are more likely to
continue the new pattern of behavior.

Reward yourself for effort as well as growth. More often than not
good effort is rewarded with positive outcomes; make the effort and
you are likely to be rewarded. But not all new patterns of choices
succeed. Terry may agree that change is warranted, but find the new
pattern disquieting, and do things unconsciously or deliberately that
scuttle the change. It is important that your self-talk include reward-
ing statements when you make a good, honest attempt to change, as
well as when you succeed. After all, even if the new pattern does not
work well with Terry, it may fit beautifully with another person.

Ruling is One of Five Choices
The Choice Awareness system suggests that ruling is one of only

five basic interactive choices. It is important for you to have skill in
this key area. You need the sense of power that exercising control
over your life can give you, and you need to know that others
respect your suggestions and are willing to follow your lead. Leader-
ship is a two-way street, however. You need to make room for others
to exerdse leadership as well. Achieving a suitable balance between
sending and receiving ruling choices may well be a suitable goal for
your significant relationships with others.
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JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +1-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Next, or in place of the above suggestion, use your journal to
explore your comfort or discomfort with ruling choices. With whom
do you exercise leadership, regularly? With whom do you avoid
taking the lead? What kinds of leadership choices do you make? In
each of your significant relationships do you emphasize 01( or OD
ruling choices, or do you leave most or all of the ruling choices to the
other person? To what extent do you act vigorously in developing
new relationships, then do too little to maintain themas with the
dating-to-marriage and friend-to-friend relationships described
above? Discuss the changes that would help your patterns of ruling
choices with people who are important to you.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.

i 3
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Ruling Choices:
Self-Ruling

We all need to be skilled in making self-ruling choices
in exercising leadership for ourselves. Ruling choices are
learned over time; if we have not learned to exercise ap-
propriate leadership for ourselvesif we approach life
with too many or too few controlsit is not too late for us
to refine our skills.

You make many internal self-ruling choices every day.

Right now, open your journal, write the date, this page number,
and the title: SELF-RULING STATEMENTS. Write down the num-
ber and letter for the statement in each pair below that you are more
likely to say to yourself.

IA Go ahead and try. It won't be a tragedy if you don't succeed,
and you'll have gained something important if you do.

IB. Don't do it. Think how awful it'll look if you fail.

2A. Wait a minute, There's too much risk in that action.

2B. Do it. Sure it's dangerous, but what's life without a little
spice?

3A. You can.

3B, You can't.

4C . It'll probably work out all right. Go ahead, but watch out
for problems,
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4B. "Damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead,"

5A. Don't do it just because everyone expects it.

5B. People expect you to do that, therefore you have to.

6A. There's no special problem here, so do whatever feels right.

6B. Go for it. Shake 'ern up. Do whatever you can think of.

Read this paragraph, then continue your journal entry by dis-
cussing your choices. You may have interpreted items differently,
but you have taken a fairly moderate stance in self-ruling if you have
chosen the A responses throughout. If you have chosen the even-B
responses, 2B, 4B and 6B, you probably need to put some limits on
yourself, and you may want to consider the value of making more
self-ruling choices. If you have chosen the odd-B responses, 1B, 3B
and 5B, you may make more rigid self-ruling choices than you need
to, and you might well loosen up a little.

Your Self-Ruling Choices
The pattern of ruling choices you have developed in your inter-

actions with others is important, but the pattern of ruling choices
you have developed for yourself may be even more important, since
it guides your behavior in each of the CREST choices.

You may place reasonable demands and restrictions on your
behavior. If you do, in all likelihood, you generally achieve an appro-
priate balance in self-ruling. OR: You may place very few demands
and restrictions on your behavior. In that case your behavior may
approach recklessness on occasion. OR: You may place a great many
demands and restrictions on your behavior. In that case your behav-
ior may be too limited, too restrained.

My advisor in graduate school, George Hill, often repeated the
maxim, "Moderation in all thingsexcept pumpkin pie," (Actually I
don't think he ever ODed on pumpkin pie, either,) Moderation
means being neither so predictable and controlled that you lack
color and interest, nor so unpred&ctable and so uncontrolled that you
cannot be trusted,

Think about people you really admirethose you know per-
sonally. What are they like? It is likely that they have a certain flair
about them, they are energetic, humorous, different in some reason-
able way, yet you can trust them and believe in them. They are not
like the wildest of the Saturday Night Live crowd nor among the
most controlled, predictable individuals you ever encountered,
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The Learning Process
If you grew up with few controls and few expectations for your

behavior, or if the adults in your life fought your battles for you and
pulled your chestnuts out of the fire, as the saying goes, you prob-
ably tend toward the more radically-liberal end of the continuum. If
your behavior was rigidly controlled and those around you were
continuously serious and set the highest expectations for you, you
probably tend toward the more radically-conservative end of the
continuum. As with other choices, you learned your patterns of self-
ruling through modeling, reinforcement, and trial and erroror
maybe through reacting against what you saw around you. But your
patterns are choices, so you can change them.

The Keys to Change
The keys to changing your patterns of self-ruling choices are

similar to those for changing your ruling choices with others.

Assess the situation carefully. From time to time, consider your
pattern of self-ruling choices. Are you too demanding of yourself, do
you let yourself get by with much less than your bestwhether the
context is work or interpersonal relationships, or do you make choices
that might more often be seen as moderate?

Seek confirmation. Check out your analysis with one or two of the
people you trust most. Ask them if they see you as too demanding or
too undemanding of yourself. Encourage them to be as honest with
you as they can and explore with them what they mean and why.

Make haste slowly. Don't expect miracles overnight. Whether you
resolve to change to be more solid and reliable on the one hand, or
less boring and predictable on the other, make the change gradually.
Consider informing those you trust most about your planned change,
perhaps enlisting them to help you achieve your resolve.

Keep a record of your actions. Make your plan specific: "Once a day
I'm going to do or say something that my friend could not predict."
OR: "Since I want others to believe in me, at least once a day I'm
going to do or say something that's solid and down-to-earth." Write
down each action you take or statement you make that fits your
plan.

Reward yourself for effort as well as for growth. Give yourself credit
for the attempts you make as well as the successes you achieve in
changing your patterns of self-ruling.
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16 Ruling Choices: Self-Ruling

Rule Yourself Wisely
Developing a reasonable pattern of self-ruling choices is worth

the effort, You are worth the effort. On the CREST and the Choice
Awareness system suggest that skill in making self-ruling choices is
essential for success in life. You and the others around you need to
sense that you are in reasonable control of your own destiny. You
serve your own needs and the needs of others best if you achieve a
reasonable balance in self-ruling and allow others opportunities for
leadership. And you can make changes in your pattern of self-ruling
choices if you need to do so.

JournalingOn the CREST
Look over the SELF-RULLNG STATEMENTS you believe you

are likely to say to yourself. Spend some time reflecting on your
choices and their meaning for you. Discuss these questions: Is the
direction of your choices moderate? Do you need to put some limits
on yourself? Should you loosen up a little?

You may then wish to use the key wordsRecall, Interpretation,
+/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships, Implications, Agree/Disagree,
Otheras cues to extend your entry, Be sure to date your entry and
note this page number.
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17
Ruling Choices:
Assertiveness
I I spoD 117 CEAV E AT

Rxii2-SEE you LATeR

Most of us have learned to function unassertively, while a
few of us have learned to function aggressively. We all
need to develop the skills of assertiveness so that we may
speak up for our needs and wants, but we need to do so
without running roughshod over the needs and wants of
others.

The Assertiveness Continuum
In recent years you may have heard quite a bit about

assertiveness. Roughly speaking it means standing up for your rights.
Assertiveness stands in the middle of the continuum between
unassertiveness and aggressiveness.

If you are an unassertive person you let some people "walk all

over" you. Inside yourself you make sorrowing choices. To use a
Choice Awareness phrase, you choose miserableness as a response to

the negative circumstances you face.

If you are aggreKive you do not le others take advantage of
you, but you may take advantage of others. You make external
sorrowing choices. To use another Choice Awareness phrase, you
choose meanness as your response.
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17 Ruling Choices; Assertiveness

If you are assertive you react in ways that are mure often appro-
priate. You make OK self-ruling and other-ruling choices. And you avoid

miserableness and meanness.

When people do things that trouble you (acts of commission), or
do not do things they have promised to do or that you believe they
should (acts of omission), they give you opportunitieslike on a
multiple choice testto check off whether you are going tobe asser-
five, unassertive, or aggressive in your response.

Two Examples
Let us look at an example of an act of commission and an act of

omission, then see what the three different kinds of responses might

be like.
Commission: You hand the store clerk a twenty dollar bill, and

the clerk gives you back change for a ten.

Omission: You rode to a social gathering in a friend's car; it is

your agreed-on time to leave and you have a big day planned for
tomorrow, but your friend makes no move to go.

Unassertive Responses
If yol react unassertively in the store situation you may:

Wait around for a few moments, then leave frustrated.

Say gently, "I think I gave you a twenty."

Ask, "Didn't I give you a twenty?"

In the social gathering instance you may:

Drum your fingers a bit.

Cast disapproving glances at your friend.

Look at your watch several times.

Point to the wall clock when your friend looks at you.

Whisper, "It's eleven o'clock."

It is possible that an unassertive response will take care of the
problem in either instance. In both situations, however, it would be

easy for the other person to rationalize that you are not strongly
committed to the message you are sending. If the store clerk is
dishonest you may have lost your money; if not, he or she may
think, "Well, I'm not certain either, but if this customer isn't sure, I'm
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not going to pass out an extra ten and come up short at the end of the
day" Your friend may be accustomed to more assertive approaches,
and may conclude that you can stay another half hour at least. At
best unassertive behavior does not seem to be a genuine call for
action; at worst it seems to invite ill treatment.

Aggressive Responses
If you react aggressively in the store situation you may:

Say, "Come on now, what are you trying to pull. You owe me ten
dollars."

Say, "Hey, Buster, I gave you a twenty. You gave me change for a
ten. Fork over another ten."

Add a threatening look to your verbal behavior.

In the social gathering situation you may:

Get your friend's coat and say strongly, "Let's go, now."

Interrupt whatever your friend is doing and say abruptly, "Come
on, time to leave."

Usher your friend unceremoniously toward the door.

As with unassertive behavior it is possible that an aggressive
response will take care of the problem. In both situations, however, it
is easy for the other person to get defensive or to react offensively to
your words or actions. The store clerk may either be intimidated or
decide to fight fire with fire. Your companion may become hostile
and refuse your request, or leave with you but decide to write you
off as a friend. Aggressive behavior tends to intimidate others or
invite their own aggressive reactions. You may achieve your short
range goal, but with your friend your long range goal of a close
relationship is now totally out of reach.

Assertive Responses
If you react assertively in the store situation you may:

State firmly but politely, "You've given me change for a ten. I
gave you a twenty" (other-ruling, implied).

Say, "I gave you a twenty. You owe me another ten."

Wait in place for a moment, maintaining eye contact, assuming
that the clerk will see the error (other-ruling, implied).
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17 Ruling Choices: Assertiveness1==mh.
In the social gathering instance you may make a combination of

self-ruling and other ruling choices. For example, you may:

Wait briefly for a chance to speak and say straightforwardly, "I
need to leave now" (self-ruling, other-ruling implied).

If your first approach does not work, in a second statement you
may add a note of empathy, "I can tell you're really involved, but as I
told you, I have a big day tomorrow, so I need to go now" (other-
ruling).

If an assertive action or two on your part does not work satisfac-
torily, you might say, "If you're going to stay, I'll arrange another
ride /call a cab" (self-ruling).

Your assertive response may or may not take care of the problem
in either instance. In both situations, however, the self- or other-
ruling choices you make have the advantage of being mature, straight-
forward, and unmistakable. They are more likely than unassertive or
aggressive choices to get you your money peacefully in the first
instance, and preserve your .'iiendship in the second. Assertive self-

and other-ruling choices send a message of self-assurance on your
part and are more likely to elicit the desired responseboth in the
short and the long run.

The Power Issue
If you are like most people you are neither consistently assertive,

unassertive, or aggressive. You speak up for yourself in some rela-
tionships and at particular times, you are wishy-washy in others,
and you act aggressively in still others. In making your choices you
pause a fraction of a second and think about the power of the other
person, and you make a prediction about the responses you are
likely to get back.

If you feel powerless and incapable in some relationships you
may hold back, allowing others to take advantage of you. In other
relationships in which you feel more powerful and capable you may
make choices that lead others to feel inferior and inadequate. In still

other relationships in which you feel a sense of equalityif you have
developed the skill of acting assertivelyyou may make assertive
choices. In Choice Awareness terms, you make OK self- and other-
ruling choices. You state your own needs and wants clearly and
encourage the other person in turn to make mature, positive re-
sponses.
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Marie
Several weeks after Marie joined an ON-THE-CREST GROUP

she began to see herself as alternately unassertive and aggressive.
She often allowed herself to be taken advantage of by others for
some time, then flew into a rage at the next evidence of what she
viewed as abuse. She did this with her girlfriends, her motherher
model for such behavior, and to some extent with her boyfriend,
Eric.

Marie told the group, "Just last night I told Eric that he'd have to
leave at ten so I could wash my hair. I was pretty unassertive at first.
One thing I said was, 'Don't you think you'd better leave now?'
After a couple of such attempts I 'blew a fuse' and said, 'Eric, if
you're not out of here in two minutes, you can just forget about me
going with you to the dance on Saturday.'

"Fortunately," she continued, "Eric left without telling me to
'get lost,' or letting me know he'd find someone else to go with him
to the dance." She went on to say that she had "blown" more than
one relationship by saying such things. "I could have told Eric sim-
ply, 'I'm going to wash my hair now. You'll have to leave.'

Marie's Personal Action Plan included talking to Eric about
following through on agreements and she decided to make several
assertive statementsor go off and begin to wash her hairwithout
resorting to aggressivenes with Eric. "He isn't the kind of guy who
won't take no for an answer," she observed.

Initiating Assertively
Assertiveness is a two way street. So far we've concentrated on

the idea of making OK ruling or assertive choices in response to the
actions of others. It is equally important for you to initiate asser-
tivelywith OK ruling choicesrather than unassertively or ag-
gressively.

Avoid saying, "Would you like to do the dishes?" "Don't you
think you'd better go to bed now?" "Just five more minutes, OK?"
Or my wife's all time least favorite form of request from a supervi-
sor, a statement that always meant much digging into dusty files,
"Wouldn't it be fun to know,..?"

For me, I would never like to do the dishes, and I would rather
not be manipulated into saying I wouldthough I would almost
always willing to do so. Most children do not really think it would
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17 Ruling Choices: Assertiveness

be better for them to go to bed than continue what they are doing.
Five more minutes is seldom really OK if the activity is pleasurable.
And the employee who is going to have to dig back in old files
unaided for several days, while other work piles up, is not likely to
view that as fun. Instead of these unassertive requests, say, "I'd
appreciate it if you'd take care of the dishes while I..." "It's time for
bed." "You've got five more minutes." "Within the next week, please
go through the files and put together the material for a report on..."

The other extreme, the aggressive initiation, is equally undesir-
able, particularly so if it is a first statement: "Get in there and do
those dishes now." "Go to bed!" "Quit that in five minutes or you're
really gonna get it." 'Get me that information out of the filesnow!"

Skill in Assertiveness
It is as important to develop skill in initiating with OK ruling

choicesassertive choicesas it is to develop skill in responding
with OK ruling choicesfor yourself or the other person. The Choice
Awareness system suggests that your OK self- and other-ruling
choicesassertive choicesshould not be manipulative, they should
show respect for the other person, and they should state your expec-
tations in ways that are likely to be viewed by others as more
positive than either unassertive or aggressive behaviors would be
viewed. You need skill in initiating and responding with assertive
choices; and you need to give up any over-dependence you may
have on unassertive and/or aggressive choices.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,

Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues. Next, if you choose, use

your journal entry to examine several of your relationships. Con-
sider in each whether you are more often inclined to be assertive,
unassertive, or aggressive. Take spedal note of examples of assertive
behaviors on your part. Consider how you might adapt your own
assertive behaviors to relationships in which you tend to be aggres-
sive or unassertive. If appropriate, since many situations repeat them-
selves, build a plan for responding assertively, rather than
unassertively or aggressively, with one specific individual.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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18
Ruling Choices:
The Career Connection

Some individuals more than others appreciate the oppor-
tunity to exercise leadership, to make ruling choices. Some
careers more than others provide opportunities for leader-
ship, for nuking ruling choices. People who experience
too great or too little demand for their leadership actions
on the job may need avocational or other at-home oppor-
tunities that offer a balance in their lives.

Clearly there is a career tie-in to ruling choices. As with caring
choices, every career role can be sited on a continuum of the de-
mands it places on ruling choices. Likewise each person fits some-
where on a continuum of comfort in making ruling choices. The
person who becomes a police officer, manager, or air traffic controller
expects to make many ruling choices; the free lance artist, the musi-
dan, and the assembly line worker a-e not likely to expect that ruling
choices will be an importat part of their livesthough many excep-
tions in both directions may be noted.

Messages received by males suggest that they ought to lead, but
those expectations do not guarantee that males will feel comfort in
exercising leadership. On the other hand, messages received by fe-
males may suggest that they ought to follow, but many females are
comfortable and competent in leading.

If you enter a field that calls for making many ruling choices,
manager, for example, and you are not comfortable in making such
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18 Ruling Choices: The Career Connection

choices, you may find yourself out of your element. If you have a

need to lead and your career does not provide that opportunity you

may need to find or create off-the-job opportunities as an outlet for

your leadership skills.

Many Careers Demand Leadership
Many careers have hidden demands for leadership. If you are a

good worker you may be asked to orient new employees to the job,

and you will need to tell them what to do. Further, if your skills are

strong you may be offered opportunities for advancement that are
likely to require leadership action on your part. Getting ahead on the

job is likely to mean that you need to lead others.

When Rolf made a journal entry concerning ruling choices, he

noted that he was often uncomfortable when thrust into the leader-
ship role, but because of his height and imposing appearance, others

often seemed to expect leadership of him. To compensate for his
appearance, and to avoid imposing himself on others, he seldom
made ruling choices -either OK or 00. He sensed that his feeling of
isolation from others stemmed largely from his hesitanc: to take the
leadand that others may have hesitated to take the lead with him
because of his size. Rolf determined to change his pattern of ruling
chokegradually. He began by making contact with an attractive,

new female co-worker. After all, with her he had no history of
disappointment.

Consider the roles you play at work and at home. Your relation-

ships on or off the job may benefit if you are comfortable in accepting

leadership from others at times and in exercising leadership with

others at times. You can develop skills of leadership, both with
others and for yourself. Your positive view of yourself depends in
part on your being able to lead and to follow.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

words--Recall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,

Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Reflect on the self- and other-ruling choices you make in your

career, and how youmight beneficially change your pattern of choices.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page number,
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19
Enjoying Choices:
Enjoying Others
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Most choices that express positive feelings are enjoying
choices. Most adults see enjoying choices as belonging to
children, so they restrict those choices in their lives. We all
need our own permission to continue to make wholesome
enjoying choices.

"I'm glad to see you."

"That's neat!"

"You did a good job on that."

"You're a super person."

"You can do it."

"You don't have an inferiority complex, you are inferior."

Smiling at another person.

Giving someone a pat on the back.

Circling thumb and forefinger, signifying OK.

Touching or hugging someone affectionately.

Tickling.

Enjoying choices express positive feelings. The examples above
make it clear that these choices can be verbal or non-verbal.
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OK/OD Enjoying
As is the case with caring choices, most of the enjoying choices

you make are likely to be seen as OK, unless your enjoyment is at the
expense of the other person. When you tease, joke about another,
tickle, or in any way go beyond what feels OK to that individual,
your choice is likely to be seen as OD.

There is overlap among choices, so when you make what ap-
pears to be an OD enjoying choice you may actually be making a
sorrowing choice. Even though you and others may laugh, it is quite
possible that your action comes from a negative rather than a posi-
tive feeling. For example, if you were to taunt a co-worker, a friend,
or a civil rights marcher, to the delight of companions, you would be
expressing a negative rather than a positive feeling: dislike, hatred or
prejudice, rather than happiness or joy.

You need reinforcement from others, and you need innocent,
positive pleasures in your life. All of us do. And you are likely to
gain reinforcement and experience pleasure as a result of making
reinforcing and pleasurable choices with others.

The Learning Process
Your upbringing may have emphasized what is often referred to

as "the Protestant work ethic", whether or not you are Protestant,
suggesting that you "put away childish things." If the word childish
means behavior that is immature, thoughtless, abusivein short,
behavior that is unworthy even of a childyou and I should put
away those things. However, you and I should retain many of the
qualities that are seen as childlikeopenness, spontaneity, and cre-
ativity, for example ". . . for of such is the kingdom of God" (Mark
10:15).

All of us were socialized to make enjoying choices in particular
ways. You may have been raised with an emphasis on "putting
away childish things." If so, you were given the message that enjoy-
ing choices belong to children, so, by inference, they do notbelong to
adults. Those messages were sent through statements like the fol-

lowing: "Go on out and play." "These are the best years of your
lifesmile." "Oh, for the carefree days of youth." "Grow up." "ct
your age."

I recall having lunch with a friend and former student, a really
fine fellow with a sensitive, caring wife and two lovely children. He
had attended a conference session in which I had talked about
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Choice Awareness. He took particular note of my observation that
we assign enjoying choices to children. At lunch he shared with me
something that had happened to him the night before.

He had been playing noisily on the floor with his two young-
sters, and his wife came along and said, "You're worse than the
kids." His caring, warm, friendly, loving wife was telling him that
children are bad when they make a lot of noise, though they may be
forgiven because they are children, but it is worse, perhaps
unforgiveable, when adults do the same.

If in that rather idyllic home envirorunent such words could ever
be uttered offhandedly, even if they were not meant to hurt deeply, it
suggests that such sentiments are a part of ihe culture. This lovely
womanherself socialized by hef parents and they by theirs on into
the distant pastwas only repeating what she had heard others say
in similar circumstances.

Making effective enjoying choices with others involves learned
behavior. Your learning may have been enhanced by the presence of
others who entered joyfully into life or it may have been inhibited by
their absenceor both, alternately. You also engaged in a trial and
error process by which you learned what enjoying choices were and
were not acceptable. In many subtle and direct ways you have been
socialized in the patterns of enjoying choices you make, but main-
taining or changing your present patterns is your choiceevery
time you have the opportunity to choose.

The Keys to Change
You may need much support, perhaps even much practice, in

experiendng the "natural highs" of life, and some of these involve
enjoying others in wholesome and positive ways. What are the keys
to changing your patterns of enjoying choices with others?

Be alert to others' wants. If you take time to think abou: the other
person and recall something on the negative side of things, a diffi-
culty or problem he or she is facing, and you say or do something
about it, your choices probably emphasize caring. On the other
hand, if you reflect for a moment and recall something on the posi-
tive side of things, a small or large accomplishment or a trait you
appreciate, and you respond to that accomplishment or tr3it, your
choices probably emphasize enjoying. To say it another way, when
you meet others' needs you make caring choices; when you respond
or initiate with others in ways that help them fulfill their wants you
are likely to be making enjoying choices.
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19 Enjoying Choices: Enjoying Others

You can bring happiness to others through such enjoying choices

as paying a compliment to a friend, putting an arm around a loved
one, telephoning someone just to say hello, sending a small note or
card that tells another that you appreciate him or her, acknowledg-
ing a person's birthday (or un-birthdaywe get many more of

those), or sharing with another a personal joy.

The phrase "enjoying choice" probably conjures up for you
images of events: a vacation in the tropics, an outstanding musical or
sports event, a social gathering, a walk in the moonlight. Events like

these do often involve a great many enjoying choices. Focusing on
enjoying choices as events, however, can lead you to the conclusion

that they are inaccessible many times during your busy life. If so,

you may overlook the everyday, moment-to-moment opportunities
that are almost always available for enjoying others and for "smell-
ing the roses" in the world around you.

Give yourself permission to enjoy, and take action. Allow yourself
permission to respond to the small joys and potential joys of life and

to share your appreciation of others.

Express your liking and loving through enjoying choices. You can

express your positive feelings with a person you appreciate and like
through a pat on the back, a smiling face drawn on a piece of work,

or a brief thank you delivered in writing or through a note. At
another level, giving someone a hug, sending that person flowers, or
writing a poem in honor of that individual are examples of ways you
might express your positive feelings to a person you care for or

appreciate deeply.

The phrase care for is commonly used to describe a lildng or
loving relationship, but in Choice Awareness terms, unless you are
meeting a need, your expressions of liking or loving are seen as
enjoying choices rather than as caring choices. Actually, many be-
haviors can be either caring or enjoying; for example, a hug. If you
hug someone out of liking or loving, as a gifta positive feeling, you

are making an enjoying choice. If you hug someone because you
know that person is hurting, and you want to ease the hurt in some

way, you are making a caring choice.

It is likely that you can contribute more to your relationships
through enjoying choicesthrough expressing your positive feel-
ing5---than through all of the other choices combined.
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When David began to explore enjoying choices he thought that
he was highly capable on that score. After all, he took time to do
some of the things he liked best: play tennis, fish, scuba dive.... What
he learned quickly was that his view of enjoyment involved events,
and generally competitive events at that. His tennis playing was
only a positive experience if he won; fishing was only satisfactory if
he caught the biggest fish; and even in the solitary activity of scuba
diving he felt compelled to find a new discovery, to go further, or to
stay under the water longer than he had before. Largely as a result of
his strict, unloving, unforgiving background he felt unable to reach
out to others in positive ways. He could still hear his father admon-
ishing him to be serious, put his nose to the grindstone, be better
than the rest. That left little room for enjoyment. Despite that, David
felt that he had been fortunate indeed in his choice of La, Ira as his
wife, and their three youngsters brought him a good deal of joy
though he seldom showed it. He resolved to increase his expression
of appreciation toward all four of his treasured family members.

Emphasizing Enjoying Chnices
The Choice Awareness system puts great stress on making OK

enjoying choices. When you make enjoying choices that are truly OK
you are not being childish, you are expressing yourself in positive,
open, generous, child/ike ways. You need well-developed skill in
making enjoying choices with others. We all do.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/ -Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Next, if you choose, use your journal entry to reflect upon the
extent to which you make OK enjoying choices that respond to the
wants of others. Describe how you believe you were socialized to be
generous or miserly with compliments, small positive actions, smiles,
enthusiastic greetings, etc. Explore the extent to which you have
been caught up in a concern about being seen as child ish, and have
therefore limited your child/ike behavior. If appropriate, build a plan
for making enjoying choices with a specific person.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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Enjoying Choices:

Self-Enjoying

We all need to give ourselves permission to make self-
enjoying choices. Such choices need not be selfish; often
they are the best basis for making enjoying choices in-
volving others. The quality of self-enjoying choices we

make reflects our self-feelings.

In chapter eleven, "Choosing Your Feelings about Yourself," we

considered choices involving self-feelings, and we encouraged you

to build a list of things you can do. In chapter thirteen, "Caring
Choices: Self-Caring," we encouraged you to explore your self-car-

ing choices and to express appreciation and love for yourself through

those choices. Here we stress that loving yourself can go well be-

yond caring for yourselfyet you need not be puffed up, self-cen-
tered, or careless of the needs of others.
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If you make suitable self-enjoying choices you can say:

I am good company for myself; I keep myself well enter-
tained when I am alone.

I am interested in many things, deeply interested in a few
things.

I am seldom bored or boring, and I see those matters as
being closely related.

I love life.

I like the way I look and I keep myself looking good.

I have a numbei of positive personal traits; among them:
honesty, friendliness, optimism, a pleasant outlook. .

(think of several of your own positive traits).

I am in control of most aspects of my life.

What I do I choose to do.

What I am I choose to be.

I like myself. I love myself.

Your Self-Enjoying Choices
Helping others fulfill some of their wants through making OK

enjoying choices is important; equally important is fulfilling some of
your own wants through OK self-enjoying choices. A few people
indulge themselves by ODing on self-enjoying choices. Some people
make appropriate self-enjoying choices and keep those choices in
balance with others. The majority of people, and you may well be
among them, give too little time to enjoying themselves.

When you make genuine self-enjoying choices you make them
from a sense of internal security, a sense of being at peace with
yourself. When you make choices that appear to be self-enjoying, but
are not, you make them from a sense of insecurity, from a sense of
being at odds with yourself or out-of-sync with your world.

If you focus on yourself to the exclusion of others, you are
making your choices from a set of negative feelings. At best you are
making self-caring choices to compensate for your poor self-feelings;
at worst you are making sorrowing choices that masquerade as
enjoying choices, perhaps tl trough sarcasm toward others, or biting,
self-directed humor. If you balance your focus on yourself with your
focus on others, and if you make your choices from a set of positive
feelings, your self-enjoying choices are OK.
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Enjoying Choices: Self-Enjoying

You learned your pattern of self-enjoying choices through trial
and error, through direct modeling of the behavior of others, and
through the reactions you received when you made self-enjoying
choices. It is important to take stock of your patterns of self-enjoying
periodically to see if they are serving you well. If after taking stock
.rou believe you need to change your patterns of self-enjoying, you
can choose to Plter themthough it may not be easy to do so.

The Keys to Change
The keys to changing your patterns of self-enjoying choices are

similar to those for changing your enjoying choices with others.

Be alert to your own wants. Take some time now and then to
consider what is fulfilling and meaningful for you. You are a worth-
while person. Your wants are important. If your significant wants
are unmet it is unlikely that you will be able to meet the wants or the
needs of others.

Give yourself permission to feel good about yourself, to love yourself,

and to enjoy yourself. Permit yourself to live some of your life for you
and to enjoy it. You may see it as noble, you may even believe you
are fulfilling some moral high purpose, if you live your life totally
for the sake of others; but living a reasonable portion of your life for

yourself as well has at least three significant advantages.

First, you are unlikely to indulge others more than they need.
Many mothers who are not employed outside the home, for ex-
ample, do too much for their children, perhaps out of a sense that

they must do most of the chores to justify remaining at home. Their
children might well be given a better start in life if they were taught
to contribute, rather than to accept help continually from a self-
sacrificing parent. Even handicapped children need to be encour-
aged to develop as much independence as they can reaonabi
tolerate, A second advantage in living part of your life for yourself is

that you offer others a more realistic and balanced model to follow if

you achieve a reasonable balance between enjoying others and en-
joying yourself. A third advantage, supported in scripture and in
good psychology, is that you need to love yourself if you are to be
effective in loving others. The injunction, love your neighbor as

yourself, means you must first love yourself.

Expre3 your good feelings for yourself through enjoying choices. It
would 132 well if during every day of your life you took a few
moments to reinforce your strengths and your good feelings for
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yourselfif you used some time to express your love for yourself so
that, in turn, you might love your neighbor better. You know that if
you say something that is positive and reinforcing to othersif you
help them feel good about themselvesthey are likely to respond
positively. Apply the same generalization to yourself. Regularly say
something positive and reinforcing to yourself, help yourself feel
good about you, and you are more able to make positive choices
both with others and for yourself.

The Sailboat Analogy Revisited
We have previously used the analogy of the sailboat on calm

waters. That is similar to the times in your life when nothing much
posifive is going on, when you are depressed or bored. If you are like
most people, in such a fix you wait for others to come along and
blow wind into your sailto put excitement in your life. You have
the power on your own to stir up the wind and get your boat
movingto make enjoying choices for yourself or with others. At
the very least you can toss an enjoying choice into the waters, for
yourself or others, and ripples will extend outward and go on and
on.

Enjoying Choices are Essential
It is likely that you can do more to help your relationships with

others through enjoying choices than through all of ti e other choices
combined. You are more able to make enjoying choices with others if
you have a strong sense of self-confidence and an appreciation of
yourself. Your sense of self-confidence and self-appreciation can be
greatly enhanced if you make OK self-enjoying choices.

When Marilyn took stock of her choices, she r cabled tha t she
had cast herself as a kind of Cinderella, sacrificing herself and her
wants and needs for the sake of her children and her husband. Her
children had become unappreciative and grasping in part because
she did so much for them, and she had "let herself go" as well. She
resolved to complete her interrupted undergraduate degree work in
chemistry and to spend an hour a day on self-caring activities. When
she came to the consideration of self-enjoying choices, Marilyn real-
ized that she had been even more remiss in this area than in self-
caring. To some degree she appreciated her aerobics class and the
course work she took from time to time, but the significance of both
of these pursuits for her was not that they were enjoyable, but that
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they were good for her. She thought about how little she let those
activities really engage her mind; she realized that she continually
rushed from one activity to another with a gyeat sense of urgency,

never allowing herself the luxury of the social benefits she might

gain from them.
Marilyn resolved to make two changes in her choice patterns to

allow for more self-enjoying choices. First, she decided .to take some

extra time on campus to immerse herself in the aspects of study that

intrigued her, and to spend some time with other strong students in

her fieldto let their enthusiasm feed hers. Second, she decided to
become a regular part of the pre-aerobics class gathering because she

thoroughly enjoyed that group of people, and she began to develop
friendships with two individuals in that group who seemed to her to

be quite special.

The Choice Awareness system suggests that skill n making
effective self-enjoying choices is essential for success in life. If you are

to have a pleasurable, satisfying, significant life you need to use your

skills in making enjoying choices both for yourself and with others.
Loving yourself goes beyond caring for yourself in minimal ways; it
involves deep appreciation of who you are and what you can do and

can be; and it is an essential base for loving others effectively.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,

Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Next, or in place of the above suggestion, use your enty to

explore the kinds of self-enjoying choices you make, and your sense

of comfort with those choices. Consider whether or not you might

OD on self-enjoying by indulging yourself, perhaps because you

need to develop more genuine, positive feelings about yourself.
Consider whether you are too self-sacrificing, living your life too

little for yourself, because you do not see yourself as a worthwhile

person. Consider whether or not you give yourselfsufficient permis-

sion to like, to love, yourself. If appropriate, build a plan for making

a change in your pattern of self-enjoying choices as a result of this

brief exploration. Discuss the effects you expect if you succeed in

making the changes you plan.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page

number.
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Enjoying Choices:
The Career Connection
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Most people appreciate the opportunity to make enjoying
choices, but make them sparingly both on- and off-the-
job. Some careers, more than others, provide opportuni-
ties for making enjoying choices. People who experience
too great or too little demand for enjoying choices on the
job may need avocational or other at-home opportunities
that balance the choices they make in their careers.

There is a career tie-in to enjoying choices that is often neglected
in career exploration. No matter what your career, homemaker in-
cluded, it can be sited somewhere on a continuum of emphasis on
enjoying choices. Further, you and all other people fit somewhere on
a continuum of comfort in making enjoying choices. If you are a
recreation worker, if you are involved in athletics, or if you are an
entertainer, you expect to engage in hard work, but you also expect
to be directly involved in making enjoying choicesmore than you
would, pethaps, if you were an accountant, a laboratory technician,
or a university professor, to cite three contrasting examples.
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If you entee a field that calls for many enjoying choices and you
are not comfortable in making those choices with great frequency,
you may find yourself misplaced, and you may even need to con-
sider making a career shift or a major change in your own pattern of
choices. If you have a strong need for enjoying choices you may still
be an excellent accountant, but it may help if you create on-the-job or
off-the-job outlets for your enjoying choices with your co-workers,
through your family, or as a volunteer, for example.

Every Career Offers Opportunities
for Enjoying Choices

Despite what appears to be "the fit" of enjoying choices, how-
ever, every career has hidden opportunities for you to make enjoy-
ing choices. Even more important, nearly any career you might hold
cries out for commitment, provides you opportunities to make en-
joying choices with co-workers, gives you opportunities to feel good
about what you do, and, if you allow it to, can engage your attention
in positive ways. You can enhance the sense of meaning you feel in
your life through making more OK enjoying choicesthrough dis-
covering or creating opportunities to make such choiceson or off
the job.

Take stock of the roles you play at home and at work. Chances
are, both on and off the job, you will discover that you have available
to you many opportunities to make more enjoying choices both with
others and for yourself.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +1-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Next, if you choose, reflect on the self- and other-enjoying choices
you make in your career, and how you might beneficially change
your pattern of choices. Make your journal entry now, daie it, and
assign it this page number.
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Some Enjoying and
Caring Choices
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Self-caring and self-enjoying choices complement one an-
other. Vigorous activity and activities that involve relax-
ation can contribute to personal well-being and to a sense
of pleasure. To feel fulfilled, we need both kinds of choices
in our lives.

What have you done for yourself lately?

Do you exercisefor your health or for fun or for both
purposes?
Do you regularly engage in relaxation activities?

Have you ever tried transcendental meditation or medita-
tion of any sorteven just a few moments of quiet time for
yourself?

Do you take walksfor pleasure or for their benefits?

Do you have a hobby, a pursuit, a passion you engage in on
a regular basis?

How often do you laugh?

Do you frequently read challer ging and enjoyable materi-
als?
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Enjoying and Caring Interrelate
Enjoying and caring merge together en many choices involving

activities. Do you engage in your favorite actions because they are
good for you, because they engage your mind or your body in
constructive ways, or because they bring you pleasure?

Whatever you do primarily because it is good for you we call a

self-caring choice, but if it does not give you pleasure as well, if it is
not in part an enjoying choice for you, you are notlikely to keep it up

for very long. If you have doggedly pursued an activity for a long
period of time, thinking of it strictly as a self-caring choice, it might

be well to take stock and realize that you would nothave kept it up if

it did not have pleasurable aspects to it. Maybe you ought to specify
what these aspects areand enjoy it more. If there is no true enjoy-

ment in it for you, consider an alternative activity.

Allison kept up her jo&ng over many months, but she often
told others that she hated it. When she took stock, she could not see
pleasure in the activity anywhere, so she substituted a vigorous
walking regimen for jogging. She is now a regularwalker and touts
the benefits and the lessened likelihood of physical difficulties from
walking. It takes her longer, but she continues to get her exercise,
and she enjoys seeing things that she never noticed while jogging.

Let us look at the flip side of the point we have just made.
Whatever you do primarily because it brings you pleasure we would
call an enjoying choice, but if it does not benefit you in some way, if it

is not in part a self-caring choice, you might want to consider why
you continue to do it. There may be a gain you are overlooking. If so,
specify itand engage in the pursuit more vigorously. If there is no

true benefit, perhaps you ought to consider another activity.

An Illustration
Howard thought about the one regular, pleasurable activity in

his life, that of stopping at Jake's Bar on the way home from work.
He initially felt some guilt because it seemed to have no benefit for
him. A few minutes reflection, however, and Howard realized that
Jake's Bar was his club, the center of 5oda1 activity in his life, the one

place he could let down his hair and have a few laughs before facing

his wife and all her emotional problems after enduring difficulties all

day in his company's Customer Service Department. Howard de-
dded that he would not give up the pleasure of Jake's, on the
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contrary that he would be even more expansive in using the oppor-
tunity to relate ta others, but that he woukt limit himself to one beer,
or something nonalcoholic. That would help him maintain his con-
tacts with others, and keep him safe on the drive home.

Positive Addiction
Taking some time to socialize with others, jogging, and walking

are three possible self-caring and enjoying choices. The two physical
activities have potential to be what William Glasser (1976) called a
Positive Addiction, an area for growth that is important in itself and
that can help us for the rest of our lives. Glasser suggested that we
might each benefit if we engaged in an activity that fit that descrip-
tion. Further examples indude these alphabetically-listed possibili-
ties: baths, bird watching, chanting, composing, exercising, garden-
ing, hiking, journaling, knitting, meditation, needlepoint, religious
faith, sewing, singing, weight lifting, and yoga.

If a positive addiction is to be of greatest benefit, Glasser noted,
it must be engaged in on a regular basis until an addictive state is
achieved; that is, until discomfort is felt if the activity is omitted. He
suggested seven criteria for an activity that might serve as a positive
addiction: (1) it is noncompetitive; (2) it can be done for about an
hour each cily, (3) ultimately it may be done with a minimum of
mental effort; (4) it is something that can be done alone so that the
presence or the cooperation of others is not required; (5) it has
physical, mental, or spiritual value; (6) it has the potential for con-
tributing to personal improvement; and (7) it can be engaged in
without self-criticism.

In Choice Awareness terms, a positive addiction is a self-caring,
self-enjoying activity that is thoroughly engaging. What do you do,
what might you do, that would qualify as a positive addiction?

One neutral or even negative addiction that you may have is
that of television watching. If you are part of the vast majority of our
nation's people who have let others be active for you while you sit in
comfort and watch, it would be well to think about giving up some
of your viewing time to take greater charge of your life, to become
more active, and to find something to do that has more potential
benefit for you.
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Physical Activity

Physical activity does not have to be your personal selection for

a positive addiction, but it is essential that you make time in your
world for physical activity.

Your life doubtlessly has many stressors in it. As a creature of
this world you were designed to meet strelses that are primarily
physical, rather than emotional. You were ingeniously created to be
capable of making strong physical responses to physical dangers.
When you encounter stress, many of your systems react vigorously

to enable you to respond. Your pupils dilate to give you better visual
acuity your heart and respiration rates increase to pump blood and

oxygen to active muscles, and your glands secrete adrenaline and
other fluids that are designed to help you meet your challenges.

When you meet a stressor, your body reacts in ways your ances-
tors' bodies did when they met a lion face to face, or when they wer e

marshalling all their powers to pursue and kill an animal for meat.
Your ances+ors dissipated the outpouring of fluids, sugars, and fats
in very physical ways through actions involving fight or flight. By
contrast, you may feel that you must react in a controlled way to the
people and events that stress you. You must be coolon the outside.

Experts have come to the conclusion that if we are physically
able, we should engage in vigorous physical activity that stimulates
the heart and lungs for at least twenty minutes per day, four or five

times per wet.lz. However, current information suggests, logically
enough, that some exercise is clearly better than none. Some people
avoid exercise for fear of a heart attack, ignoring the fact that the
heart is a muscle and needs exercise, and that exercise increases the
strength of the heart so that it is able to do its job more efficiently.

What do you do for physical activity? Jogging, swimming, walk-
ing vigorously, aerobics, bicycling, using a rowing machine, . .? If

you are doing less than is essential for good health, discuss the
matter with your physician, and unless you are advised against it,
build gradually toward the goal of exercising twenty minutes a day,

four or five times a weekbut if you balk at doing that much, at
least do something, regularly. Though exercise may seem only to be a
self-caring choice, eventually it may become an enjoying choice as

well.

A specific problem that affects a large proportion of our popula-

tion is that of lower back pain. A minimal level of exercise and the high
proportion of activities that get us working out in front of ourselves,
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are two of the factors that account for the high frequency of back
problems. Personal experience with severe back pain has led me to
conclude that most of us are in great need of extension exercises
gradually incorporated and increased in frequency.

Extension Exercises
In simplest terms, extension exercises are those activities that get

us bending backwards while stretching abdominal muscles. Try one
right now where you are sitting. Reach one hand, then the other,
toward the ceiling; as you do so, pull your arm and your head back
and feel your abdominal muscles extend and your back and lower
back muscles contract. Throughout the day, for example, when I
SAVE on the computer, I try to remember to do that. Two other
extension exercises I use when I can be more purposeful are a prone
press and an opposite arm and leg raise. The prone press is like a
pushup, but less strenuous; from a prone position, use your arms
and shoulders to raise your body from above the waist only, and
hold it up for a second or two. The opposite arm and leg raise is also
done in the face-down prone position; raise your right arm and left
leg and hold, then raise your left arm and right leg. Building gradu-
ally to twenty prone presses and twenty opposite arm and leg raises
once or twice a day may stave off the back problems you might well
face one day.

Biofeedback
Biofeedback, which involves measuring signals of stress from

the body, is useful as a way of helping people understand what the
body has always tried to tell them in a rather gross way. Through
such measures of bodily changes as temperature, pulse rate, brain
waves, and muscle tension, biofeedback can clarify how you are
responding to your stressors, and as a result you can learn to control
your responses to those stressors to minimize their negative effect.
Biofeedback measures small bodily changes; once you know about
them, you can learn to send more tranquil, relaxing messages to the
brain, which in turn will relay those messages to the appropriate
parts of the body when you experience those changes. You get
information about the imbalances you experience as a result or stress,
and about the success of your actions in correcting the imbalance.
Biofeedback works because it tells you how you are responding to
stress and it helps you figure out what you need to do to cope with it.
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The choices you learn to make generally involve relaxation and
fantasy; these are enjoying choices.

Laughter
Another self-caring and enjoying choice is laughter. We have

heard for years that laughter is the best medicine, an idea borrowed
from Proverbs (17:22), "A merry heart does good like a medicine, but

a broken spirit dries the bones." Norman Cousins, in his book,

Anatomy of an Illness (1979), argued that laughter, creativity, the will

to live, hope, faith, and love have physiological signihcance in both
preventing and curing illness. The discovery ofendorphins, nature's
own healing chemicals, gives support to langhter and other choices

as positive agents for healthand they induce no negative side
effects to worry about.

Because he believed he got plenty of good exercise as he worked

at his tasks in the oil-drilling company, and because laughter
abounded among himself and his co-workers, Merrill decided he
needed most to think about a positive addiction as a self-caring and

enjoying choice. The idea appealed to him greatly, since it would get
him away from sitting so long in the evenings in front of his televi-
sion set. Initially Merrill could not think of a good outlet, but then he
recalled the absorption he had once felt in stamp collecting. He
decided that would do well for him as a positive addiction, since it

differed greatly from his work and would engage his mind in a very
different way. He decided to give an hour a night to philately, and

was greatly pleased with his choice of activity.

The Importance of Self-Caring and Self-Enjoying

A variety of activities can engage your mind and body, and a
whole range of actions in the realm of relaxation, meditation, guided
fantasy, and yoga can help you clear away thoughts that stress you,

so that you can approach life in a more positive way. These are
essentially self-caring activities that open the door to enjoying choices.

The Choice Awareness system suggests that it is important for you to

build into your life self-caring and self-enjoying choices.
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JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, 4Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Take some time to explore whether or not you have what quali-
fies as a positive addiction; if you do not engage in such an activity,
consider what might serve this purpose for you. Discuss your physi-
cal activitiesthe amount of time you spend in an average week,
how you distribute the time, and in what ways you use it If you are
not engaging in a reasonable minimum of exercise, what might serve
as a suitable activity for you? What place does laughter hold in your
life? What might you do if laughter is neglected in your lifewhat
would work for you? If appropriate, build a plan for yourself for a
positive addiction, exercise, and laughter.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this
page number.
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There are two basic OD ways of responding to the nega-
tives that inevitably come our way. We can keep inside
our negative feelings, and the word miserableness may
characterize our responses. Or we can take our negative
feelings out on othersthrough meanness.

What do you do with the hurts, frustrations, anguishes, and
annoyances that inevitably come your way? Whatever you do is
more likely than not a sorrowing choiceand may be OD,

Right now, open your journal, write the date, this page number,
and the title: RESPONSES TO NEGATIVES and use this code to tell
how often you make the kind of response indicated. VO = very
often, meaning that in negative circumstances I say or do this kind of
wing very often, 0 = often, S = seldom, or AN = almost never. The
statements are presented in full below, but you may wish to copy
only the item number and the italicized words in your journal.

How often do you say the following when negatives come into

your life?

1. I can handle this.

2. Oh, no, not again.

3. I'm mad enough to punch someone.

4. I'm always getting dumped on.
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5. It's just a challenge.

6. Those s (fill in the blank) will hear from me!

How often do you do the following when negatives come into
your life?

7. I get upset and stay that way.

8. I pound tables, thrash around.

9. I talk with someone about what's bugging me.

10. I yell at somebody.

11. I wring my hands or cry.

12. I take action, I do something.

You have three basic responses you can make when your world
is spinning in a direction you do not want it to go.

Miserableness
One response you can make is that of letting the negatives you

face eat on you; if you take that option, you keep what is bothering
you inside yourself and become miserable. To use a fancy phrase,
you internalize your negative fedings. If you used the code VO or 0 for
items 2, 4, 7, or 11, you make some OD sorrowing choices of the
miserable variety; at least some of the time you choose miserableness.
Nearly all of us do that, some of the time, especially when we feel
powerless to change things that affect us.

Now and then, when all avenues toward more effective action
seem to be blocked, it may be better to keep your miserableness
inside than to fight back or take action. But many people choose to
be miserable far more often than is good for them. Could that group
include you?

A Personal Antecdote
I would like to tell a story on myself. I have always considered

myself an alert driver. A couple of years ago I found that occasion-
ally, when I seemed to be wrapped up in my own thoughts, I would
signal a right hand turn, and find that the signal did not cancel. My
left turn signal was on! I had apparently signalled a left turn instead.
I began to think I was an early candidate for Alzheimers disease, and
I worked harder than ever to stay alertbut always I was lulled into
forgetting the problem when it reappeared. Then, there it was again!
My left turn signal clicked another warning of my deterioration. I
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feared that I was a hazard on the road. Then I began to question
whether my teaching and my writing might be as out-of-touch as
my driving seemed to be.

One day, after I had endured this challenge for several weeks, on
my drive home I went out of my way and made numerous right
turns, forcing myself to stay fully alert to each one. I was desperate to
determine if I were indeed to blame. Finally it happened when I was
fully aware. I signalled a right hand turn; as I finished the turn the
signal cancelled; then as I straightened the steering wheel the left
turn signal came on by itself. "My problem" was a purely mechani-
cal one I had never heard of before.

I was vindicated. Suddenly my view of my driving took a very
positive turn. All thought of Mzheimers left my mind. And I knew
my teaching and writing were on track.

The Question of Self Blame
When an aspect of life is not going well it is appropriate for me

to ask myself two questions: Am I to blame? Did I do something that
precipitated this? But it is not healthy or reasonable to continually
blame myself willy-nilly or to jump to the conclusion that I just got
what I deserved.

Bits and pieces of three songs come to mind. 'The verse to "I'm
Always Chasing Rainbows" in part says, "Why have I always been a
failure, what can the reason be? I wonder if the world's to blame, I
wonder if it could be me." Anotherthe title appears at the end of
the brief segmentsays, "I guess I'm just a fool who never looks
before he jumps, Everything Happens to Me." A third, "If He Walked
into My Life," says, "Was I soft or was I tough, did I give enough, did

I give too much?"

Listen to the world around you. Self-blaming messagesmes-
sages of miserablenesscan be heard in abundance. Where it is
appropriate, fine, blame yourself, then move on to action. But don't
choose to respond to all manner of negatives with miserableness.
Don't make that rt.r style of choosing.

YINIMMO
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Meanness
Another option you have for your negative feelings is to make a

direct challenge to the negatives you face, put them outside your-
selfact or speak in a way that might be seen as mean. To use
another fancy phrase, you can externalize your negative feelings. If you
used the code VO or 0 for items 3, 6, 8, or 10, you make at least some
OD sorrowing choices of the mean varietyyou choose meanness.
The truth is that nearly all of us do that some of the time, especially
when we feel powerful and in charge of those around us. Now and
then, but rarely, when all avenues toward more effective action seem
to be blocked, it may be better to go beyond assertiveness to aggres-
siveness, to fight or fight back, rather than keep your hurt or angry
feelings inside.

Some people resort to meanness far too readily. Take 3tock.
Could that group include you, sometimes, with some people? Par-
ents and teachers with children, spouses with one another, may feel
blocked and powerless in many areas of their lives, and thought-
lessly attack those they feel they have some power over. If you call
names, slam doors, or use cutting humor against someone, you are
probably externalizing your negative feelings. You may do these
things at times or in ways that appear to be socially acceptable, that
play to the balcony and get a laugh, but these actions are likely to
qualify as OD sorrowing.

The wife in a couple I know makes a regular joke as the air-
conditioning or heating season comes on. She announces that no
matter how hot or cold it is her husband does not want the air-
conditioning on until the Fourth of July or the heat on until after
Halloween. Nearly everyone understands that she makes the choices
she wants on the heating or cooling at home regardless of her
husband's preference, and this predictable interchange seems to add
spice to the relationship. It is basically a harmless comment, but it is
the kind of comment that might ultimately create an irreparable gulf
between the two.

Listen to the world around you. Messages that are critical of
othersmessages of meannessare heard in abundance.
"Meatheadl" "One of these days, pow, right in the kisser." "Stifle
yourself." "I can't believe you could be so stupid." If you are going
to be content in this world it is important that you choose not to
respond to situations with meanness. Don't make that your style of
choosing.
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Vacillation
Another thing you can do with your negative feelings is to

spend time on the miserableness end of things, then switch to mean-

ness and say, "I took all I could stand." Transaction analysts talk
about collecting brown stamps and then cashing them in for a big
rage. Like most people, you probably do that from time to time.
When negatives come your way you take them in and take them in
and take them in, and then, when you decide you have had enough,
you explode. You make miserable choice after miserable choice,
then, pow, right in the kisser, literally or figuratively.

You say things like "I put up with all I could from him and then
.," and you end by mentioning a choice that qualifies as mean-

ness. Others nod and sympathize because you acted the martyr
longer than they believe they might have in the same circumstances.

In our world we use phrases like righteous indignation and
justifiable homicide, though our actions may be neither righteous
nor justified. The truth is that neither meanness or miserableness is
functional. And vacillating between the two, even when we feel
justified in doing so, is not appropliate.

There are other alternatives.

JournalingOn the CREST
Look over the list of things you are li' Jly to say or do when

negatives come your way. Spend some time reflecting on your list

and what it means to you.

Take some time to make notes about the kinds of things that
bring sorrow to your life, and the ways in which you respond to
your frustrations and concerns. Are there people with whom you are
frequently miserable? Mean? In what ways do you express your
negative feelings? What changes, if any, do you want to make in
your responses to negatives?

You may then wish to use the key wordsRecall, Interpretation,

+/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships, Implications, Agree/Disagree,

Otheras cues to expand your entry.
Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page

number.
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24
Self-Sorrowing Choices:
One OK Option

When negatives come our way, rather than responding
with miserableness or meanness, we can share openly what
is troubling us; that is frequently the most OK choice we

can make.

OK Sorrowing
If externalizing (meanness), internalizing (miserableness), and

vacillating (collecting brown stamps and then exchangingthem for a

big "blowup") are not appropriate, what other choice is left?

OK sorrowing.

What constitutes an OK sorrowing choice?

In the last section, if you used the code VO or 0 for itc ms 1, 5, 9,

or 12, and did not use VO or 0 for any of the other items, you
probably make OK choices in many negative situations.
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You have often heard the suggestion that you should let off

steam through exercisingbasically a combination of enjoying and
working choices, or that you should puzzle out what is truly bother-
ing you and take action to alleviate the problembasically a think-
ing/working choice. Both suggestions are useful, often essential.
What these responses lack is some kind of direct means of alleviating
the strong negative feelings that sweep over you.

Unload
What you may need most when negatives come into your life is

a ,nance to unload your feelings. Often you remain blind to the best
options you have available to you until you have "let off steam." But

a strong societal message may innibit you. It suggests "be strong,
don't burden others, work it out yot.Yrself."

What is a person to do?

First, consider what happens when you have strong feelings
and you "keep the lid on." The steam inside you keeps your eyes
flashing, flares your nose, and sets your voice on edge. You walk in
at home and toss your briefcase or lunch pail in the corner, grab for
the newspaper, slouch into a chair, and leer at those around you,
daring them to invade your space. Your spouse might think, "I guess
I'm still being punished for yesterday." Junior may think, "Uh, oh, I
forgot to put gas in the car last night." Sis wonders, "Did I leave my
roller skate on the stairs?" And Bowser and Tabby slouch behind the
sofa or under the chair, feeling the vibrations, and wanting to be safe.

It is not strong to hold in negative feelings since others may
blame themselves for causing them. It is strong to make simple,
straightforward, OK sorrowing statements: "Things were really tough
at work today, and I have to have a few rninutes to settle down." If
they could, even the walls of the room might heave a sigh of relief.

Share With the Person Involved
When you feel burdened, find a counselor or another profes-

sional on whom to unload. Or tell your spouse or friend what is
troubling youstraightforwardly and briefly. Now and then, when
it seems safe, take the problem directly to the personif there is
onewho is involved. That is risky, and it is a good idea to try to
maintain an even-handed approach to the issue, "Look, I know I've
been hard to get along with lately, and we need to talk about that,

1 3,1
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but I get irritated beyond all endurance when you don't put the
toothpaste cap back on (or whatever)."

Before you make a mountain out of a toothpaste cap, though, it
might be well to consider for a moment whether or not that minor
irritation is worth the trouble. Think about it: If that person walked
through the door and were hit by a car or left and never returned,
wouldn't you even miss the wet soap, the socks on the floor, or the
cap off the toothpaste? That does not mean you should not challenge
the cap-off problem, it just means that you should keep it in perspec-
tive.

Write Down Your Thoughts
There is one other person you can always unload on. Yourself.

Keeping a journal and extending it and putting your negative
thogghts on paper, can give you an outlet for figuring out what
really troubles you and help you plan to make the choices that may
meet your needs. But it is probably best not to rely solely on your
journal to help you. When you let others in on your troubles, you
give them a chance to make caring choices toward you. Your impor-
tant relationships gain if there is a balance among your CREST
choices; and two significant elements of that are that you share your
sorrows and allow others to care for you.

When Jennifer thought about her pattern of sorrowing choices
she could see that she let matters build up for some time, then, when
she felt her actions were justified, she exploded. It concerned her that
both her withholding and her exploding were hurting her relation-
ship with Jack, her husband of three years. She realized that she
seldom made s:raightforward statements about the matters that
troubled her. She knew that she had a lot of old business left over
from an abusive childhood, and with Jack's encouragement, she
decided to seek counseling to see if she could get over her pent-up
anger and hurt. When she told Jack that she thought she needed help
in bringing out her immediate frustrations, he proved to be very
helpful. A statement of his was very important to her: "When I ask
you how you're doing and you answer 'Fine,' through clenched
teeth, I worry that I'm responsible for whatever's bothering you.
Sometimes I don't learn for days whether or not I was to blame or if
something at work got under your skin. I'd rather knoweither
way."
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24 Self-Sorrowing Choices: One OK Option

OK Sorrowing is Essential
The Choice Awareness system suggests that skill in making

effective sorrowing choices is essential for success in life. A pleasur-

able, satisfying, significant life depends in part on your finding
suitable outlets for the inevitable frustrations and hurts that come
your way. Liking and loving yourself means that you can admit that

matters concern and trouble you from time to time; and when you
admit your concerns you are in a better position to makeS e choices

that are suitable to alleviate them.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, + 1-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,

Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Take some time to make notes about the ways in which you
respond to your frustrations and concerns. Are your responses
straightforward and direct? What outlets do you use to unload your
troubles when they are especially heavy?

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page

number.
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25
Se1f-Sorrowi4 Choices:
Other OK Options

Sorrowing is a self-choice. Most of us can more eirectively
handle the negatives that come our way if we stop
"awfulizing," if we share power with others, if we make
structured sorrowing choices, and if we use the technique
known as thought-stopping.

Sorrowing is always a self-choice. In the following chapter we
will look at how we do, and how we care, respond to the sorrowing
choices of others, but before we do, let us look ?t some other ways
we can handle our own sadnesses, hurts, and frusti:tions.
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Awfulizing
Albert Ellis (1974) suggested that we often turn inconveniences

into catastrophes by "awfulizing" about them. Instead of saying,
"It's too bad that I don't get along with my Dad, though I wish I
could," we say, "It's terrible, it's awful, it's a tragedybeyond endur-
ance, that I can't get along with myDad; anybody who can't do that
is a worthless person; therefore, I'm worthless."

Ellis suggests that a number of irrational thoughts lead to
awfulizing, for example: I have to be loved and approved by every-
one who is important to me in my life. I must be totally competent
and achieving. The house always has to be picked up, my desk clear,
whatever. If any of these ideas is strong in your mind, you will
inevitably be frustrated and you will come to the conclusion that life

is terrible, and everything is awful since your standards are not met.
Your irrational thoughts lead to strong negative feelings about your-

self.

Do yuu awfulize? Pause for a bit and consider whether or not
tl,ere are ways in which you do. Keep those thoughts in mind. It oti

are an "awfulizer," and most of us are to some extent, you need an
antidote. What can you do to counter those sorrowing choices?

Use Baseball Reasoning
One thing you can do is use baseball reasoning. What is that?

Baseball players either give up the game or come to the conclu-
sion that they cannot possibly hit a home run every time they come

to bat. In fact, most of them are thrilled if they get on base a third of
the time they come up. Many of them would be happy to hit a home

run once in every forty times they are at the plate. In relationship
terms, you are doomed to failure if you expect to hit a home run
oftenhave a perfect encounter, really connectmore than a third
of the time. If you set reasonable expectations for yourself you are
more likely to be able to say you have succeeded.

My personal experience is that when I reach out to others for
more than a superficial encounter more oiten than not it does not
happen. I could pull back like a turtle, decide it is not worth the
investment, and never try again. Instead, I step back, lick my wounds,

tell myself (ungrammatically), "One out of three ain't bad," and
sooner or later I go back for more.
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It is one thing to decide you are not going to play baseball
anymore because you cannot win all the time. It is quite another
thing to decide you are not going to jump in and play the game of
life because you cannot win all the time. Get in there and swing. The
player who focuses on his or her failures is likely to fail again. Your
average may be one in five, one in three, or better. One out of five
"ain't bad." Focus on your successes and keep swinging.

Share the Power
It is exhausting to be involved in a power struggleyou and

another person vying for control. If you come up as the winner in the
struggle you may feel good about it at first, but it is difficult to enjoy
the victory if the other person feels downtrodden, inferior. If the
other person comes up as the winner in the struggle you may feel
downtrodden, inferiorthough as Eleanor Roosevelt said, "No one
can make you feel inferior without your consent."

Take your share of the power; don't let another person have all
the control in the relationship. Give away a share of the power; don't
keep all the control in the relationship.

Television and motion picture scripts that show struggles for
power are more dramatic than those that show power vacuums, so
what we see dramatized tends to be skewed in that direction. It
would be easy to conclude that power struggles characterize most
relationships, especially those of spouses. It is my observation that
power vacuums exist more often, and that the feelings we more
often have surrounding the issue of power are those of sadness or
boredom. To say it another way, in most relationships the character-
istic sorrowing choice is that of feeling bored or sad because nothing
much is happening in the relationship, rather than feeling down-
trodden or inferior because the other person has all the power.

Most of us either make effective ruling choices involving power
sharing or we make ineffective sorrowing choiceswe wait around
for others to take action. It is important that you have a part in the
power in your relationships. If you do not, you are likely to become
mired in negative feelings, in sorrowing choices.
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A Warning
If you have been involved m a relationship that has a power

vacuum and you try to make a major change, you may find that you

are suddenly in the middle of a power struggle. You and the other
person have been objects at rest, and, as the law of inertia suggests,
an object at rest tends to stay at rest. Change is not easy for most of

us, so we resist. Make change gradually and slowly. Share with your
partner your intention to change what has become a drab relation-
ship. Enlist his or her helpso you may both become objects in

motion at the same time.

Structured Sorrowing Choices
Most of us avoid problems, so you probably do. Irstead of

collecting brown stamps and building toward a big explosion, you

can become skilled in using structured sorrowing choices when you

face a problem involving another.

Step 1. Say the person's name.

Step 2. Say, when you, and finish the clause with a clear statement

of what the other person did or said.

Step 3. Say, I feel, and finish with a feeling wordavoid using
MAKES me feel, feel LIKE, or feel THAT.

Suppose a co-worker tells you something you did was stupid.
Your structured sorrowing response mightbe:

Sandy, when you tell me what I did was stupid, I feel rotten.

Or, in the past tense: Sandy, when you told me what I did was
stupid, I felt rotten.

The choice you have made is better than sulking or holding your
strong negative feeling inside, and it is also better than striking back

or putting the other person down. If it is an honest statement, it is a

choice you should be able to live with, even feel good about.

You may see it as disadvantageous to let the other person know
that you are vulnerable, but it can be argued that it is advantageous.

After all, we all are vulnerable.

We said at the top that sorrowing is always a self-choice. Since

that is the case the person the choice has to be OK with first is you.

There is no guarantee that a structured sorrowing choice, or any
other sorrowing choice you make, will be OK with the other person.

Most of us have learned to deny our strong feelings, so others

vorl%es
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around us may expect us to hold them in. If you make the statement
above, Sandy may think you broke an unspoken rule. Still, none of
the other alternatives is likely to be more OK with both of you.

An observation. Similarly structured enjoying choices can con-
tribute much to your relationships. Think how welcome it would be
if your friend said to you, " , when you smile at me like that, I
feel all nice and warm inside." You can respond similarly.

Thought-Stopping
Many of the repetitious thoughts that bother people are really

recurring negative feelingsrecurring sorrowing choices. "I can't do
anything right," or "I'm no good," is not a factual statement, it is a
self-defeating feeling. Most of these kinds of thoughts or feelings can
be stopped by force of will through a process called thought-stop-
ping.

When self-defeating feelings or thoughts trouble you it is pos-
sible for you to use thought-stopping. When the feeling or thought
arises, simply say aloud, Stop!, or if the circumstances make that
inappropriate, snap a rubber band worn on the wrist to enforce the
internal thought. Snap. Force yourself to go on to a more positive
thought.

1<aren found that when she tried to fill the power vacuum that
existed between her and her husband Jeff, she had a power struggle
on her hands. In his own mind, Jeff needed to take the lead; he
seldom did so, but he was threatened when Karen began to make
suggestions regularly about things they might do together in the
evenings, on vacation time, and so on. Jeff parried every suggestion
and argued that Karen was emasculating him. Karen resorted to
awfulizing for a while. Thought-stopping helped her internally and
she found that structured sorrowing choices were useful when Jeff
scolded her for taking the lead. Recently she said, " Jeff when you got
on me for suggesting where we might go for dinnerafter I waited
for you to take the lead, I felt really frustrated." That felt far better to
Karen than her former internal messages: "Jeff is angry with me. I
should have continued to wait. I'm a rotten wife if I say things that
result in his feeling that he's less than a man." Karen found that
when she presented her feelings directly, Jeff saw matters in a differ-
ent light.
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More Effective Choices
Choice Awareness supports the idea that if you engage in

awfulizing, turning relatively minor inconveniences into tragedies,

you need to develop more effective skills in making OK sorrowing
choices. Part of the antidote to awfulizing is making sure both you
and the other person share some of the power in the relationship.
Two other aids to OK sorrowing are structured sorrowing choices

and thought-stopping.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,

Implications, Agree/Disagree, Other -as cues. Take some time to focus

on awfulizing and/ or structured sorrowing choices, exploring how
you use, or how you might use, those concepts in your life.

Next, sit quietly for several moments. Think about your strengths
and abilities. When a negative thought emerges, say Stop!, or use the

rubber band technique, and intervene. Think something more posi-

tive about yourself. Describe your experience with this activity.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page

number.

Reference
Ellis, A. (1974). Humanistic psychotherapy. New York: McGraw-

Hill.



26
Responding to Others'
Sorrowing Choices

It is easier to respond positively to the OK sorrowing
choices than to the OD sorrowing choices others make;
but it is possible for us to make OK choices from among
any of the CREST options whenever others are sad, angry,
or hurt.

What is "the right thing" to say or do when others are sad,
upset, frustrated, angry?

There is no single right thing.

You can take a cue from the injunction, do unto others as you
would have them do unto you. But that will not always work
especially if you or the other person has learned not to admit to
negative feelings. Somehow we have come to accept denial of nega.
five feelings, "Oh, nothing's wrong," or thrashing aroundbecause
"I'm in a bad mood"more readily than stating straightforwardly
what the trouble is.
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Using OK CREST Choices
Actually, when someone is upset it is postible for you to respond

with any of the five CREST choices in OK ways, though none of your

responses is guaranteed to be OK with the other personespecially
if he or she denies that there is a problem.

Suppose you happen on a co-worker whose eyes are downcast.

You know Gerry just received a mediocre employment evaluation.
Here are some things you might say, coded according to the CREST

system, and any of these choices might be seen by Gerry as OK

C. Do you want to talk?

C. I know you're hurting, let me know if there's anything I can

do, Gerry
R. Hey, don't let it get you down. All the supervisor's evalu-

ations were like yours.

R. C'mon over here and sit down. Blow off steam if you'd like

to.

E. I'm with you, kid.

E. No matter what that evaluation says, I think you're the
greatest.

S. What a bummer.

S. I feel for you right now. (Meaning: I hurt too.)

T. I think if you continue the way you have over the last
month they'll forget the problem you had when you first

came here.

T. When the going gets tough the tough get going. (This
response is a rather superficial T/ W choice with an over-
tone of ruling, but it may be OK with the other person.)

We have made the point that sorrowing choices fall into three
basic groups. When you are troubled you may internalize, let the

problem eat on you, and make choices that involve miserableness. Or

you may externalize, strike out at others, and make choices that

involve meanness. Or you may deal straightforwardly with the trouble,

at minimum explaining it briefly so others know what is troubling

you, at maximum working it through with a counselor or otherwise,

making OK sorrowing choices. Since those three options describe
the choices others make as well, let us look at how you might
respond to each of these choices when they come your way.
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Responding to Miserableness
It may be inevitable that the deep negative feelings of another

person will resound in you and you will make sorrowing choices.
Your spouse or friend describes a horrible accident he/she observed.
You see in your mind the blood and gore and hear the voices of the
injured and the last gasps of the dying person. When you say, "That
must have been horrible," you are expressing your own sadness
making a sorrowing choice. If there are people around you who
"enjoy poor health" and are always complaining, you may indeed
feel empathy for them and share their concern to some degree.
When you say, "I'm sorry your back isn't any better," you are mak-
ing a combined caring and sorrowing choice. If a friend has had a
recent encounter with an abusive spouse, you may cringe at the
sight of the bruise, or at the reiteration of a hostile statement, and feel
hurt yourselfagain a sorrowing choice.

But you could respond with any of the other CREST choices.

Caring
One alternative choice is that of caring. In the accident instance

you might say: "What can I do to help? Can I get you a cup of tea or
coffee?" "Are you all right?" "I can tell you're really upset about
that." In the enjoying-poor-health instance you might say: "Are you
making any progress with your back?" "It must be a nuisance to
have that nagging back problem all the time." In the abusive spouse
instance you might simply comfort the person or say: "If you want
me to I'll dial the women's shelter." Often caring is the most func-
tional choice when another person is sorrowing.

Ruling
The choice that many people make when others are sorrowing is

ruling. In the accident instance you might say: "Come on, sit down,
tell me all about it, get it off your chest." "You need to do something
to take your mind off that." In the enjoying-poor-health instance you
might say: "Sit in this chair, it won't be so hard to get up." "You better
tell your doctor about this new turn of events." In the abusive
spouse instance you might say: "You've just got to do something to
get away from that problem," Though choices in this group may be
tempting, they are not always functional. The ownership of the
problem shifts to you as the responder, and too often these choices
may signal the start of a Why-Don't-You-Yes-But game.
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Thinking/Working
Thinking/ working responses are often chosen when others are

sorrowing. In the accident instance you might say: "Did anyone call
for the EMTs." "How near the accident were you?" In the enjoying-
poor-health instance you might say: "What has your doctor told you
to do about that?" "When my friend Dale had the same problem, the
doctor said. . . ." In the abusive spouse instance you might say:
"What do you suppose is bugging him?" "The new shelter is de-
signed for such situations." As with ruling choices it is often tempt-
ing to make thinking/working choices when others are sorrowing,
but they are not always useful. If the individual is caught up in the
emotion of the moment, your immediate shift to logic may seem
callous, unfeeling. Ultimately, logic is essential if the problem is to be
sol'red, but it is often better to let the individual lead the way to
exploring possible approaches to the problem, and to finding solu-
tions.

Enjoying
The remaining choice that people have available to them when

others are sorrowing is enjoying. Such choices may take the form of
focusing on the person, joking, teasing or distracting the individual
from the matter he or she is facing. In the accident instance you
might say: "I'm just so glad you're safe and sound." "You looked like
you'd seen a ghostand in a way I guess you had." In the enjoying-
poor-health instance you might say: "I've never seen you looking
better." In the abusive spouse instance you might say: "Well now
you've hit bottom; there's nowhere to go but up." It may be tempt-
ing to make enjoying choices when others are sorrowing, and al-
though eventually even humor may seem helpful, in the moment it
may be seen as an unfeeling response.

The major point that should be made is that you have available
to you, even in situations in which another person is hurting, a far
broader range of choices than you may have thought possible. Your
choice-making is likely to be much more effective if you pause
briefly and scan the possibilifies for an effective response that fits the
situation, the person, and your relationship. In many circumstances
your pause will lead you to make a caring choice, but when it does
not, your alternative response may tend to fit the circumstances
more suitably than others you might have made.
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Responding to Self Pity
Before we leave this discussion let us return for a moment to the

problem of responding to the person who "enjoys poor health" or
who otherwise seems to run his or her tragedy or burden into the
ground. Certainly it is possible to feed the self-pity that person
exhibits, and w.! do not want to encourage thatnot for long any-
way. At the same time it does seem suitable for you to make a caring
choice at the beginning of the encounter, at least to the point of
acknowledging the source of the hurt. Then consider making a quick.
move to other OK choices. Over time you might make the following
responses to a person in your life who focuses continually on his/
her problems.

S & C. I'm sorry your back is still troubling you.

R. Today I'm determined to get you off that subject so you can
forget it for a while.

T. I'd like to know what you remember of your parents and
grandparents. I'm thinking about trying to put together a
little family history.

T. What games and songs do you recall from when you were
a child and a young adult?

E. I like hearing about the old days.

R. No, I don't want to get back into that just now.

E. You have the nicest smile when you let it out.

Effective responses to miserableness, like effective responses to
other choices, benefit from prior thought, from the development of a
broad range of choices, and from a willingness to initiate rather than
always responding to the choices sent by others.

Responding to Meanness
As with miserableness, we can use each of the five CREST choices

in responding to meanness. It is not easy to respond in an OK way if

someone takes something that belongs to you, calls you stupid, or
cuts in front of you to take a parking space you were maneuvering
towardbut it is possible. We will use those three examples to
illustrate how the various choices might be used.
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For the first example let us use a situation a friend mentioned
recently. AC k.i,e end of his round of golf he reported to the dubhouse
the loss of an expensive penpurchased through a foreign car
dealership and individually numbered. Weeks later he saw the man-

ager of the course with what appeared to be his pen. He asked to see
it, held it without looking at it, indicated when he had lost it, rattled
off a portion of the ID number, then looked at the pen and showed
the manager that the number corresponded with the one he recalled.
The manager said that he had purchased it at a shopping mall (my
friend is sure that was impossible) and refused to give it up.

For the second example, let us say that a co-worker says publicly

that your opinion about women's rights (and that could be either a
supportive or a hostile view) is stupid.

Finally, we will specify that the person who cut you off to get a

parking space is about your size, age, and sex, and a career equal.
That individual leers at you moments later in the hallway and says,
"What were you trying to pull out there?"

We will use the khels PEN, STUPID, and PARKING as we look

at these situations al consider choices that might be made in re-
sponse.

Ruling
A gentle, assertive, ruling choice is possible in each instance:

PEN. I'm convinced that this is my pen, but I'll give it back

to you if you insist it is yours.
STUPID. I'd appreciate it if you'd keep this discussion on
a reasonable level. You have a right to your opinion and I
have a right to mine.
PARKING. That space should have been mine. If you
hadn't speeded up I'd have had it.
Firmer ru ing choices are also possible, and, of course, you may

wisely choose not to pursue the situation further either with ruling
choices or with any of the other choices that follow.
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Thinking/Working
Thinking/working choices might include:

PEN. I've got the rest of this number in mind now and I plan
to check with the car dealership to see if that is the one that
is registered to me.

STUPID. The fact of the matter is that millions of people
agree with the opinion I just expressed.

PARKING. The way I saw it is that I was closer to that
parking space than you.

Caring
Caring choices might include:

PEN. Since the pen is such a good one I can see that you
wouldn't want to give it up.
STUPID. You seem troubled that anyone would take a
different position than you do.
PARKING. Since it means so much to you, it's OK with me
that you have the space.

Sorrowing
Sorrowing choices, which may be kept inside or expressed ver-

bally, might include:

PEN. I feel really rotten that you (she /hesaid internally
or to another person) would take advantage of your (his/
her) position like that and not admit that the pen is mine.

STUPID. Jay, when you call me stupid because I have a
different opinion, I feel really annoyed.

PARKING. It bugs me that you (she / hesaid internally or
to another person ) would almost cause an accident over
nothing more than a parking space.
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Enjoying Choices
Enjoying choices may also be stated internally or aloud:

PEN. (Laughing) I guess you really believe in the old
saying, "Possession is nine points of the law."

STUPID. Sounds like a case of the pot calling the kettle

black.
PARKING. (Chuckling) Hey, I'm sure you don't want to
ruin your day, or mine, when it's just getting started.

The choices that will work for any two individuals cannot be

predicted with total assurance, and the merits of any of the above
choices can be debated. But the point is valid that in nearly every
instance, even when you face an external sorrowing choicemean-
nessfrom another person, you can search quickly through your
mental computer and come up with a variety of choices that may

work in the situation. If the other person is determined to have a

negative encounter it may be that no choice of yours will be seen as

OK. When a person sends that message clearly, non-verbally, the

best choice you can make may be one you make internally.

Responding to OK Sorrowing Choices
When a friend or spouse says, "I'm really upset about some-

thing that happened at work today," your task is much easiel than if

you face meanness or miserableness, and you have a wide range of

OK choices available to you. The most obvious thing to do is re-

spond with a caring choice. The key to responding to the person's

need is to find out what he or she wants from you, or to make your

best guess about what that might be. "I'd like to help if I can." "Do

you want to talk about it?" OR: "If you'd like me to leave so you can

have some quiet time right now, just say so." Any of these responses

may be seLn as a caring choice.

ChoicesOther than Caring
Alternatively, you may offer a ruling choice: "Let me bring you

something cool to drink, and you just put yourfeet up and relax for a

while." "Tell me about it." A thinking/working choice may also be

suitable: "What happened?" A sorrowing choice may be appropriate

unless it unduly redirects the concern to you: "When I see you
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looking so troubled, it bothers me." Probably the least appropriate
response in such a situation is that of enjoying; however, even that
choice might be OK if it distracts only temporarily and if the other
person fully understands that you have a positive intent: (Chuck-
ling) "You look like you've lost your last friend."

Raoul had felt troubled for some time about his relationship
with his younger brother. Paulo made few choices Raoul saw as OK.
Whenever he was troubled, his brother drew inward for a while,
then exploded. Raoul tended to give his brother a wide berth, but he
wanted the two of them to get along better. Once recently he had
commented that he was concerned that Paulo's girlfriend, Lisa, was
playing him for a fool, accepting his gifts and going to expensive
places with him, then laughing at him behind his back In response,
Paulo shouted, shc,k his fist, and ultimately charged out the door.

Raoul jotted down several statements that he believed might
have changed the situation drastically:

"I'm sorry I brought it up. I know it's really not my
business, but I care about you."

"OK. OK, Enough. I won't bring it up again."

"You're right. Sometimes I'm just too bossy for my own
good,"

"I care about you too much to want to see you get hurt.
Then I hurt you myself,"

LAter at a quiet moment Raoul read some of his notes to his
brother. Tears came to Paulo's eyes when he finally realized that
behind what he saw as his brother's interference was a genuine,
caring feeling for him. At that point, Paulo expressed his regret that
Lisa did not share his feelings for her, but he told Rauul it was hard
for him to give her up even though he knew he needed to.

A Wide Range of Choices
The intent of the Choice Awareness system is to demonstrate

that there are many choices available to you in nearly every instance,
whether the input you receive is positive or negativeOK or OD. If
you, in Kipling' s words, "can keep your head while all about you are
losing theirs," it is probably because you are capable of using the
great variety of choices you have available in nearly any circum-
stance.
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The most difficult kinds of choices to respond to in OK ways

involve OD sorrowingmeanness or miserableness. One true test of

being an effective chooser is that you are able to make at least some

OK responses in those difficult situations.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,

ImPlications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

You may then wish to write about your responses to a variety of

situations, recent or long past, in which you had the opportunity to

respond to miserableness, meanness, and the OK sorrowing choices

of others. Did you respond in kind? Did you feel choice-less in the

moment? Did you allow yourself to make fresh and new responses?

For each situation, explore the choices you made and why they were

appropriate or inappropriate. Explore alternative choices as well.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page

number.
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Sorrowing Choices:
The Career Connection

Some careers, more than others, seem to call for making
sorrowing choices. People who experience too great a de-
mand or too little opportunity to express sorrowing choices
on the job may need avocalional or other at-home oppor-
tunities that allow them to balance the choices they make
in their careers.

As with other choices there is a career tie-in to sorrowing. No
matter what your career, it can be sited somewhere on a continuum
of emphasis on sorrowing choices. Further, you and every other
person fit somewhere on a continuum of comfort in making sorrow-
ing choices. If you are a funeral director, a police officer, a social
worker, a counselor, or a homemaker, you may expect to make a
variety of choices, but you should expect to encounter people who
are in difficulty of some kindpeople who are making sorrowing
choices, people for whom you will feel empathy and concern. Though
you cannot sorrow for them in the same sense that you might make
ruling choices for themsuggesting what they might dotheir frus-
trations have impact on you. You expect to be more directly involved
in making sorrowing choices than you would if you were a laborer, a
statistician, or a recreation director, to cite three examples.
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If you enter a field that puts you in to.ich with people when they
are making sorrowing choices and you are not comfortable with
those choices, you may find yourself misplaced, and you may even
need to consider making a career shift or a major change in your
own pattern of choices. Further, if you are constantly around people
who are making sorrowing choices you may need to create on-the-
job or off-the-job outletswith your co-workers, through your fam-
ily, or as a volunteerfor making other choices.

Any Career May Lead to Sorrowing Choices
Any career has hidden possibilities that may lead you to make

sorrowing choices. Nearly any career you might hold provides you
with co-workers who make sorrowing choices. It is important that
you remain open to the hurts and frustrations you and those around
you experience. Denial has inevitable costs. Straightforwardly en-
countering your sorrows has inevitable advantages.

Take stock of the roles you play at home and at work. Chances
are, both on and off the job there are many opportunities for you to
share your sorrowing choices and respond to the sorrowing choices
of others.

Journaling On the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +1-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Reflect on the sorrowing choices you make, and the sorrowing
choices you encounter others making, in your career. If appropriate,
discuss how you might beneficially change your patterns of re-
sponses when you or those around you have negative feelings.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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Thinking/working choices are often useful. They may be
made superficially, they may be based on injunctions and
labels that are no longer relevant, or they may absorb so
much of our time and energy that they squeeze out other
choices that are needed or wanted by those around us.

We have made the point previously that thinking and working
enter into all choices. No matter how little your mind participates in
an action or a statement you make, it is involved; at some level or
other you are thinking. No matter how little energy you put into
your choice, that choice uses effortat some level or other you are
also working. So how can you differentiate thinking/working from
the other CREST choices?

Remember tests that had such answers as: all of the above, none
of the above? In a genuine sense, thinking/working choices fit the
none-of-the-above category. A choice you make is thinking/working
when you are not clearly responding to the need of anotheror
caring; when you are not obviously demonstrating leadershipor
rulin& and when you are not primarily expressing a positive or a
negative feelingenjoying or sorrowing.
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"What time is it?"

"Nine thirty."

"I need to be ready to leave in an hour."

"I ought to write Josie."

Looking up a telephone number.

Balancing the checkbook

Planning the weekend's chores and activities.

These are everyday examples of thinking/working choices in-

volving words and actions.

You may attach some special significance to the words thinking
and working, believing that if you are doing either of those things
you have to be deeply involved, engaged, and absorbed, but your
thinking/working choices can be extremely shallow. You do many
things every day on automatic pilot, as it were. You comb your hair,

put on your clothes, make breakfast, pick up an item at the grocery
store, thumb through a pile of "junkmail," skim pages in the news-

paper, carry out the trash, watch TV, drive a familiar route, engage in

a brief social contact. These actions and many others are superficial
choices, but they belong in the thinking/working category.

Shallow vs. Deep Thinking/Working Choices

The fact of the matter is that you probably make more thinking/
working choices than any of the other CREST choices, perhaps more

than all the others combined; and most of your thinking and work-
ing choices are shallow To some degree that is fine. You need rou-
tines. Those things you have done every day for years need not
engage your full powers; it would be a nuisance if they did. But there

is a problem in staying minimally engaged in great numbers of
activities every day. It is easy to let them be your whole life.

If you have ever had the thoughtand manypeople havethat
life is passing you by, you may have developed a series of routines
that do not take much thought or energy, so yourlife lacks challenge.

Finding or creating challenge is the antidote.

Terri spent some time reviewing the week that just passed and
she felt discouraged. It had been a week like many others. She had

gone through the motions and had some pleasant moments, but the
week had lacked any special challenge. Finally her thoughts wan-
dered to an alumni magazine she had put aside. She had noticed
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information about a tour of the Far East and dismissed it out of
hand. She located the notice, spent some time in the library in ab-
sorbed reading about many of the points on the tour, and dashed off
notes to a couple of friends to see if they might be interested in
making the trip with her. "Funny;" she thought, "since I did that I'm
approaching everyday tasks with a new zest. I'm even walking with
more bounce in my step. I'm not just letting life pass me by."

Superficiality Problems
Superficial thinking/ working choices present several problems.

What passes for thinking/ working choices for many of us is just
following old injunctions and acting-out old labels, To what extent
do you do what you do because your parents' voices still ring in
your head? "A place for everything and everything in its place," for
example. If that injunction still clangs strongly in your ears, then no
matter what the needs of the moment or of the people around you,
you may have to stay up until the task is done. In the Robert Frost
poem "Mending Wall" the protagonist meets his neighbor in the
spring and they put back the stone wall between them, even though
there are no cows to worry aboutonly pine trees and an apple
orchard. "He moves in darkness as it seems to me,/ Not of woods
only and the shade of trees./ He will not go behind his father's
saying,/ And he likes having thought of it so well/ He says again,
'Good fences make good neighbors."

Old injunctions can be as useful as many of the other things you do
on automatic pilot. They act as shortcuts and help you make quick
decisions. The problem is that your parents may not have intended for
you to follow the injunctions as rigidly as you maya/ways putting
things away, always keeping a wall between you and others, not trusting
particular goups of people, for exampleand even if your parents
intended those outcomes, you must live your life.

Life can only be engaging for you if you feel engaged.

Labels as Shortcuts
We let labels act as shortcuts for us. The shy one, sunshine, chip

off the old block, meathead, gutsy, worthless, If that last label, worth-
less, was hung on you, you may approach the completion ci a
significant objective, a degree or a promotion perhaps, and do some-
thing that blocks its achievement. Even positive labels such as "the
helpful one" can become a burden. If you follow it too rigidly you
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may never let your wants and needs become known; therefore oth-
ers do not know you and you may not even know yourself. Labels
and injunctions need examination. They are fine if they really work
for you, but they may mean that you are just fulfilling the expecta-
tions or the prophecies of another person. And they may well block
your achievement of significant personal goals.

Time Fillers and Relationships
Perhaps you are among the people who spend great amounts of

time being thoroughly absorbed in your own pursuitsworking at
your computer, keeping up your house or garden, reading copi-
ously. If so, ask yourself whether or not the activity you engage in is

superficialask if it serves primarily as a time-filleras opposed to
being a positive addiction that givvs meaning to your life. Then
consider the impact of the activity on others in your world. Does
your involvement in the activity too often keep you away from the
people you care most about? To say it another way, do you make
thinking/working choices when others around you want or need
other choices from you? If your answers to these questions do not
suggest a need for change in your pattern of activitygreat! If you

among the people who let absorbing or mindless activities build
walls that hold out other peoplelisten up!

Everyday activities that thoroughly engage you can leave you
drained and less than fully capable of responding to your spouse,
children, friends, or family members. But activities that are time-
fillers can also be wearing, and the outcome is the same. Most of the
thinking/working choices you make are likely to be OK with those
around you. The fact that you are reading or computing or garden-
ing or exercising or doing office work at home is not likely to be a
problem except at specific moments when others need or want some-
thing different from you. What is more likely to be a problem is if

you spend so much time doing those things that others do not have
the chance to know you, to feel your presence, to have your undi-
vided attention, to experience your love and affection.

It is easy to rationalize, time and again, "He or she doesn't need

me right now." And likely that is the case. The result can be that the
individual has to do without you for too many "right nows." Even-

tually he or she may come to the conclusion that your involvement
cannot be relied on, or he or she models your behavior, becomes
engaged in other pursuits, and shuts you and others out of impor-
tant aspects of his or her life.
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OK/OD/UD Choices
The question is sometimes asked: Are some choices underdone,

is there a UD dimension that parallels the OD dimension? If you
have the thought that someone in your life, your father, for example,
under-does (1.0s) on cr:ing or enjoying choicesa common com-
plaint about fathersa careful exploration of what he does, as op-
posed to what he does not do, may reveal that he ODs in the realm of
thinking/ working choices. It is entirely possible that people you care
about, your spouse, your closest friend, your children, others, see
you the same way.

A basic idea in Choice Awareness is that we act on habit. To say
that another way, we make many superficial thinking/working
choices, and we let labels and injunctions substitute for good, fresh
thinking and acting in the moment. Most of our thinking/working
choices are OK with those around us; as a result many adults get
caught up in the allure of thinking/working choices and stress them
over the other four CREST optionsbut we cannot build good
relationships with an overemphasis on my one of the five choices.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Now review the past weekwhat engaged your thoughts and
your efforts, what kept you busy and absorbed? Did you read some-
thing that used your mind well and got you thinking deeply? What
tasks challenged you? How much time did you spend off-the-job in
pursuits that used your mental and physical powers? Did you do
something that helped another person and at the same time helped
you feel good about yourself? If you are not satisfied, what plans
might you make so that you could feel more involved?

Consider the labels and injunctions that affect your life, and the
extent to which you let yourself become involved in superficialities
or in activities that close out others who are important in your life,
Do your findings suggest that you need to change your thinking/
working choice patterns? If so, what changes do you plan?

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.
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We make some of our thinldng/working choices in rela-
tion to others. We need to be comfortable in using our
powers of thought and our efforts with all those around
us, including superiors and subordinates. We also need to
balance our thinking/working choices with the other
CREST choices.

Thinking/working choices are choices we maxe mostly for our-

selves. We think our private thoughts and carry out our tasks, and
much of the time what we think or do has comparatively little direct
impact on those around us. But at least some of the time we can
think for someone else or do the work that belongs to another per-

son, we ran function on our own, we can think and work in a way

that cooperatively involves other people, or we can leave the think-

ing and working choices to others around us.

Your Thinking/Working Patterns
When others are involved, are you more likely to (1) take control

of the situationturning some of the opportunities you have to
make thinking/ working choices into opportunities to make ruling
choices, (2) function on your own, (3) share leadership and tasks
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cooperativelymoving comfortably among thinking/working and
ruling choices, or (4) act in ways that show you are dependent on
others to lead? Which two of the terms below most often character-
ize your actions?

IN CONTROL AUTONOMOUS

COOPERATIVE DEPENDENT

We have suggested that most people see themselves as respond-
ers. If that assumption is correct and you are honest with yourself,
the odds are that you lean to the terms COOPERATIVE and DEPEN-
DENT, meaning that you are involved with others, but are inclined
to await their leadership. Regardless of the two terms you selected,
do your actions suit your wants and needs, and those of others
around you?

To some degree your patterns of thinking/working choices are
likely to change in response to the age, skills, power, and roles of
those around youbut that need not necessarily be the case. You
could be among the select few who exercise control regardless of the
others who may be affected, or you may be a person who feels little
power regardless of who else is involved. Some careers imply con-
trol, e.g., aanagers, or teachers with their students, but taking on a
career assignment tha, calls for control is no guarantee that a feeling
of comfort in exercising control will follow. In fact, Lee Canthr (1976)
suggests that the majority of teachers have problems specifically
because they are unassertivethey are not sufficiently comfortable
in establishing and exercising control.

Let us look a little deeper. Which of the terms aboveIN CON-
TROL, AUTONOMOUS, COOPERATIVE, DEPENDENTapply to
you in your interactions with each of the following:

SUPERIORS/ELDERS PEERS

SUBORDINATES YOUNGER PERSON3

Certainly it is to be expected that, up to a point, 5uperiors and
elders will exerdse control with you, and that you will exercise
control with subordinates and younger persons. The fully mature
person, however, exerdses leadership at times with superioni and
eldersperhaps through offering suggestions, He or she encourages
subordinates and younger persons to take the lead from time to time
by sharing the leadership and allowing others to be involved in
va.Mng problems. To carry an example we have iust used
further, teachers, even, those teachers who are in contml with stu-
dents, may be quite passive around school administrators and show

Vaa 6. a.m...
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little leadership with peers. You are likely to be happiest with your-
self if you participate in the full range of your relationships in dy-
namic, interactive, contributing, cooperative ways.

The Significance of Choices
I have a friend whose wife is highly-controlling. He teases her

by saying that he takes charge of all the major issues that arise
what time the sun will come up, when the flowers will appear in the
spring, and what month will succeed the present one, for example
and leaves the minor decisions to her. His teasing comment suggests
another dimension of thinking/working choices. To what extent do
you exercise leadership and permityourself to make thinking/work-
ing choices when the choices that need to be made are: MINOR,
MODERATE, or MAJOR in significance? Are you comfortable moss
the range of minor to major options, or do you defer to others except
when the issues are relatively insignificant?

Let us combine these dimensions: Ideally you should feel com-
fortable in exercising control, in acting autonomously, and in func-
tioning cooperatively, with peers, superiors, and subordinates,
whether the issues are of minor, moderate, or major significance.

The Learning Process
Children are socialized to think that enjoying choices belong mostly

to them; they also learn that thinking/working choices belong mostly to
adults. Particularly as a very young child, and especially if you are a
male, when you asked Dad or Mom if you could help with chores
you may have been told, "You're too young; go on out and play,'
instead of being allowed or encouraged to participate in the work of

the household. If your parents did that, you naturally assumed that
your offer was not appreciated and yourhelp was not needed. When
you were more mature and more capable your parents may have
enlisted ear required your assistance, but by then you might have
developed a habit of not helping. Also, you had learned to involve
yourself in other activities, so you may not have been interested in
doing the chores you were assigned. Fuithermore, you had not
developed the necessary skills and so you were not very good at
what you were asked to do. Unless an activity is somehow intrinsi-
cally appealing and you are good at it, you are unlikely to wish to
continue doing itso you may have been loathe to attempt some-
thing you were not comrinced you could do easily.1,
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The most effective work habits are developed early in life and
are encouraged all along the way. But thinking through and han-
dling the opportunities that life presents is a never-ending series of
choices. If you have not developed a high level of skill in making
thinking/working choices, or if your efforts along those lines are
shallow, you can give yourself permission to make the necessary
changes, and gradually modify your patterns of choices. Just re-
member that maintaining balance among the CREST choices is as
important as handling tasks in mature and effective ways.

CREST Choice Balance
When I think about the need to maintain balance among the

CREST choices I am reminded of the relationship I mentioned in
Chapter Nine, with a colleague I referred to as Professor X. Circum-
stances brought us together often, and at first I admired the way he
always got dhectly to the business at hand. I saw him as bright and
committed to our mutual task, and I liked that. After a while, though,
I felt less and less positive about the relationship, since there was
never a light moment, sirce we were "all business." Ultimately I
come to dread our contacts.

After I had begun to work on the concepts of Choice Awareness,
I asked myself if my choices might be part of the problem, and for a
time I did not believe that could be the case. Then I raised a different
question: whether I might do anything that would help our relation-
ship change direction. That gave me a clue, and I developed a
strategy for our next meetir g.

When we metin Professor X's office, as usualI shared with
him something funny I had heard earlier in the day. He actually
chuckled. Encouraged, I asked him about his wife and family, and he
smiled more than once and shared expansively. After few minutes
we got to the task at hand, but my whole attitude was changed. I
enjoyed even the serious parts of our dialogue.

For me, two major ideas emerged from that experience. First,
that it was not Professor X's behavior that bothered me; it was my
own. Instead of being my own person when I was with him, I
mirrored his seriousness. I disliked my own narrow, thinking/
working pattern of choices. Second, it became clearer to me than it
had ever been before that any effective relationship calls for the full
range of CREST choices, and that really worthwhile relationships
cannot be built only on thinking/ working choices.
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The Importance of Thinking/Working Choices
Some of the most significant choices we can make in this life

involve thinking and working. The most significant theories and
discoveries humankind has evolved are largely the products of think-

ing/ working choices. We all need to give ourselves permission to
use the brains we have been given and undertake the tasks that are
ours, as effectively as we can. We need to make it possible for those
around us to engage their minds and undertake tasks that challenge
them. We also need to keep our thinking/working choices in a
reasonable balance with our other CREST choicer for the sake of

our relationships.

JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, 11-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,

Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Then, if you choose, consider your functioning in thinldng and
working choices along the dimensions suggested in this chapter:

Control/ autonomy/ cooperation/ dependence.

With superiors/ peers/ subordinates.

In major/moderate /minor choices.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page

number.

Reference
Canter, L. (1976). Assertive discipline: A take-charge approach for

today's educator. Seal Beach, CA: Canter and Associates.
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The Career Connection

Some careers more than others seem to call for making
thinldng/working choices. People who experience too great
a demand or too little opportunity to express thinking/
working choices on the job may need avocational or other
at-home opportunities that allow them to balance the
choices they make in their careers.

It is patently obvious that thne is a career tie-in to thinking/
working choices. Certainly it is true that all careers require attention
and effort on tasks. Comparatively speaking, however, some careers
demand little thought or genuine physical effortfor example, re-
petitive assembling tasks. Some careers demand comparatively little
thought once the basic skills are mastered, yet require a rreat deal of
energy and effortthe tree trimmers whom I saw working across
the way recently might serve as an example. Some careers exemplify
the opposite, demanding much thought but comparatively little physi-
cal effortlawyers, for example. Finally, some careers require a great
deal of thought and actionthink of the buyers/sellers on the floor
of an exchange.
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Not only do careers vary greatly in the balance of thinking and
working choices, they also vary in the extent and depth of the
thinking or working skills required. To cite one compariscm, both a

lawyer and an inspector on an assembly line might make one think-

ing choice after another, but a different level of thought is required to

locate and make connections between legal precedents as against
comparing a product that comes along a conveyor belt to a near-

perfect model.

No matter what your career, homemaker included, it can be

sited somewhere on a two-way diagram that reflects shallowness
and depth of both thinking and working choices. And you, too, are

likely to feel most comfortable when you function in a particular

area on the same diagram of shallow and deep thinking and work-

ing choices.

Thinking Thinking and Working

Choices Working Choices Choices

Deep

Model ate X Your area of
greatest comfort

Shallow X Your career

If, as the above diagram suggests, you have entered a field that

calls mostly for shallow thinking choices and you have a need to
make more, and more complex, thinking and working choices, you

may find yourself misplaced and you may need to consider making

a career shift. Here I think of the number of women who have not

prepared themselves for the working world, and find themselves
buried for decades in jobs that do not challenge them sufficiently.

As we have suggested in exploring the other CREST choices,

despite the apparent fit (or lack of fit) of thinking/working choices

in your career, most careers allow opportunities to make thinking/

working choices that can engage your attention in positive ways. In

any event, whether you are female or male, if you are unchallenged

on the job, and cannot relocate professionally, your best strategy may

be to create on-the-job or off-the-job outlets for your energies.
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JournalingOn the CREST
Read this chapter, then make a journal entry, using the key

wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/-Feelings, Freeing, Self, Relationships,
Implications, Agree/Disagree, Otheras cues.

Consider your career: to what extent does it give you opportuni-
ties to make both thinking and working choices of the depth that
suits you? What changes, if any, might you make within your career,
or outside it, that would serve your personal needs more adequately.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and assign it this page
number.

wm=m,
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While the process of growth toward an enhanced quality
of life may, at times, be somewhat difficult or painful, we
believe that there should be joy along the way. As a conse-
quence, we have induded a number of SPA activities in
the pages that follow. SPA activities are designed to en-
able you to experience the joy of knowing yourself posi-

tively.

In the physical world, people engage in spa activitiRs that chal-

lenge them, that exercise their musdes, and that eventually produce

in them a feeling of warmth and power. SPA activities here have
similar objectiveschallenging you to focus on yourself, your choices,

and your interactions with others; providing experiences that are
designed to enable you to set your goals higher, and extend your
reach further; and eventually producing in you a similar feeling of

warmth and power.

Like physical growth, personal growth cannot be gained exclu-
sively through reading and reflection. To get the maximum benefit
from the SPA activities that follow, you need to be a participant, not a

spectator. Thus, we recommend that you: involve yourself in the
suggested activities, recycle through them from time to time, de-
velop additional spa activities on your own, and journal about the
activities and date your entry each time.
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SPA 1One Thing I Can Do
If you are like most people, you may be inclined to ignore the

fact that you are a wondrous creature and that there are many
marvelous things you can do; you focus instead on the next chal-
lenge, perhaps on what is out of reach for you. Here you are encour-
aged to take back the wonderment and appreciation of some small
thing you can doso that you might appreciate yourself more.
Focus on an action within your reach that connects directly to one of
the five senses: seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling, and/or touching.
Think what triumphs of body and mind each of those skills repre-
sents.

Do you, like most people, take them for granted?

If so, let us change that.

Take a few moments, right now, to reflect on or discuss one of
the simple, but miraculous powers you possessed from infancy
based on the five senses. Enjoy that power as a triumph in your
mind. Savor it. Reflect upon it. For a few moments at least, let your
feeling of appreciation wipe out any thought you may have of some-
thing you cannot do.

SPA 1 Journal EntryWrite your observations about this activ-
ity. Use the key wordsRecall, Interpretation, +/- Feelings, Freeing, Self,
Relationship, Implications, Agree/Disagree, Other as cues for extend-
ing your entry. Date your entry and label it SPA 1.

Make an entry for each spa activity as you complete it. Return to
the reading periodically and make new entries. Do so especially
after you have implemented new choices.
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SPA 2A Skill I Learned Alter a Struggle
Think about a skill you mastered after a struggle, maybe a

struggle you have long forgotten. For example, you learned to walk,

talk, read, write, ride a bicycle, and/or drive.

Have you ever watched a baby struggling to learn to walk?

How many times did the little one stand, teetering, and look as
though he or she might take that first step alone, then collapse to the

floor, laughing, or continue to hold onto the chair, the playpen, or
Mom or Dad, putting off that first solo step for another hour, day, or

week?
Next followed a few days of tottering, insecure movement, one

or two steps at first, then several; finally the child took off walking

and claimed that hard-earned skill in such a confident way that it
seemed to suggest that he or she always had been able to walk

So it is, and so it will be, with many of the skills of life. We
struggle and struggle, then take off. And we move on to the next
hurdle without a nod of appreciation for the gain we have made.

Let us correct that.

Take a few moments, right now, to reflect on or discuss one of

the simple, but miraculous skills you developed after a struggle.
Walking. Talking. Sipping through a straw. Whistling. Reading. Writ-

ing. Making change. Riding a bicycle. Driving....

Think of that skill as a personal triumph. Appreciate the effort it

took for you to master that skill. Savor it. Enjoy it with all the energy

you can muster in this moment. For a few moments at least, let it

wipe out any thought you may have of something you cannot do.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 2.

IIIVRIIONIONMImmINIINNOINMameIINalt
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SPA 3One Reason Others Appreciate Me
Modesty may prevent you from responding to this question

readily, but have at it; it is important for you to understand your
strengths. What is one reason others have to appreciate you?

Do you have good follow-throughdo you do what yot say
you will do?

Are you a loyal frienddo you stand by others in need?

Are you sometimes thoughtfuldo you occasionally do some
little positive thing, perhaps without being asked, that makes the life
of another person just a little easier for a moment?

Why would someone be glad he or she knows you?

Take two to three minutes to explore or discuss honestly, with-
out bragging or withholding, one reason others have to appreciate
you. Once you realize what characteristic of yours others may value,
give it a little extra emphasis in your everyday life. See how it feels
and what it produces when you emphasize, even just a little bit more
than in the past, a characteristic others value in you.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 3.
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SPA 4One of My Positive Habits
As another basis for appreciatingyourself, for loving yourself

so that you can love others in turn, and for achieving spa, take a few

moments to think about one of your positive habits. Think about

everyday actions you take that grease the wheels of progress either

for yourself, for others, or both.

Do you get up on time?

Do you handle a few basic "chores" without any hassle, e.g., re-

capping the toothpaste, bringing in the mail, bed-making, preparing
breakfast, mowing the lawn, raking the leaves?

Do you interact with others in pleasant ways, e.g., greeting
them, saying something pleasant when you leave or reenter a room,

expressing thanks when it is due?

Chances are that you do so many small, habitual things in the

course of a day that you may not even think of them for a whileso
take your time.

Brainstorm or discuss the everyday positive habits many people

have. Turn them into a checklist and see how you believe you rate as

a creature of positive habits. Appreciate and savor your positive

habits. Over time, see how it feels and what it produces if you add a

positive habit or two to your present cluster of habits.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 4.
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SPA 5A Negative Habit I Have Under Control
If you are like most people you had negative habits along the

way that you now have under control. What is one habit that you
have given up? Thin:: about such childhood habits as thumb-suck-
ing or nail-biting, or such adolescent or adult habits as drinking to
excess or smoking, for example.

You may be tempted to brush these habits off as insignificant
precisely because they are undEr control, but they are useful remind-
ers that you have choices concerning your habits. Take time to ap-
preciate yourself, to love yourself, in some measure because you
have been able to give up at least one negative habit.

Caution: Do not slide over to the negative side. You may indeed
have habits remaining that you wish you could shed, but have not
been able to do soyet. It is fine to make a concerted ef fort to change
such habits; but for now, savor the habits you have been able to shed
in the past, without berating yourself over those that still challenge
you.

Brainstorm or discuss the everyday negative habits many people
have shed. Turn them into a checklist and see how you believe you
rate as a creature who has shed negative habits. If relevant and
feasible, work on shedding another negative habit.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 5.

SPA 6Giving Up a Critical Label
Many people find that critical labels they heard when they were

young affect them idl their lives. If there is a negative label that you
were given as a child you may bear the scars of it years lateryou
may be hurting from it now.

Damon complained to his counselor that his stepfather never
used his name. Instead, he addressed him as Jerko, Stupid, or Dirt
Bag, as in: "Shut up, Dirt Bag." When Damon complained, his step-
father said such things as, "Go bawl to your mother, Jerko."

As I talked with Damon's counselor, I shared one of my own
experiences: I like my friends to call me Dick, since as a child I
seldom heard the name Richaal spoken, and if I heard it at all, it was
usually said in annoyance or anger. I have a colleague whom I see
frequently, and often as not he calls me Richard. I reply just as
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frequently, "You may call me Dick." It has become a kind of game for

us. I do not choose to slide back into childhood and rerun old,

negative feelings, so I make my response good-humoredly, he chuck-

les, and we go on from there.

I suggested that the counselor check with Damon about saying
the same kind of thing to his stepfather: "You may call me Damon."

OR; "I'd like it better if you called me Damon." OR, in humor:
"Damon's the name, third grade's (baseball's, etc.) my game." I saw

the major advantages of teaching the boy an array of such responses

as threefold: it might solve the problem, it could help him avoid

internalizing the negative labels, and it should help him see that
choicesother than becoming miserable, or lashing out and risking
further hurt--were available to him.

I also encouraged the counselor to suggest to Damon that when

all else fails, an internal message can be useful. In a Beetle Bailey

cartoon, Sarge once asked if Beetle was about to come up with one of

his "wise-guy" comments. Beetle's external response was, "No."
Internally he said, 'Anything worth saying would be over your
head anyway, you clod." He walked away smiling to himself, say-

ing, "It's the thought that counts."

The point is that Damon, you, and I may need strategies for
coping with critical labels or names we don't like. As a child, were

you called "the shy one," "sissy," or "mean as a striped snake," or

given a nickname that bothered you? You do not have to let labels of

any sort that others gave you years agoor may be putting on you
nowhave power over you. You can make internal or external
choices to counter labels that burden you.

Figure out the choices you make that affirm one of your nega-

tive labels, and what you could do to counter that label. Discuss the
idea that you can choose to put positive labels on yourselfif you
must have any labels at all.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 6.
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SPA 7A Good Feeling II Have Had
What was one good feeling you have had in your life? What

were the circumstances that led you to have that good feeling? Think
about it, bring it clearly to mind, recall all the senses you can tie to
the feeling. Appredate it, enjoy it all over again.

When life deals you the proverbial lemon, you can make lemon-
adeoi; altermtively, you can call to mind a good feeling you have
had. OU may or may not be able to do anything that helps you
duplicate that experience in the present, for a variety of reasons. If
you aie able to, greatde so. If not, just savor the recall.

Take a few minutes to recall or discuss some of the good feelings
you have had and decide what you did to make them possNe.
Explore the idea that you can sometimes choose to have good feel-
ings, if only through recalling them from the past.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 7,

SPA 8A Positive Memory
Recar an event that was positive for yousomething that hap-

pened that led you to feel joy or warmth inside. Select something
other than the experience of the good feeling (SPA. 7). What hap-
pened? What were the actions you took that helped that memory be
positive? Think about it, bring it clearly to mind, recall the little
details once more. Appreciate the memory all over again.

Take a few minutes to recall or discuss some of the good feelings
you have had and explore what you did to make them possible.
Consider the idea that you can sometimes choose to have good
feelings, if only through recalling them from the past.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 8.
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SPA 9A Peaceful Scene I Can Call to Mind
Recall a peaceful scene that you once enjoyedsome grand

vista, or something as tiny as a "flower in the crannied wall," you

saw and appreciated. What made that scene memorable for you?
What were the circumstances that allowed you to take the time to
appreciate the scene? Think about it, bring it deafly to mind, recall as

many details as you can. Appreciate the scene once again.

Whenever life seems stressfuland when does it not?take
time to bring to mind this peaceful scene. If you are able to wander
to it once again, or to make arrangements to return to it, do so. If not,

just appreciate the scene inside your head.

Take a few minutes to recall or discuss some of the peaceful

scenes you have experienced. Consider what made those scenes
memorable for you. Explore the idea that recalling positive mental
pictures produces positive feelings.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 9.

SPA 10Music
Bring to mind three pieces of music that you have long associ-

ated as positive. Sort through your mental files and select one be-

cause it energized you, a second because it calmed you, and a third
becauee the words made an association that was meaningful to you.
What made these each of those pieces of music memorable for you?

What did you do in connection with this music that might have
made each recall positive? Try to remember the scene and to hear

once more all the nuances of the music, and the small details of the

event. Appreciate its effects on you all over again.

The words to a little-known song, "The Olive Tree," from the

musical Kismet, have special meanffig for me, especially the part
that goes, "Why be content with an olive when you could have the

tree, why be content to be nothing when there's nothing you couldn't

be."

Take a few minutes to recall or discuss two or three musical
selections. Consider the idea that music can produce positive feel-

ings.
Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 10.
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SPA 11Inspirational Literature
Recalling a poem, a story, an anecdote, or a book that inspired

you, is a spa activity. Think about the literature you have read along
the way and select one or two pieces that you recall fondly. What
made that literature memorable? Bring to mind all you can concern-
ing the circumstances that made that literature important to you.
Appreciate the meaning of that literature all over again.

The last verse of Robert Frost's "Two Tramps in Mud Time" is
very meaningful to me.

But yield who will to their separation,

My object in living is to unite

My avocation and my vocation

As my two eyes make one in sight.

Only where love and need are one,

And the work is play for mortal stakes,

Is the deed ever really done

For Heaven and the future's sakes.

Don't let an inhibition about poetryor any kind of literature
keep you from this source of inspiration. Take some time now to
recall or discuss some of the inspirational literature that has had
meaning for you along the way, and explore what made it significant
to you. Take time later to review literature that has meaning for you,
to savor its inspirational value, and to share it with others. Let the
wonderful words of life add spa to your day to day existence.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 11.

1 I
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SPA 12A Positive Action I Have Taken
Think about one or two actions you have taken, things you have

done, that you have long associated as positive. The actions don't

have to be grand, they may be the equivalent of helping an old

person across the streetpreferably one who wanted to go. What

made those experiences memorable? What inspired you to take the

actions you did? Appreciate the significance of those small actions

all over again, and you achieve a spa experience.

Take some tiine now to recall or discuss the little details of those

positive actions. If you can duplicate one of those actions with some-

one right nowin person or by telephone or letter, do so. If not, just

enjoy your recall. Explore this idea: positive actions most often pro-

duce positive feelings.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 12.

SPA 13 Positive Responses to Stress
From time to time in your life you have doubtless made re-

sponses to stress that were functional for you. Think about your

positive responses to a stressful situation: perhaps you went off and

exercised vigorously, or you called a friend and talked it out, or you

wrote an angry letter and then tore it up. Consider what led you to

take the actions you did. Appreciate the significance of your re-

sponses all over again. As a spa experience, reward yourself for the

effectiveness of your positive responses to stress.

When you feel Aressed, bring to mind your successful actions.

You may or may not be able to do anythir g to duplicate them at the

time. If you are able to, greatdo so. If not, just appreciate the

effectiveness of your earlier choices.

Take some time now to recall or discuss some of the responses to

stress that worked for you and why those responses seemed to help.

Explore the idea tha effective responses to stress produce positive

feeli: 0.
lv.u.u:e your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 13.
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SPA 14The Best Thing About Me
Give yourself at least three full minutes to respond to this ques-

tion: what is the best thing about you? Do that right now. Don't yield
to modesty, false or otherwise. As we have noted, you need to know
what your greatest strengths are so that you can build on them.

Reflect on what you have just experienced. Did you find focus-
ing on what is best about you difficult or satisfying or both? If you
enjoyed it, that is great. If it was a difficult task for you, you probably
need to focus more often on your strengths. You have strengthsyou
can let them work better for you if you realize what they are.

Take some time now to explore in some detail another of the best
things about you. Decide why that characteristic is valuable and
how you came to develop it. Reflect on the idea that knowing what
is best about you is a basis for continued growth.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 14.

SPA 15The Best Relationship I Have
If you focus on the best relationship you have, it may take a

moment or two to sort the best from among several positives. On the
other hand, it is conceivable that you might respond to that question
by saying that none is particularly positive.

If you have more than one positive relationship, be thankful.
Focus on one relationship and savor it. Think what choices you
make that help sustain and nurture that relationship. Resolve to
make choices that will keep that relationship at its present level, or
make it even better.

If it is difficult for you to think of even one relationship that is
positive, consider whether or not that seems to be a momentary
condition. One test of the value of a relationship is to ask: what
would your life be like if that person walked away today, never to
return. If you say off-handedly, "I'd love it," about a relative, spouse,
child, or co-worker, for example, think again. A relationship that
gives you some grief may prove to be one you would miss greatly it
it were cut off permanently.
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If you are lacking in relationships that are positive, let that be a
signal that you need to develop one or more positive relationships
using the ideas that have been suggested in On the CREST.

Take some time now to recall or discuss in greater detail the best

relationship you have, Explore why that relationship is valuable,
and how you have contributed to its growth and development.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 15.

SPA 16My Goals ir My Relationships
Think once again about the best relationship you have. What is

your goal for that relationship? At the very least it might be to
maintain it at the present level. At most it might be to make it soar
higher and farther. Clearly, your relationship goal is positive.

Now shift gears. Think about your other significant relation-

ships. Focus on one with which you are not satisfied. Take some time

to consider what your goal is in that relationship. Even though that
relationship may not be what you would wish it were, more likely
than not your goal is positive. At the very least it might be to have

more satisfactory interactions with that person.

If you are like most people you may project the problem on the
other person; you would like him or her to "stop bugging" you.
Even that can be seen as a positive goal if you turn it around and
think of it in these terms: I would like to change the way things are so
that Pat's actions trouble me less and we get along better.

In most of your relationships your long-range goals are posi-
tiveeven if what you say and do is not always positiveso it is a

spa experience to explore your goals.

Take some time now to explore your goals with the people who
affect your life the most. What kinds of choices have you made that
have contributed to the present state of those relationships? What
choices could you make in the future that might help you move
toward your goals with those peopleto enhance your strong rela-
tionships, or to turn around those that are not strong.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 16.
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SPA 17 My Most Significant Goal for Myself
Most of us go on day after day responding to the situations we

face and the needs of the moment without considering the goals we
have for ourselvesso you may well be in the same boat. It may
take some digging to figure out your goals for yourself, but you do
have long-range, positive self-goals. And realizing what those goals

are is a spa experience.

One kind of goal you have emphasizes relationships. For ex-
ample, you may want to patch up or improve your interactionswith
a particular person, or you may want to reach out to someone else,
and see if you get back something positive.

A second kind of goal may involve your career. You may wish to
move to a new job or be promoted, or it may be sufficient for you to
maintain your level of success in your present work Your relation-
ship goals or your career goals may motivate you to positiveaction.

A third kind of goal is more elusive, but it may be of the greatest
value to you. What do you want for yourself, personallyto gain a
greater sense of meaning in your life, to be a better conversationalist,
to be more open with others than you have been, or to improve
yourself in some other way that seems appropriate to you?

Take some time now to explore your most significant individual
goal. Consider why that goal is significant to you, and what choices

you have been making, or could make, that would help you move
toward its achievement. Dedde on some small steps you could make
that might help you achieve your long range goal for yourself.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 17.
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SPA 18How I Show Caring for Others
In the past, when others around you were hurting, upset, or

angy, what did you do? Did you sometimes leave them alone? Did

you try to smooth their ruffled feathers? Did you ever do something
for others unaskedoffer a glass of water, a soft drink, a cup of
cofke; pat a person on the shoulder; listen deeply to what a person
had to say? If you have done any of these things at the right time and
in the right placewhich is not always easy to determineyou
have made OK caring choices toward others.

Think about actions you have taken when others have had
strong negative feelings. Try to recall at least two times when you
did something that seemed to be helpful. Give yourself credit for
your successor at least for your effortas a spa experience.

Take some time to sort out what seemed to make your choices
OK in those events. More likely than not you responded in the way you

would like to have had others respond to you. Note that there can be a
built-in error in that, however. Many times we think we would just

like to be left alone. That leaves others feeling helpless to respond,
and, unless we are working through the difficulty carefully and
successfully on our own, it may do little for our benefit. It is probably

better to err in the direction of reaching out toothers who are in need

than in the direction of holding back.

Take some time now to recall or discuss one or two of the most
effective caring choices you have made, and explore how those
choices have contributed to your relationships. Consider the idea
that making OK caring choices is one of the essentials in building
positive relationships, and in having positive feelings about your-

self.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 18.
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SPA 19 How I Show Caring for Myself
What little things do you do on a regular basis to take care of

yourself? Do you eat and drink sensibly, get reasonable amounts of
exercise and sleep, and take care of your physical needs? Then you
are a person who shows caring for yourself.

Do you think positively about yourself? Are the messages you
send to yourself positiveabout your looks, your character, your
accomplishments? Once again, you are a person who takes care of
yourself.

You may feel a strong temptation to focus on what you don't do,
the ways you don't show caring for yourself. But keep the accent on
the positive instead. Surely there are many things you do that take
care of your needs. The self-caring choices you make are desirable in
their own right, and they make it easier for you to respond to the
needs of others positively. Let your acknowledgment of how you
care for yourself be a spa experience.

Take some time now to recall or discuss some of the ways in
which you care for yourself, and explore why those actions are
important; Discuss the idea that caring for yourself effectively in-
creases the likelihood that you will care effectively for others as well.
If appropriate, increase your use of self-caring choices.

Make your jouinal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 19.
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SPA 20One Way I Take Charge With Others
When we talked about ruling choices, we introduced the idea

that there is often a power vacuum when two responders get to-
gether. Each tends to wait for the other to take the lead, and each
eventually becomes frustrated because nothing seems to be happen-

ing. As a result, taking charge with others at times can be an impor-

tant, positive move. And realizing that taking chargemaking a
positive suggestim, acting on convictionis often necessary and
desirable, makes it easier to keep doing so.

Think about it. When did you most recently make a suggestion
about something you and a friend might do? Or ask someone to get
something for you, "while you're up...?" Or indicate that it was time

to switch to another activity, or to leave, because of a prior agree-
ment. Chances are,. in lots of smalland large ways, you take charge
without realizing that you do soespecially with peers and those
who are younger than you, or in your care.

Take some time now to recall OF discuss one or two positive

ways in which you take charge with Others, and explore why those

actions contribute to your relationships. Discuss the idea that ac-
knowledging the ways in which you take charge positively is impor-

tant in developing and maintaining your relationships. If you see

yourself as taking charge too seldom or too often, let that be a signal

to you to change your pattern of action, using the ideas that have
been suggested in On the CREST.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 20.
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SPA 21One Way I Take Charge With Myself
When it comes to how they take charge with themselves, people

seem to fall into three clusters. The smallest group shows very little
self discipline; these people set too few limits on themselves, and
they tend to be seen as internally focused, e ,ren selfish, by others.
The group at the other end of the continuum, which may be the
largest of the three, sets overly high expectations; as a result these
people overburden themselves with internal, self-ruling statements
taking charge of themselves too often and too rigidly, allowing too
seldom for freedom and spontaneity. By contrast, the middle group
exhibits an appropriate pattern of self-ruling choices; these people
set reasonable expectations for themselves, they send positive self-
ruling messages, they remain open to experiences, and they readily
forgive themselves when the things they try do not work out, or
when minor difficulties arise.

To which group do you belong?

If you are in the middle group, the group of people who set
reasonable self-expectations, enjoy that reality. Let it be a spa experi-
ence for you to appreciate the pattern of self-ruling you have devel-
oped, and think positively about those people who have contributed
to that pattern.

If you are at either extreme, you can take action to modify your
behaviors and to achieve spa in doing so. But since our objective
here is that of helping you achieve spa now, we encourage you now to
refocus. Whether you are inclined to show too little self-discipline, or
too much, doubtless in some minor (and perhaps major) ways you
do take charge of yourself positively and -easonablyat least at
times. It may take some thought for you to come up with ways in
which you make reasonable self-ruling choices, but, no doubt, you
make such choices at least now and then.

If you are stuck for a response, consider your eating and drink-
ing habits, the amount of sleep you get, the ways in which you
follow through on agreements, the kind of friend you are, how you
carry out tasks on the job, etc. It is likely that in cne or more of those
facets of life you can locate a way in which ru make self-ruling
choices that are neither too rigid nor too "loose." And gaining that
understanding provides your present opportunity for spa.
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Take some time now to recall or discuss one or more of the
positive ways in which you take charge of yourself; indicate why

those choices, however small, are valuable in your life. Explore the

idea that acknowledging how you take charge of yourself is likely to

make it easier for you to continue to make those kinds of choices. If

appropriate, modify your use of self-ruling choicesdecreasing or
increasing their use in your life.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 21.

SPA 22My In-the-Moment Enjoying Choices

When those little moments arise in which others might smile or
laugh or pat someone on the back or pay a compliment, what do you

do? If you are skilled and generous in making in-the-moment enjoy-

ing choices, you act similarly. If so, savor that skill and that generos-

ity, enjoy it, appreciate itas spa. If not, what then?

Whatever you do, do not berate yourself for your lack of skill or

generosity in such momentsremember, we are into spa here. In-

stead, take another look. Think about times when you did take such
actions. You may not be as skillful or as generous as those you hold

up as models for yourself, but it is unlikely that you are completely

withholding in such matters. Think back to childhood if necessary.

Take some time now to recall or discuss some of the ways in

which you make positive, in-the-moment enjoying choices, and ex-

plore why those choices are significant for you. Consider the impor-

tance of making in-the-moment enjoying choices in your relation-

ships.
Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 22.
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SPA 23How I Handle Sadness and Frustration
While you may well be among the vast majority of people who

do not handle sadness and frustration well, no doubt you handle
some of your negative experiences effectively.

Have you ever thought through a problem and found a solution
to it? Have you ever shared your negative feelings briefly and straight-
forwardly with someone else and felt some relief in doing so? Have
you ever put aside your own needs briefly in a negative situation and
helped someone else, and found that as a result of that reaching out
you felt better yourself? Have you ever pounded a pillow, pumped
iron, or exercised in some other way as an outlet for a negative
feeling, and come away from that experience feeling better than you
did before the situation arose?

Focus on two or three times when you responded to your sad-
ness or frustration in a way that helped alleviate the situationa
way that hurt no one else, and seemed to help you. Appreciate the
effectiveness of your actions. Experience spa in recalling your effec-
tive actions in negative situations, whether they have been frequent
or few and far between.

If on reflection you find that you make ye ry few effective or OK
sorrowing choices, then build a plan for making one the next time
some rather predictable action of another person, or some frustrat-
ing experience, rears its ugly head--again. Let the process of think-
ing through what you will do that is better than what you have done
in the past, the execution of your plans, and savoring the positive
outcomes afterwards, be spa experiences for you.

Take some time now to recall or discuss one or two ways in
which you have responded to your sadness or frusfration with OK
sorrowing choices, and explore why those choices are or were OK.
Analyze your actions and exfract an idea that may be useful in the
futureand plan to put that idea to use the next time it is relevant,

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 23.

S 4
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SPA 24My Positive Thinking Choices

You may well be among the majority of people who tend to

rerun old messages in lieu of thinking in fresh, current terms, or who

in other ways think shallowly. Still, it is likely that at least some of

your thinking is current enough, deep enough, and relevant enough

to deserve your own ac.knowledgment, and recalling evidences of
that can be a spa experience for you.

What large or small problems have you thought about and
approached effectively? What thoughtshave you had that led you to

actions that avoided problems. For example, what checks did you

realize you needed to write, or bills you needed to pay, so that you
did not incur financing charges or more negative outcomes? In what

relationship have you panned to make better choices, and then

carried out your plan effectively? What vacation, trip, or other activ-

ity have you planned for and completed successfully?

Take some time now to recall or discuss two or three examples

of OK thinking choices you have made, and indicate why those
choices were relevant or significant. Experience spa as you recall

your effective thinking choices. Explore the idea that making OK

think .ig choices contributes to a positive sense of self, and is likely to

contribute to positive relationships as well. If appropriai modify

your use of these choices as needed by decreasing or incredsing your

use of them.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 24.
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SPA 25My Positive Working Choices
People who are highly self-critical tend to believe that little they

do is woronvhile. If you are among thew peopk you may not
believe that what you do has value. Nonetheless, it is likely that
many of your actionsyour working choicescontribute in posi-
dye ways to your own existence and to that of others. Whether you
are a card-cariying self-critic or not, what you do deserves acknowl-
edgment, and its recall can create a spa experience for you.

Thinking about acdons you need to take is important, but insuf-
fident; thIl loop is not complete until the action is taken. Two old
adages relate to situations that are thought about without follow-
through: procrastination is the thief of time, and the road to hell is
paved with good intentions. Frequently, it is essential to take action.

What large or small problems have you acted upon? What have
you done in a timely fashion that avoided a problem? What have
you said or done that improved one or more of your relationships?
How did you act, what are some of the things you said or did, that
helped a vacation, trip, or other activity turn out to be successful?

Take some time now to recall or discuss two or three choices you
have made in the recent past that required timely action on your
part, and that provixie evidence that you sometimes make positive
or OK working choices. Experience spa in recalling your effective
working choices. Consider why those choices were of value for you,
and extract an idea that may be useful in the futureand plan to use
that idea the next time it seems relevant.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 25.
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SPA 26Choices I Make to Feel Good About Others
What choices do you make that give importance to others? Do

you listen a bit more deeply to the significant people in your life? Do
you anticipate seeing them when that is about to happen? Do you
think about them and regret their absence when they or you are
away? Those are choices you make that involve feeling good about
othersand making those choices is not likely to require a major

expenditure of effort.

To paraphrase an earlier statement: Perhaps all you do that is
different with those who are of particular significance to you is to
listen just a bit harder, to send your messages a bit more to those
persons than to others, and to call those others your friend. It does
not sound like much, and it does not have to be much, but you sense
a difference and those other people do too (Nelson, 1977, p. 227).

What feelings do you choose to have about those people who are
closest to you? Do you let your positive feelings for themloving,
lildng, or caringcome through? What goals do you have for your
relationship with them? Are you motivated to maintain or improve
the quality of your most positive and significant relationships? What
do you actually do to maintain or impr ve those relationships?

Take some time now to recall or discuss at least two choices you
have made recently thai involved feeling gond about others, and
indicate how those choices expressed your positive feelings. Explore
the idea that making such choices contributes to positive relation-
ships, and is likely to contribute to a positive sense of self as well.

Make your journal entry now, date it, anri label it SPA 26.

Reference
Nelson, R. C. (1977). Choosing a better way to live. Lake Park, FL:

Guide Lines Press.
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SPA 27 Choices I Make to Feel Good About Me
What choices do you make that suggest you believe you are

worthwhile? Do you engage in activities that help you feel good
about yourselfthrough exercise, through relating to others, or even
through taking care of your tasks? What positive things do you say
internally about yourself? Your answers to those questions should
suggest choices you make that involve feeling good about your-
selfand making those choices need not require a great deal of
effort.

Take some time now to recall or discuss two or three choices you
have made in the recent past that gave you a good feeling about
yourself. These may be little momentary actions you took for your-
self, or they may reflect more significant actions. Perhaps you as-
serted yourself when you might otherwise have responded in a less
effective manner. Maybe you took a little more time in grooming
yourself and felt good about the effects. You may have completed a
chore you had been putting off and found that the effort or the out-
come gave you pleasure. Experience spa in recalling those choices.

If it should be that you can find very few examples of choices
you have made recently which involved feeling good about your-
self, stop right now and voice a positive self-statement, e.g., "I'm a
neat person to be around," or take an action that will help you feel

good about you, e.g., brush your hair, take a nap, complete a task
you need to do. Let making that statement or carrying out that
action, and savoring the positive feeling that results, be spa experi-
ences for you.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 27.

S
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SPA 28--Choices I Make for Meaning
What choices do you make that bring meaning to your life? In

this culture, people seem to be judged to a significant degree by
what they have, however, possessions are inadequate sources of sat-
isfaction when the issue of genuine meaning is raised. For most
people, it seems that meaning derives from what they give, and to
whom, rather than what they have, or what they receive.

What gifts do you make of time, energy and/or resources to
those you know, or are aware of, who are in need? Is there an elderly

or youthful relative to whom you give attention without thought of

the benefits or the rewards? Do you volunteer in some way that
allows you to share some of your wealth of time or energy or re-
sources with others? Is there a cause you lend yourself to that gives

you satisfaction? Is there a relationship that contributes to a sense of

meaning in your life? Is there an organization, a church,. even a social

group to whom you have committed yourself? Experience spa in
recalling what gives meaning to your life.

If you have been working away at the daily grind without
attending to the issue of meaning, and as a result have no meaning-
ful commitments, a thought of Viktor Frankl's may be relevant.
Frankl (1963) suggested that all lives have meaning and that it is
every person's task to discover and fulfill the meaning in his or her

own life. Spend some time in discovering what does or might give
your life meaning: a cause, a person, or a relationship that is, or
could be, of significance to you. Think carefully and deeply about it.
If relevant, decide on an action you might take. Carry out your plan
when the opportunity presents itself. Let carrying out that action be

a spa experience for you.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 28.

Reference
Franld, V. (1963). Mon 's search for meaning: An introduction to

logotherapy. New York: Washington Square Press.
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SPA 29Choices I Make to Be Fully Alive
During the program, The message of the myth, in the televised

series, The power of myth, Joseph Campbell (Campbell & Moyers,
1988) commented to Bill Moyers that what people are seeking is an
experience of being alive. Think about your experiences in this life.
What are some of the times when you felt fully alive, wondrously
connected with another person, with God, with nature, with the
world? The phrase, "a mountaintop experience," has been coined
describe a thrill that is often connected to nature, but that may occur
elsewhere as well. Another source of wonderful aliveness for most
people is experienced as they build relationships, as they find and
create a deep friendship or a new love with another person. And for
many people it would be in prayer or through connectedness to God
that their greatest sense of being alive has occurred.

Television advertising would have us believe that one brand of

beer would lead us to say, "It doesn't get any better than this." The
truth of the matter is that the natural highs of life, like a "Rocky
Mountain High," are the ones that stay with us longestand leave
no hangovers or damaged relationships to contend with. It doesn't
get any better than that.

The experience of being alive is not restricted to major events.
Many summers ago, when my mother-in-law, Margaret Harvey
Mitchell, visited us in West Lafayette, Indiana by train, she com-
mented enthusiastically about the mile upon mile of corn and soy-
bean fields she had passed. She did not find them tiring, as many
others might have. The experience of being alive can be experienced
in such simple actions as smelling the roses, as the saying goesor
savoring the corn.

Take some time now to recall or discuss an experience you have
had during which you felt fully alive. Think about the choices you
made to put yourself in that place, and to be open to the experience
before you. Experience spa in recalling that experience and the choices

you made. Consider what you might do in the future to create the
conditions in which such life-giving experiences might occur. If you

cannot name one event or relationship in which you felt fully, deeply
alive, decide on an action you can take now. Carry out your plan and

let it be a spa experience for you.

Make your journal entry now, date it, and label it SPA 29.

o
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Afterword
If you have completed all the readings, activities, and journaling

suggestions, where do you go from here?

We have already suggested that you recycle through any or all

of the readings from time to time, and journal again, and yet again,

concerning the ideas exploredsince they will generate different
thoughts each time you explore them, and will bring you to new

levels of growth.

We challenge you, eventually, to decide for yourselfto choose
for yourselfyour own new avenues that you will travel to spa.
Remain alert to your world and you may see spa opportunities that

we have not even considered.

You can also decide to make the kinds of choices that will create

a positive environment for you and for those around youand help

you move toward your goals for yourself and with others.

Life is a journey that is made up of one choice after another.
Choose to enjoy the trip. Get a lifeif you do not already have one.

It's your choice.

NO/
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Selected Reference
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seling theory. Minneapolis, MN: Educational Media Corpo-
ration.
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